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ABSTRACT 
ABSTRACT 
Managing an information systems (IS) project is a challenging undertaking because of the very nature of 
these projects. The IS project manager is challenged with increasing and changing requirements, the 
management of technical resources and business users, and the delivery of the project to meet the 
business need in time and on budget. 
The high failure rate of projects in general is a concern for organizations as this can have serious 
repercussions for the business in terms of loss in turnover or business opportunities. The abilities that 
are required of an IS project manager in order to manage IS projects efficiently and successfully are of 
interest to both organizations and the IS project managers themselves. 
The mastery of project management competencies was previously regarded as being sufficient for 
successful project management. However, with the high rate of project failure, it became evident that 
successful project managers have other "soft" skills or abilities over and above these competencies that 
enable them to be successful. The leadership style that the project manager employs during the project 
can affect the outcome of the project. A transformational leader motivates and inspires the team to 
improve themselves and become more effective. Emotional Intelligence is a soft skill that enhances the 
project manager's ability to practice transformational leadership. 
This study examined the relationship between emotional intelligence and transformational leadership of 
South African project managers practicing specifically in the IS field. The study further explored the 
effect of demographic factors such as age, gender and occupational background on emotional 
intelligence and transformational leadership, and the relationship between the two constructs. 
Data was collected from a sample of 49 IS project managers based in South Africa. The Multifactor 
Leadership Questionnaire was used to determine leadership and the Genas El Inventory was used to 
determine the emotional intelligence of the participants. The results of the data analysis show a strong 
positive and significant relationship between the transformational leadership and emotional intelligence 
of South African IS project managers. None of the demographic factors had an effect on the relationship 
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ABSTRACT 
technical background showed lower average scores for both emotional intelligence and 
transformational leadership than their peers. Female IS project managers showed slightly higher 
average scores for both transformational leadership and emotional intelligence than their male 
counterparts. The results suggest that an increase in emotional intelligence can assist an IS project 
manager to effectively improve their transformational leadership skills. 
Further research into the appropriate interventions that should be introduced in order to increase 
emotional intelligence In South African project managers is advisable. The perceived effect on the 
project team and the success of the IS project manager after introducing these interventions should be 
measured. This will be useful in motivating South African organizations to facilitate and encourage their 
IS project managers to develop their emotional intelligence and transformational leadership skills in 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
CHAPTER 1; INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background 
1.1.1 Introduction 
Unlike the engineering and construction fields, the Information Systems {IS) field was not initially linked 
to project management practices and methods {cartwright & Gale, 1995). Over time, organizations have 
generally come to embrace project management methodologies and practices, become more project 
based, and undertake an Increasing number of IS projects. However, the number of projects that fail to 
be delivered within the constraints of time, cost, scope and quality has highlighted the fact that project 
management is a challenging undertaking and Is of particular interest to organizations {Maylor, Vidgen & 
carver, 2008). 
Atkinson, Crawford and Ward {2006) describe projects as ranging from being •hard" to •soft" depending 
on whether the project goals and deliverables are clearly defined from the beginning of the project or 
likely to change during the course of the projects. IS projects are usually •soft" projects and are 
characteristically complex by virtue of the often unclear goals, high risks, high costs, technical and 
organizational dynamics {Lee-Kelley & Leong, 2003; Maylor, Vidgen & carver, 2008). 
The increasing number of IS projects requires that organizations place the right kind of individuals into 
project management positions in order to achieve organizational success {Brewer, 2005). The IS project 
manager has been Identified as a key resource in the facilitation of organizational change and the 
achievement of organizational goals {Whitty & Maylor, 2009). Project failure has also been attributed to 
the lack of Influencing and human skills on the part of the project manager (Geoghegan & Oulewicz, 
2008). Investigations into the means of achieving competent and successful management of IS projects 
is therefore of interest to organizations and project mangers alike (Maylor, Vidgen & carver, 2008) 
1.1.2 Leadership 
An online search of a popular South African career website on the 31st of October 2009 found that the 
keywords "leader' and "leadership" appeared In 24 advertisements for IS project managers as an 
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advertisements, the IS project manager was expected to #have strong leadership skills", "be a visible 
leade~, "provide leadership and support to teams", and "lead an effective team to achieve set goals and 
objectives" (Career Junction, 2009). 
A leader is made through a combination of personal characteristics, skills and knowledge (Geoghegan & 
Dulewicz, 2008). According to Jackson and Parry (2008) a complicated and intricate process is involved in 
the development of leadership skill. The process of growing the ability to lead begins when a person 
receives certain genes before they are born and continues through life and is influenced by childhood 
experiences, mentors and work experience. Putting this developed ability to lead others to practice is 
dependent on the luck of opportunity presenting itself (Jackson & Parry, 2008). 
According to Crawford (2000), leadership has been consistently identified in the literature as a 
requirement for a project manager to be deemed competent. Transformational leadership is posited as 
the answer to the question of the appropriate leadership skills required for project management 
(Keegan & Den Hartog, 2004). Transformational leadership has been linked to increased impact and 
effectiveness in the project environment and organization as a whole (Eagly, 2007; Geoghegan & 
Dulewicz, 2008). 
The challenge that IS project managers are faced with is to get the best results from a variety of business 
and technical experts or specialists through leadership, and the management of relationships between 
all the project stakeholders (Clarke, 2009). According to Geoghegan and Dulewicz (2008), a combination 
of both intellectual (IQ) and emotional (El) aptitude is a requirement for success. 
1.1.3 Emotional Intelligence 
Studies by Barling, Slater and Kellaway (2000), Higgs and Aitken (2003), Gardner and Stough (2002), 
Leban and Zulauf (2004), Palmer, Walls, Burgess and Stough (2001), Rosete and Ciarrochi (2005), 
Sivanathan and Fekken (2002) suggest that there is a relationship between leadership style and 
emotional intelligence. According to KOpers and Weibler (2006), the capacity to provide effective 
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Though Mayer, Salovey and Caruso (2008) criticize the claims by some researchers that emotional 
intelligence is a predictor of performance in the workplace, some researchers have emphasized the 
importance for project managers to pay attention to the emotional aspects of their roles as project 
leaders (Keegan & Den Hartog, 2004). The reader should note that the term "project leader" is used 
throughout this paper in reference to the leadership role that the project manager plays while managing 
a project team. 
Emotional intelligence has been positively linked to the display of behaviours required for effective 
project leadership and the project management competencies linked to the management of human 
resources (aarke, 2009; Leban & Zulauf, 2004; Muller & Turner, 2007; Sunindijo & Hadikusumo, 2005). 
Emotionally intelligent project managers are posited to provide better support and leadership and 
develop productive working environments for their teams (Geoghegan & Dulewicz, 2008; Mayer, 
Salovey & Caruso, 2008), 
1.1.4 Research Objectives & Scope 
This study aims to make a contribution to the project management field by examining the emotional 
intelligence and transformational leadership of IS project managers in South Africa specifically. 
MAIN OBJECTIVES 
The main objectives of this research are to: 
• Determine the leadership behaviour of South African IS project managers 
• Determine the emotional intelligence of South African IS project managers 
• Find conclusive evidence of a positive correlation between transformational leadership (TL) and 
high levels of emotional intelligence (El) in South African IS project managers. 
OTHER OBJECTIVES 
The other objectives of this research include the investigation of relationships between leadership 
behaviour and emotional intelligence and the following factors for IS project managers: 
• Gender 
• Preferred project type (i.e. technical or change project) 
• Technical background 
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SCOPE 
·rhe scope of the research will be limited to South African IS project managers who have access to email 
and the internet. 
1.2 Research Outline 
This chapter provides an introduction to the research topic and the scope of this research. 
Chapter 2: introduces the review of the literature regarding leadership and emotional intelligence. 
Chapter 3: discusses leadership while Chapter 4: discusses emotional intelligence and how the literature 
links emotional intelligence to the enhancement of the quality of leadership. Chapter 5: investigates the 
requirement of leadership skills and emotional intelligence for the IS project manager. Chapter 6: 
summarizes the literature review. 
Chapter 7: gives an outline of the research design and methodology. The research questions and 
proposed hypothesis are also detailed. Chapter 8: presents the outcome of the research conducted and 
provides a discussion of the results, the contribution of this research project, and suggestions for future 
research are proposed. 
Chapter 9: brings this paper to a conclusion by providing an overview of the research problem and 
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CHAPTER 2; INTRODUCTION TO THE LITERATlJRE ON LEADERSHIP 
STYLE & EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE 
An information system (IS) project managers' leadership style has a considerable impact on the 
implementation of IS projects and is an important aspect in the delivery of any information system 
(Wang, Chou & Jiang, 2005) and the success or failure of a project (Christenson & Walker, 2004; Millier 
& Turner, 2007). 
The concept and study of leadership can be traced back many centuries (Oeland, 1995; Higgs, 2003) but 
there is no universal, clear-cut, and generally accepted definition of leadership (Cleland, 1995; Hayward, 
2005; Huysamen, 2002; Naidu & van der Walt, 2005; Prins, 2006). Over time, various theories on 
leadership have been raised in an attempt to understand leadership, including trait theories, 
behavioural and situational theories, charismatic theories and transformational and transactional 
theories (Duckett & Macfarlane, 2003; Higgs, 2003). 
Transformational leadership is often associated with improved performance in organizations. A 
transformational leader guides his/her followers to Improve themselves and achieve better results by 
changing and aligning their values, beliefs and attitudes to those of the organization (Charbonneau, 
2004). Cleland (1995, p. 86) defines project leadership as "a presence and a process carried out within 
an organizational role that assumes responsibility for the needs and rights of those people who choose 
to follow the leader in accomplishing project results". The Project Manager Competency Development 
Framework specifies "leading" and "Cognitive Ability" as some of the personal competencies that any 
project manager should develop in order to be effective (Project Management Institute, 2007). 
The beginning of the 21st century saw an Increased interest in studying the efficacy of using emotional 
intelligence (El) to determine the effectiveness of a leader. (Gardner & Stough, 2002). El Is the ability to 
be aware of and manage emotions both personally and in others (Gardner & Stough, 2002). El is posited 
as the key to improved job performance, employee behaviour, customer satisfaction, quality assurance 
and organizational practices that promote exceptional service delivery, quality and workplace harmony 
(Morehouse, 2007). As a leader, an IS project managers' key responsibility is to ensure that project 
objectives are met by successfully managing both the emotional and rational aspects of a project (Leban 
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The IS project managers leadership style, as a key role in project team performance, is receiving 
increased attention in IS research (Wang et al., 2005). Transformational leadership has been suggested 
as the ideal leadership style for a project manager (Leban & Zulauf, 2004; Rosete & Ciarrochi, 2005) but 
Muller and Turner (2007) suggest that a project manager should display different leadership styles 
depending on the type of project that they are leading while Graham (1996) suggests that different 
leadership styles should be used during the different phases of a project. 
According to Leban and Zulauf (2004), a project manager's leadership style and related El is significant 
for organizational success. The emotional aspects of leadership play an important role in determining 
project performance (Turner & MUiier, 2006) and the very nature of a project managers job make 
emotional intelligence a requirement for success (Mersino, 2007). 
The next chapter provides a review of the literature related to leadership and the requirement of 
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CHAPTER 3; LEADERSHIP 
3.1. Introduction 
The study of leadership and the attributes of a good leader are traceable as far back as 500 B.C., when 
Confucius proposed that piety, love, proper conduct, and avoidance of disagreements are the qualities 
required for effective leadership (Turner & MOiier, 2005; Ng & Walker, 2008). Further contributions 
came from Plato, Machiavelli, Xunxi and others, but there Is still speculation on the requirements of 
effective leadership (Rosete & aarrochl, 2005). Jackson and Parry (2008} propose that the five attributes 
that are essential for effective leadership include: (i.) the confidence to nominate themselves to lead; 
(Ii.) Integrity to encourage consistency in beliefs and clarity on what the leader stands for; (iii.) 
connection to followers through shared values; (Iv.) resilience to endure the conflict, stresses and 
setbacks; and most Importantly, (v.) the aspiration to be a leader. 
Leadership can be defined as a "social Interaction" (Kerr, Garvin, Heaton & Boyle, 2006, p.268}, an 
"interpersonal process"' (Klenke, 1998, p. 1128), or a relationship between the leader and followers 
based on shared exchange (Jackson & Parry, 2008} whereby the leaders' Influence on followers actions 
can determine performance results (Kerr et al., 2006). April (1999, p. 232) describes leadership as an 
ethical agreement between a leader and followers in order to "bring out the best in each other for the 
good of the whole". Leadership Is therefore, an integral part of a successful organization's culture (Bohn 
& Grafton, 2002; Prins, 2006). 
Thomas and Cheese (2005) suggest that, rather than leadership or MBA courses, practical leadership is 
the best way a leader can learn the essential lessons and gain wisdom about leadership. Klenke (1998} 
further suggests that attaining the skills to become an effective leader is a life-long process that involves 
formal education, reflection, learning about yourself, your thoughts and your actions, determination and 
commitment to a lifetime of learning. 
According to Higgs (2003), and Turner and MOiier (2005), five schools of thought were developed in 
various efforts to understand leadership. A discussion of five of these leadership theories follows in 
Section 3.2 i.e. (i.) trait theory, (II.) behavioural theory, {Iii.) situational theory, {iv.) charismatic or 
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Section 3.3 discusses the requirement for leadership skills in Project Management. Leadership 
assessment instruments are discussed in Section 3.4 and the chapter is brought to a conclusion with a 
summary of the leadership literature in Section 3.5. 
3.2. Leadership Schools of Thought 
3.2.1. TRAIT THEORY 
According to Duckett and Macfarlane (2003), the theory that a person is born with natural leadership 
abilities and these abilities can be identified as a set of characteristics or attributes was popular between 
1930 and 1950. Trait theories on leadership are based on the assumption that a leader is born with 
certain traits - that cannot be developed - which made them effective (Turner & MOiier, 2006). By 1940, 
about 20 studies into leadership traits identified a list of about 79 leadershlp traits (Gehring, 2007). 
Physical appearance and size, personality (e.g. confidence) and management abilities are the three trait 
aspects identified for effective leadership (Brown, Bryant, & Reilly, 2006; Turner & MOiier, 2006) 
however several studies of various successful leaders failed to identify common physical, personality or 
mental characteristics (Gehring, 2007). Research shows that character and personality traits have an 
impact on leadership behaviours (Belasen & Frank, 2008; Brewer, 2005) and the inability of researchers 
to agree on a list of traits that are essential for successful leadership led researchers to shift their focus 
to leadership behaviours (Gehring, 2007). 
3.2.2. BEHAVIOURAL THEORY 
In the late 1950's, leadership research shifted its focus from traits and begun to concentrate on 
leadership behaviour (Duckett & Macfarlane, 2003). The behavioural theory assumes that an effective 
leader can be made by adopting certain styles or behaviours (Turner & MOiier, 2005). The leader is seen 
to affect organizational performance by the amount of participation followers take in decision-making 
(Duckett & Macfarlane, 2003). 
Six main parameters emerge from the literature to characterize leadership behaviour. Researchers such 
as Blake and Mouton, and Hershey and Blanchard used various combinations of the six parameters to 
define models of leadership behaviour in 1978 and 1988 respectively (Turner & MOiier, 2005): 
• Concern for people and relationships 
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• Use of Authority 
• Team involvement In formulating decisions 
• Team involvement in choosing/making decisions 
• Flexibility as opposed to the application of rules 
A review of the literature by Sunindljo and Hadlkusumo (2005) revealed thirteen behaviours that are 
required for effective leadership and influence: (i.) communicate a vision; (ii.) focus team efforts on an 
inspiring purpose; (iii.) provide an environment that stimulates Ideas; (iv.) personal coaching and advise; 
(v'.) rewards for achieving goals; (vi.) punishment for poor performance; {vii.) exercising delegation 
appropriately; {viii.) setting a good example; (ix.) openly communicating and sharing Information; {x.) 
applying active listening skills; (xi.) directing actions where necessary; (xii.) allow participation In 
decision-making; {xiii.) proactively gather information and identify problems. 
3.2.3. SITUATIONAL /CONTINGENCY THEORY 
McGregor (as cited by Oeland, 1995) portrayed leadership as being a relationship between four 
variables: 
• the leaders' characteristics 
• the followers' attitudes, requirements and personal characteristics 
• the organizations' characteristics 
• the social, political and economical climate 
The characteristics required by the leader in order to be effective were dependent on the other three 
variables. An organization therefore requires a different type of leader today, in terms of personal 
characteristics and leadership abilities, as compared to a decade ago as the other three variables are 
bound to have changed (Oeland, 1995). 
A dynamic organizational environment, along with the changes that happen with the leader in different 
situations will determine how effectively the team will perform (Lee-Kelley & Leong, 2003). According to 
Fiedler's situational leadership theory there is a strong link between personality and leadership style 
(Arvonen & Pettersson, 2002). Several factors, such as team member layalty and commitment, the 
simplicity of tasks, and the leaders' power and authority regarding assignment and assessment of tasks, 
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Kelley & Leong, 2003). Because the leader adapts the situation to suit their personality (Arvonen & 
Pettersson, 2002), these factors will determine the suitability of the leadership style in the situation: 
• Task-oriented. Autocratic leadership is suited to particularly favourable or extremely 
unfavourable situations. 
• Relationship-oriented. Building inter-personal relationships motivates leaders suited for 
situations that are not extreme. 
• Socio-Independent. These leaders are not affected by the environment or personality. They 
perform effectively when they have moderate to high levels of control. 
The Path-Goal theory proposes that a leader should assist his/her team through the process of 
determining the means in which to achieve the team's goals (Turner & MUiier, 2005). According to this 
theory, the leader motivates the team by reducing the barriers to achieving goals, providing guidance 
and support to team members and appropriately rewarding the accomplishment of goals (Huysamen, 
2002). As a result, the leader's behaviour positively influences the nd result of the task (Li, Tan, Teo & 
Mattar, 2006). This popular situational leadership theory Identifies four leadership behaviours that are 
aimed at meeting the needs of followers or subordinates i.e.: (i.) Directive: providing specific work 
instructions and providing clarity on rules and procedures in order to reduce ambiguity with regards to 
expectations of each role; (ii.) Supportive: providing a supportive and stress-free work environment that 
is focused on producing employee satisfaction; (Iii.) Participative: employees are encouraged to take 
part in decision-making their opinions are taking into consideration; or (iv.) Achievement-orientated: 
encouraging excellence in performance and showing confidence that employees are capable of 
achieving these high standards (House, 1996; Turner & MOiier, 2005). 
3.2.4. CHARISMA TIC OR VISIONARY THEORY 
Leadership Is termed as either Ntransformational" or 11transactional" in order to establish a distinction 
between leadership and management (Duckett & Macfarlane, 2003). Transactional leadership or 
management deals with complexity (e.g. planning and controlling) while transformational leadership 
manages change (e.g. motivating and coordinating) (Kaulio, 2008; Ng & Walker, 2008). Researchers also 
Identify "laissez1aireH leadership which is characterised by the Inability to take action and the avoidance 
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A transactional leader is generally defined as one who focuses on procedure, addresses the immediate 
needs of followers, maintains the status quo and rewards good performance (Gardner & Stough, 2002; 
Rosete & Ciarrochi, 2005; MOiier & Turner, 2007). 
Gardner & Stough (2002) define a transformational leader as one who seeks to determine the needs and 
drivers of followers and encourages positive change in individuals and the greater organization. 
Transformational leadership has gained popularity as it has been regularly associated with improved 
performance, increased morale, motivation and commitment within organizations (Charbonneau, 2004). 
The transformational leader focuses on relationships and the communication of common values in order 
to stimulate follower's sense of meaning and value in the work that they do in order to bring about 
organizational change (MOiier & Turner, 2007). Though leaders can not completely control or predict 
their followers, they can appeal to the things that motivate followers in order to inspire them to go 
beyond their own interests - to work and participate at a higher level (April, 1999) and achieve far more 
than expected (Ng & Walker, 2008) - for the sake of the organizational or team vision (Avolio & Bass, 
2004). 
Nanus (1992, p. 8) defines a vision as "a realistic, credible, attractive future" which is better and more 
desirable than the present. The results of a 2003 survey of IT Executives (Table 1) found that the ability 
to inspire and be a visionary was essential for effective leadership (Brewer, 2005). According to Choi 
(2006), a leader creates a vision of an attractive future and communicates this vision not only verbally, 
but by their behaviour as well. Choi (2006) further posits that followers are empowered by a role-model 
leader who increases their confidence and perceptions of their ability to overcome obstacles. A visionary 
leader combines shared purpose, empowered people, appropriate organizational changes and strategic 
thinking (Nanus, 1992) In order to provide the motivation required to enhance business performance 
(Belasen & Frank, 2008). Followers have a clear vision of what they are trying to achieve and are 
emotionally committed to the vision (Goleman, 1998) because it has been clearly communicated to 
them (Rosete & Ciarrochl, 2005). Leaders who offer their time, vigour and, efforts in order to achieve a 
vision are pivotal to achieving organizational effectiveness (Bohn & Grafton, 2002). Team members can 
personally relate with the teams' purpose and goal and feel more loyalty and unity within the team 
(Wang et al., 2005). Transformational leaders ensure that team members are aware of the value and 
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The full Range o f Leadershir> ModPI (FRLM) by Avolio and Ba<s (1 'l91) emph"'i<e< the import.1nce of 
transforma tional leadership and divides its behaviotrs into four Important areas: {i.) Charisma - shows 
high moral and ethical standards and acts as a role model; (il.) Inspiration- presents an attractive vision, 
shows enthusiasm and motivation; (iii.) Intellectual stimulation- encourages innovation and creativity; 
(1v,) lndiv1duo/ized Conslderotion - shows concern and develops and coaches followers to reach their full 
potential (Charbonneau, 2004; Eid, Johnsen, Bartone. & Nissestad, 7.008). Charbonneau (2004 ) further 
suggests that transformauonal leaders also use influencing tactics in order to achieve the required 
commitment and motivation from their teams. 
Per~oar chnrac1erl5t1cs c n11cal 
!or IT executives to be elfective Needs 
leaders. Most Critical Stronqest Improvement 
Aoilirv 10 lnsoh e Others 64.2% 46.5% 37.6% 
V ision of the Future 63.5°/o 5 1.7% 29.0% 
tn tearilv 51.9U!o 55.6<:-'o 4 .7'0 
Creatrvitv and lnnova11on 3 1.6-0/o 42.5°/., 32.2% 
W 1lhnonc$$ lo !a ka Risks 25.9% 26.3~/o 4 ).5% 
rnielllaence 21 .2~~ 35.9% 9 .0o/I) 
S eit ·conhdence 1 ~.4o/o 21.6% 40,6~'<:. 
MatunlV 12. 7~h 14.7% 1 9.~~ 
Tab I~ I: f>cn;onal Ch:1r,1cteris tics for Effccti '" Le3den; (Brewer. ?Ofl5) 
According to Keegan and Den Hartog (2004), transformational leaders were found to have better 
performing reams, and were perceived to be more effedive by bo th their teams and thei r superiors as 
compared to transactional leaders. Transformaiional leaders deal with strategy more efficiently and are 
thought to be more effective for organizationa l progress (Rosete & Ciarrochi, 2005). Table 2 identifies 
the differences between and t he various dimensions o f transactional, transformational and laissez.faire 
leadership. 
leadership Style Dfme<1slon Descfiptfon 
TramMo.rma(lon~I k>eal1zed 1nU1.1ence (ettnc.ute-OJ 1 na charisma ot tne leaoer 
~iieauzoo ltil!u.&lle'l ~bel\av!ou1) '.)f\attsma cet1toroo on vr.ilues be!tef$ and m1!5011 
lnsp1ra?1onal moovar.on :nergiZJng fohcr.'Ytus by optim1un, go.als ano v1$<'00 
tn11=11ec1ua1 S111'f'ut1t10fl CnaP~ng!flg-ccea1tv11y lot ott>blom ~vjng 
1na1v•dUaJ12od oons1deHJJJot1 A-OY1sing, s~portin9, an.:1 canr.g lot 0·1.mv1::iuals 
T1a.n:sactior-.a! COo11ngerst teward leaoer:Wip =-~ov 1 dlf'lg roJe. task c1anfiGa1t0n ar)d psychological revmrds 
Man.1gom9nt by excop;.on (active) ,!1.ctwo v1g11arice ol a Jeadl)I' 1·0 ensure gQArls are nial 
Matlc'l!jem~lll by axcepnon (passive) i.e.aders intervooo all;!f rnistS:otes have N!pp(tf'ed 
Laissez-tmre i.alssez·fahe leaaersl'll.p . eadar avQid5 ma.lung de ci5100S aM1ca1to.~ 1e.sponstb~1ty al1(1 
doe! M l us& a.uthoclty 
Ta hie l: Dimensions of Lct1dcrship (Turner & Millier. 20051 
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Some rC'lcarclicrs posll Lhat iransrorniallona! leadership is appropria te in possibly every situation 
though the wav m which 11 works 1s dependent on the Situation (.Jackson 8, Parry, 2008). The competing 
·~lurs framework (CVI) developed by Quinn and Hohrbaugh In 1983 (figure 1) shows various 
transacuonal and transforma1lonal leaclersl11p roles Belasen and Frank (2008) suggest that a good 
leader \ hOuld tw ab!~ to play ~ach ol Lhesc role> so as to deal w ilh the dl!ficul t d~cisions a leaclPr ha< to 




l'ie,u,.., I : Competinl! vnlue< rra riework (llelnsen & Frank. Willi) 
Gardne. and Stough (2002) further suggest that a combination of transformational and transactional 
leadership styles is required 1n order 10 achieve organitahonal objectives. The besr organlzatlonal 
performance can be achieved through a combination of leadership and management (Jackson & Parry, 
2008) When an organ1n11on IS going lhrough a 1ran;i11onal phase, leaders are more effective when 1hey 
redirect some energy towards gaining equlllbnum acr05$ the leadership aLtivities across the CVF roles 
tBclascn & Frank, 2008) Some researchers however criticize the lack of ident ificat ion or ambiguity 
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According to Strang 12007). the "key pnnapie gamed" from the CVF and its identified leadership roles, 1s 
thl' view that a leader should not follow any leadership model or theory too emphatically but should 
instead Strike a balance between the management philosophies, !rolts. behaviours and 1oles that these 
models and theories propose. 
Strang (2007) integrated the leader;h1p roles (compenng values framework) .ind the leadersh ip 
beha1110ur (transacnonal/transformation~l leader~hip) to Illustrate the roles and behaviours that a 
technology manager Wiould play and display {Table 3) as they lead their team 
Technology Manager & Leader 
Competing Values Leadership Behaviour 
Roles 
Translormauonal 8ohav1ours 
1 •nnovaio• (Cfeauve probloam 5'0lvmg ()p!!tt Sy.:ems A~' ve 1nsprab0Nl1 ~.ottva1ion 
channe ad3pla:1011l U..1fll'"""P ln:~nectu.il sr.mul.at.pn 
2 13ro'<'!f (~r lflllue"lce teSOUfCO Optio Sy,t•ms Addpl"" l<lsP .,,,..,,,.. Mo•.va1oon 
dCOl.ltS/hlJl"'I\ l.PilldPf1i ~II) fn(l\ll«tu:il 5!1m;.Ja•.on 
J Fa hlator (cont11c11T1an;i9um11m Hurn<Jn A.1"'100$ p"°""' nch•1dllm 1o<1 Cons•dH.a:,oo 
par .crm.tlvl" CIUOSKJt'I IT'll!~f"l()I l.l'adOll'hO <;u"""" ot °'""~ 
4 Men•or (ho1n11n retource5 do·,elopln!lt'lt 
Hurnol11 Rt.!ld!llCllOS ~,. r\d v1iual1:·.~ Con~•Q• on. 
Lead<lft>h•r> S. .r.-. <J/ Ot N>~ 
Transact1onal Bchavroun1 
5 Cooio•naror (!Mk analv'"s cOO<d1n1111on lntom.il Proce5$. Stilllol•tv Focus on tas.. perrormance 10 
llnanc1a1 controO Lo.it>.:""1'P acl>!•>YP ll'"""•Zil.l1on;ll Q()a!S 
6 Mon11or (1r'4r>rrnal1tlM mm.ag~m~"1 cn1iu1 11f'11~rn.1! P~ Stabh1'1 Foe.,. on Ills. per1ormaoce 10 
!1Mk1M\ l<'dtlt!rt.t.,n 1 i:ICtiH~·vt! o'tianfz;uiQnaJ nn.:11; 
7 Pm<lucor (produc11 .. 11 elt1r.1~ncy\ 
Ra11mal Goa' Tao;i. "ocu• o~ 1.W. pe<form.t""" •o 
Lea.,.,rshu> ctc.tweve orqarazat.onat ooats 
a D1rn<:t<>r 1p1nn~ln9 QOill 60t11n9 Rat•ona G0o1I Ta•k Focus on 1 .. k pctfo'T!\ance lo Leaoersn o achieve 0tcarw tat11:>1".al nn.:..Js 
' l*ut•lc: 3: 'l"'l.'.t.·h1u1Josu \fuout;i'.r flol c:s, <:u111r•'-'tl11A \ ol1•l"fi untl Ld 1dc"hi11 Ueho\iour tS1rnng • .2007 f 
I~ '" i fill/If 1'I \'rt' ff/flJIO 
IJrown e1 al (2006) suggest 1 har ledt.lersh1p can be be11e1 understood by determining what capabilities 
an Individual should possess 1n orde1 w be a good leader According to Turner and Muller (2005), fifteen 
('1 5) leadership competencies were Identified In the nrerarure of whlch three were intellectual 
competencies (IQ), live were managenal competencies (MQ) and seven were emot10nal competencies 
(EQ). 
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I ~ble 4 shows how each of the compei encies contribute m various decrees to the three le;idership 
styles (OulPwlc1 & Hogg',, 2005) 
fngoglflg (El leadership Is suitable In a transformational environment and utilize~ Involvement and 
empowerml'r'lt il t 01d!'r to hr Ing abo111 standing commitment to major change 
l11volvi11g (1) l1;1ador~l1lµ Is sultJbli.' In ~ 1·1ran~ltiona l" er1vi1or1me11l wtw11< thange rs necessary but rt 
ls not major. 
Goal oriented (G) lendrr\hlµ h wlt~blr In a ~t.1blt' environmen t and 1s CPntred on producme 
predetermined results. 
Group Competency GOel Involving Engaging 
lntcllcctuaf ( 10) 1 Cmlcal Analys 1s and joogm ent HIQn Mc<Uum Medium 
:;> Vision anu fma91notlon High Hlgn w.oo.um 
3. Strategic Perspective High ~·um w.e.uum 
Managerial (MO) 4 . Engaging CommuniCSIK)fl Medium W«l•um High 
5. Mmagmg Rasourccs High Werl1um I.OW 
6. Ernpowonng Low Wed um HtOh 
7. Developing MedtUm W.ed1um High 
8. Achieving High Wcd1um ~hum 
Emouonal (EOJ 9 Self-awareness Wea um Hrgll High 
1 O Emotional Resilience High High High 
1 I . fvbiJvat>OO High High High 
12. Sensl!Mty tv'ecl1um Medium Hlgn 
13. In flu enc e Medium H.gh High 
14. tmumveness Medlllm ~lum High 
tS Conscien11ousness Hlgll High High 
Table~: l.e11dc:rship C.:ornpe1cocies aod ComSX'tenl"C Profiles or 1hrtt Le~•d~rship ~l)'les tTurner "'° ~tiillcr. 
!llO~J 
The literature has lhus far discussed tilt! trait, behavioural, charismanc and competency theories 
regarding leadership The next section dr$Cusses leadership as a requirement for effective project 
management 
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:~ ·~ l.c.1dcr '\hip in lnfnmt;ili nn S) .;1c1r Projucl \I 11 J~cmcnl 
I he majority of project managers (about 88%) spend over half 1hei1 11m~ working together wnh others 
{Sun1ndi10 & Had1kusumo, JOOS) Ma114g1ng humdll behaviour in the pro1ect te.im is the most 
interesling, but challenging aspect of beme a pro1ect manager (Leban & lulauf, 200'1) fhe strength of 
the relationships the proiect manager builds with sukehDlders will have ~n influence on the pro1ect 
success (Graham, 1996). Pro1ect leadership is not only about rclat10nshlps, but also about taking 
responsibilit y for channelling the potential ene1gy 1n the team into results as soon as possible (llrunette, 
2002). 
Rese~rch has shown th~I pt0le~s1011als 1n th~ Ir l1eld are generally lacking in soft sk1lls- wh1ch would 
include leadership skills and interpersonal skills (Sumner, I.lock, & Glamartlno, 2005, 2006) According to 
Th1tc (2000) and Wang, Chou and Jiang (2005), It is common knowledg" lh•1 people in technical o r 
mentlfic fields ge11er.11!y Irick 1 he le.ulP1sh1p skills re~ulr~d for elfecuve people rna1>agement . Chief 
lnforrnJtion Officers (CIOsl w i th a strong 1cchnlcal pro fessional background were found to be less 
intluenttal and were l1n11ted in the l11t lue11tlJI behaviours I hey d isplayed when compared to CIOs with a 
f P\~ technical prolcss1onal backeround (Willcoxson & Chatham, 2006). 
Unfortunately, technical leaders are often promoted to project management posit io ns because of their 
technicill competencies as opposed to their leadership skills (Sumner e t al., 2005). Tho ugh technical 
competence is required, it is not In Itself sufficient for a person to become a successful leader (Klenke, 
1998). Klenke ( 1998) asserts that ineffective IS leaders tend to be highly technlc-ally skllled individuals 
who focus on the techn1tal issues rather than the people issues. Sumner et al. (2006) state that these 
p10Jett managers mosuv lack the soft skills needed to motivate and manage people. 
As a leader, a project manager's key responsibility is to ensure that proiecl objec11ves are met by 
successfully managing both the emotional and rational aspects of a project (Leban & Zulauf, 2004) The 
llterature also shows that a pro1ect manager's leadership style has a considerable impact on the 
implementat ion of IS projects and is an important aspect in the delivery ol any Information system 
(Wang et al., 2005). Furthermore. thrs project leadership style should be aligned to organizational 
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In 1999, Turner (as cited by Turner & Muller, J.005) used three of the parameters char<rcteriiing 
leadership behaviour to define lour leadership styles fl able 5) that are relevant for pro1ect 
management 
Parameter Leadership Stvle 
Laissez-Faire Democratic Autocratic Bureauc1atii: 
T ean1 De c!s•on-m alurig r-t1Qh "'nh l 0 \'I low 
Team Oeasion~a k1ng H1gn Lo"' Low low 
Flex ,b 1hty H1Qh Hi~h Hiqh Low 
T•ble 5: Four styles of P1'Q.iect Manager Leadership (Turner & l\liiller. 21105) 
Turner (l.993) describes the four styles of pwject manager leadership as follow;: 
A Oemocrotic leader consults with the team and encourages the contribution of ideas before 
decid ing on the action to be taken. This leadership style Is suitable for the feasibillty and planning 
stages of a project . 
An Autocratic leader gives orders to the team 01 exactly how and when tasks will be carried out. 
This leadership style can be suitable for the execution phase of the pro!ect in order ro get tasks 
completed on I irne and according lo specifications. 
A Bureoucrotic leader does not know how to react to change and uses policies and procedures to 
manage the team This leadc1'1ihlp t vie is onlv suitabl~ for low-risk proiects or fort he close-out 
stages or a project. 
A Loissez-Folfe leader acts as part of the team and team members generally manage themselves, 
This leadership style is suitable in a researcll pro[ect and the leader will offer advise if required. 
Projects do not achieve desired res11lts because of a lack or leadership rather than a lack of management 
or technological competence (Lee- l<'elley & Leong, 2003; Sumner et al., 2005). Experience brought 
Sumner et al. (2005) 10 the conclusion that a project manager with good leadership skills was better 
sui ted to meeting the challenges or managing IT staff. Thomas and M engel (2008) suggest that, on the 
whole, project managers who had received training or certification did not perform any benert han 
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In the technical skllls required for the job, but is also an efficient and effective commun1ca1or, motl11a1or 
and leader 
According to Leban and Zulauf (2004), knowledge regardrng ideal leadership beha111our can assist 
organizations to Identify and recruit sultable candidates for proJect leadership. Gehnng (2007) tnererorc 
suggests that the traits theory Is the most important leadership theory applicable to project 
management and that the select Ion or project managers should be according to the traits 1denur1ed as 
necessary for effective project leadership. Turner (as cited by Turner & Muller, 2005) found problem· 
solving, goal-onentat1on. energy and initiative, self c:onf1dence. perspective, communication, and 
negotiation skills to be the seven traits possessed by effective project managers. According to Pvlf, 
5adeh and Malach-Pines {2006), dlffererit management skills are required for different types of projects 
- and the project manager should be ass1gnt-d 10 projects that arc compatible with 1helr personality 
profile. 
Gehring (7.007) criticizes the application of popular leadership theories 10 protect management and 
suggests that this application takes for granted the fact that 1he project manager possesses the required 
skills or competencies lo use the models successfully 
The next section gives details on Instruments tha t are used by researchers to measure leadership and 
personality 
3.·I. A~Sl'Sslng Lc.1dershlJ> Style 
There are~ number ol lnstn1ments geared towards assessing leadership behaviour and style (Including 
the Leadership Practices ln11enlory (LPI) by Kouzes ilnd Posner {Fie lds, 2007; Srrang, 2007; Sumner er al., 
2006); the Multi· factorfal Leadershfp Questionnaire iMLQ) by Bass and Avolio (Avolio & Bass. 2004; 
Dule1VfCl & Higgs, 2005; fagty. 2007); the Leadership dimensions questionnaire (LOQ) by Oulew1cz and 
Higgs (Oulew1c1 & Higgs, 2005, Geoghegan, & Oulewia, 2008; rurner, Muller & Dulewicz, 2009); and the 
Managerial Practices Survey (MPS) by Yuki, Wall and Lepsinger (Fields, 2007)) and personality (lnduding 
the M8Tl by Briggs and Myers (Brewer, 2005; Oolfl & Andrews. 2007, Martins & Coetzee, 2007); the Big 
Five personality assessment by John and Srivastava (Groves. Mcfnrue & Shen, 2008; Dolfi & Andrews, 
2007, Zeidner, Matthews & Roberts). the Occupational Personality Questionnaire (OPQ32) by Saville and 
Holdsworth (Oulewicz & Higgs,1999; Aitken & Crawford, 2008)) 
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section . The assessment tools discussed we re chosen as the hterature has shown 1he1r effective use in 
the swdy of the personality and leadership styles o f IS p roject managers (Brewer. 2005; Gehring, 2007; 
Sumner et al., 2006; Thite, 2000) and their applicat io n In the South Alrican context (Hayward. 2005; 
Huysamen, 200?). 
Personality assessment tools such as the Myers· Briggs type indicator are used in practice to determine 
personali ty type and establish suitability for a role that requires leadership such as that of a project 
manager (BreweI, 2005) 
3A I MYFH.'i·BRififiS Tl' l'E / !VDfli lTOR 
The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI) was develop ed by Briggs and Myers In the 1940s to assess 
thinking style and disposi t ion when working in a team (Dol fi & Andrews, 2007; Turner & M uller, 2005) 
The M BTI is based on the concept that personality can be developed and/or adapted (Dulew1cz & Higgs, 
1999). The Myers-llrlggs Type Indicator Is often used to determine a person's persona li ty type based on 
a selection from each o f these four groups (Brewer. 2005): 
• Ext rovert vs. Introvert 
• Sensing vs. INtuit lve 
• Thi nking vs. Feehng 
• Judging vs. Perceiving 
Brewer (2005) lound that leaders are usually typed as EN TJ (extrovert, Intuitive, thinking. and judging) 
Project managers seem to be typed as ESTJ (ext rovert, sensing, thinking, and judging) q ui te o ften w ith 
"Sensing" taking a dominant part o f their character (Brewer, 2005: Dolfi & Andrew s, 2007). Proj ect 
managers can use the MBTI to gain an understanding of how their personality type compares 10 the 
trai ts deerned suitable for efficient projectleadership (Gehring, 2007). Jackson and Parry (2008) 
however mainiain that anyone can learn to become a bette r leader in sptte o f their personality profile . 
J..t.?. l.f.AOEl?SHll' PR, ICTIO:'S INVb'.V-/'Ufll' 
The Leadership Practices Inventory (LPll wns de•1eloped by Kouzes and Posner (2003) to measure 
leadership according to the five practices they foundl to be kev for good leadership (Sumner et al., 2006). 
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• Madel the way by showing credibllity. 
• Inspire a shared vision by sharing stimulating poss1billties 
• Challenge rhe process by looking for opportunities to Innovate, change, grow, and become 
better. 
• Enable others co ocr by encouraging collaboration and trust 
• Encourage rhe heor1 bv acknowledging Individual work and encouraging the team spirit. 
The Lf>I has been applied in many organiiational studies bo th for research and academic purposes. 
Sumner er al. (2006) used the Leadership Practices Inventory (LPI) to measure leadership bet>aviour by 
self·assessment and assessment by colleague IT project managers associa ted with the Project 
Management Insti tute . Their results snowed no s1gp1ficant correlation between proiect success and 
project manager leadership self-assessment but observer assessments showed a strong correlation 
between leadership behaviour and project success (Sumner et al., 2006). 
J .·1.3. M ULTl·FACTOR/AL l.ErlDERt;H/P QUESTIONNAIRE: {MJ.Q) 
Bass and Avolio developed the Mult l· factorial Leadershi p Questionnaire (MLQ) in 1990 to assess 
transactional, transformationa l and laissez- faire leadershlp styles (Table 2) and is often used in research 
(Klipers & Wei bier, 2006) . Tt>e MLQ is based on a five factor model (Avolio & Bass, 2004): 
Charisma/Inspirational. Provides a stimulating and clear "sense of purpose"; provides a good 
example o f ethical conduct which develops " rapport/identi fication• w ith the leader and tne 
communicated vision. 
Intellectual Stlmulolion: Encourages fo llowers to question the tried and tested methods o f solving 
problems In ordeno improve upon them. 
Individualized Consideration. Understands the requirements of each fo llower and is always working 
on the development of each follower to reach therr full potential. 
Contlngenr Reword: Followers have a clear understanqing of what is expected of them and the 
rewards they will receive for meeting expected performance levels 
Active Management-by-Exception: Monitors on how tasks are execu ted in order to cater for and 
correct any Issues 1ha1 may arlse ln order to keep performance levels. 
Passive Avoldant: May avoid making any decisions and usually only acts to make corrective act ions 
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The M LQ has proven to be a consistent tool for mea~uring the element~ of le•dership and has been 
successfully used to study I he intern,t1011 between followers and leaders (Brown et al., 2006). Despite 
the criticism regarding the diswminant validity of the MLQ. it has proven to be applicable in a variety of 
cultures, circumstances, and organizatloMI levels (Thite, 2000). The M LQ, wllh modifications has been 
used successfully to assess the leadership behaviour of IS proiect managers in Australtan organiza tions 
(Thitc, 2000) 
3.5. S11111m;1rr o f the Leade rship Literature 
1 he review of the ltrerature found v,rrJqus views on what was requirecl in order to pracrlce e ffective 
1~adersh1p. le11dership has been expressed In the literature as an attribute that a person is born wieh; a 
set of behaviours that a leao:Ie r can adopt; a result of a relationship crea ted with a ream; and even a 
differing set o f achons followed depending on the situation the leader is In I he importance or effective 
leadersh1p In the organilalion Is unmistakable and , an even affect the perceptions of organizational 
performance (Bohn & Grafton, 200?.). 
Brewer (2005) found that research and surveys showed that lhe basic skills that every leader should 
have fnclude: 
• Ability to identify the mo.st Important organizational chollenges 
• 1 he ability to motivate and Inspire the people to meet these challenges 
• Keep people focused on these Important challenges 
• Good communica tion skills 
According to Dulewocz and Higgs (2003), leadership research has thus far falled to produce a model that 
comprehensively describes the requirements for effective leadership. They suggest that the research 
should explore new ways of defining the requirements for leadership. Aydin, Lebleblcl, Arslan, Kille, and 
Oktem (2005) suggest that a leader requires emotional intelligence in order to be se t apart from their 
peers. Emotional intelligence and emotional managemer1t are concepts that have been briefly 
mentton-ed as part of the competency theory and as a requirement for leadership In project 
management. 
The next chapter discusses the research models of emotional intelligence and how emotJonal 
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4.1 lntroclurtion 
Fmollons a1P rhP lntenr.ft (pefint:s l hal a person, team or oruan1zatlo11111av experience 1n relat ion 10 
another Jl('m.m <1r thh1g (Garels, J004) I motlnn~ h~v~ rt rlPfiPitP ll fP-span and ran be dassifled 
according 10 Plutchrk's 1980 1 heory ol basic emotions (Haure ll {Garcls, 200/l) Emotional Intelligence 
(El) refers ID the emotional, personal survival and social aspects of 1ntellrgence - suggested as more 
1rnportant for every· day use rhan cog1111ive Intelligence (Prl~, 7006) Some resea1chers are of the 
op1111on that the emotional, rather than the logical aspecrs of leJdersh1p are what are required to 
111anagP. organizational challenges (Oulewltz & lilfleS. 7003). Some re~earc.hers further suggest that E.I is 
<1 requirement for achievement of goals, I he d1fferenhatlna factor beiw een average and e~cepuonal 
leaders {Aydin, l eblebici, Arslan, Kilic, & Oktern. 2005), and become~ more important as the leader nses 




f-l J,ture 2: Ba~ic En•otion' (Garei~. 2004) 
In 1he1r research Into leadership roles and traits, Belasen and f rank (2008) found that a leader who ls 
self-confident and Pmotlonally secure w ould be more successlul ln e~e rclsing the appropriate leadership 
role. The ability 10 manage emotions In t he working environment Is more Important than ever (Aydin et 
al. 7005) Several studies have found El competency to be a predictor of except ional job performance 
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and added value to organizations {Blank, 2008). Accordins to Aydin et al. (2005), El should be taken into . 
account when recruitins candidates by usins selection instruments that will ensure that the chosen 
candidates meet the emotional requirements of the job. Effective leaders are emotionally mature and 
able to monitor their emotional state and are conscious of their strengths and limitations (Jackson & 
Parry, 2008). 
Theories resardins other forms of human intelllsence, other than the tansible and conceptual form i.e. 
memory and problem solvins, have been around for a Ions while (Brown et al., 2006; Duckett & 
Macfarlane, 2003). It is not possible to attribute outstandins performance, even in hishly technical and 
complex tasks, to IQ only. Factors such as flexibility, self-confidence, perseverance, personal 
development and teamwork are not related to IQ but are slsnificant for the achievement of sreat 
performance In the work place (Aydin et al., 2005). Emotional, practical or social intellisences are 
referred to as non-intellective, non-academic or non-cosnitive intellisences (Prins, 2006). Thoush the 
importance of these forms of intelligence was recosnized, concerted efforts to define Emotional 
Intelligence (El) were only made In the 1990s (Brown et al., 2006). 
There are two main theories on emotional intelligence i.e. the ability model that posits emotional 
intellisence as an ability that can be developed; and the mixed model that defines emotional intellisence 
as a combination of behaviour, competencies and traits. This chapter takes a closer look at these 
theoretical models and how El is linked to leadership in the literature. 
4.2. Theories In Emotional Intelligence 
El is important for any individual to be socially adept (Kerr et al., 2006) and has become an important 
aspect of attaining success in an organization (Sunindijo & Hadlkusumo, 2005). Research conducted by 
the Carnesie Foundation, the Stanford Research Institute and Harvard University found that the ability 
to relate well with others contributed about 85% to the reason why people get, keep and excel in their 
jobs while technical knowledge and skills contribute only 15% (Crosbie, 2005). 
Goleman (as cited by Douglas, Frink, & Ferris, 2004, p.3} linked El to "knowing and managing emotions, 
self-motivation, and handling relationships" or "the ability to recognize and regulate emotions both 
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substitute for, but is complementary to intellectual intelligence in order to enable the rational 
management of emotions (Aydin et al., 2005). 
Lee, Joshi and Kim (2008), Aydin et al. (2005) and Blank (2008) suggest that emotional intelligence can 
guide cognitive actions by processing information about emotions in order to solve problems or focus 
on appropriate behaviour. The next section discusses the literature regarding El as ability. 
4.2.1. THE ABILITY MODEL FOR EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE 
Salovey and Mayer (as cited by Brown et al., 2006, p. 332) defined emotional intelligence as "the ability 
to deal with ones emotions and those of others to advantage in problem solving and decision making''. 
The ability model (Figure 3) for El was developed in 1997 based on this definition by Mayer and Salovey 
(Kerr et al., 2006). Their definition further implies that El involves the cohesi n of two mental processes 
i.e. thinking and feeling (Kerr, et al., 2006). This model combines intelligence and emotion (Brown et al., 
2006) and focuses on how each influences the other (Kerr et al., 2006). Unlike intellectual intelligence 
which does not develop much after puberty, emotional intelligence is an attainable skill that can be 
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El is referred to as a form of intelligence that displays the ability to manage emotional information (Kerr 
et al., 2006). El is believed to develop over time, shows a relationship to the intelligent quotient {IQ) and 
can be measured by testing performance (Rosete & Ciarrochi, 2005). Significant relationships have been 
found between El as ability and quality social interactions and relationships, task performance and 
cognitive performance (Lee et al., 2008). 
This model has measurement instruments and models that are scientifically derived and 
psychometrically independent from other means of measuring personality (Brown et al., 2006). Lee et 
al. (2008) suggest that ability measures of El are more valid and predictive that those based on 
personality. 
The study by Leban and Zulauf (2004) suggests that El is exercised by applying reasoning to emotions 
and understanding how these emotions may have developed, and how they can be managed in 
different situations. The application of the ability model in organizations had produced various results 
with some studies finding no correlation between El and leadership (Weinberger, as cited by Kerr et al., 
2006) while Rosete and Ciarrochi (2005) found a correlation between El and leadership effectiveness in 
their study of 41 senior executives in a public service organization. Analysis of the El data collected from 
three studies found that certain elements of emotional intelligence, such as self-awareness, sensitivity 
and influence, can improve when the appropriate training is provided (Dulewicz & Higgs, 2004). 
The focus now turns to the mixed models, which generally define El as a combination of traits and 
competencies derived from personality. 
4.2.2. MIXED MODELS OF EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE 
Mixed models of El combine both non-cognitive models and competency-based models and use an array 
of abilities, personality traits, and behaviours within their emotional intelligence framework (Kerr et al., 
2006; Rosete & Clarrochi, 2005). 
Bar-On (as cited by Brown et al., 2006, p.332) defined social and emotional intelligence as a Nmulti-
factorial array of interrelated emotional, personal, and social abilities that influence our overall ability to 
actively and effectively cope with daily demands and pressures''. The mixed model arose from Bar-On's 
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This model is perceived by its advocates to be highly valuable to organizational and leadership 
development because of its correlation with desired organizational outcomes (Brown et al., 2006). The 
mixed model is the oldest and more generally accepted method of assessing El (Brown et al., 2006; 
Douglas et al., 2004). 
But, according to Mersino (2007), Goleman's framework of emotional intelligence (published in 1998) 
(Figure 4) has effectively become the standard by which El is applied. Goleman (as cited by Douglas et 
al., 2004) suggests that El centres on two sets of personal qualities: 
The first set are within the person's character e.g. initiative and empathy 
The second set can be learnt e.g. adaptability and persuasiveness 
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Goleman's framework organizes El competencies into four groups of abilities: 
Self-awareness refers to the ability to understand and assess personal feelings, strengths, 
weaknesses and state of emotions (Mersino, 2007). A self-aware person has a pragmatic view of 
their vision, values and goals (Goleman, Boyatzis, & McKee, 2002). Self-awareness also promotes 
making intuitive decisions (Sunindijo & Hadikusumo, 2005). 
Self-management is the ability to manage or control emotions so as to avoid succumbing to these 
emotions or being emotionally impulsive (Mersino, 2007; Sunindijo & Hadikusumo, 2005). Self-
management is required for achieving goals as it enables a person to select and focus on the things 
that are important (Goleman et al., 2002). 
Social awareness is achieved by being aware of the emotions of those we come in contact with 
(Mersino, 2007) by correctly interpreting the non-verbal signs they send (Sunlndijo & Hadikusumo, 
2005). Social awareness enables a person to be empathetic to those around them and to also 
express their feelings to others convincingly (Goleman et al., 2002). 
Relationship management uses the awareness and management of both personal, and others' 
emotions in order to build relationships (Mersino, 2007, Goleman et al., 2002). 
When Mersino (2007) did a comparison of Goleman' s framework and Salovey and Mayer's framework 
he found that the two models overlap in several areas. Both the ability model and the mixed model for 
emotional intelligence consider the appraisal of others emotions and the expression of emotions; the 
ability to empathise with others; the ability to control emotions; and the use of emotions for motivation; 
in their frameworks. Merslno (2007) suggests that the ease of understanding and applying Goleman's 
framework, and possibly, the recognition his books have received, has led Goleman's framework to 
effectively become the model most often used to apply emotional intelligence. 
The following section discusses Instruments used to assess emotional intelligence. 
4.3. Assessing Emotional Intelligence 
' 
According to Dulewlcz and Higgs (1999), the literature shows extensive discussions on the practicalities 
of effectively measuring emotional Intelligence. Instruments approach El assessment either by means of 
problem-solving exercises or by use of self-assessments (Austin, Saklofske, Huang, & McKenney, 2004). 
Some El assessment tools provide for several assessors - which provides for a richer, unbiased 
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mea~ures as having a higher probability of prcxluc1og an effective asse~srnent of El (Oulcwic2 & Higgs, 
1999) Rosete and Ciarrochi (2005) suggesl 1h•t sell-assessed me•sur~~ of El mav be dlffictJlt to 
interpret because of a conel•lron to per;on•lity and the posslbl lfty of subjective r!'porling. Ac'cordmg to 
OulP.witt and Higgs (1999), a lack of understanding of how others perceive you makes ll dlfflcull to 
assess your own emotion•! intelligence. MaUlu~w$ •t "I. {as cued by Murphy, 700fi) further s1are 1 hat 
studies have indicated that some individuals may be Incapable of properly describing how they function 
emotionally. Ghorbani, Bing, Watson, Davison. and Mack (2002) further suggest that culture can also 
influence the outcome of self-reported El measures. 
Several assessrnenl tools fa r emotional intelligence nave been developed (Table 6) based on differing 
models and assessing El In different ways. These Include Inter alla, the first psychorne1r1cally studied test 
far El - the £mot10MI Quocienr illVentory (EQi} deve:aped bv Bar-On (1996) as a self·evaluatlan tool to 
measure a combina tion of tralts and abilities (Brown et al., 2006, Derksen, Kramer & Katzko, 2002). and 
the Emotlonol Compere nee /nvenrory (FO) 360 measures emononal intelligence based on Goleman's El 
framework 111 order ta assess performance m the wcrkplace (Gardner & Stough, 2002, Tumer & Muller, 
]006) The Maver Salovey Caruso Emotional Intelligence Test (MSCflT} Is a mPasuring Instrument based 
on the ah1!ttv model 
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CHAPTER 4 : EMOTIONAllNTELLIGE NCE 
J.:i, I Mi l YI.It .S'.1/ on·~ f11TWSO (1/01/0\ ll ISTF:ll IGT:\CF TCST (\f:ill/TJ 
Maytir, Salovey, Jnd Cai uso developed their model based on the El model developed by Salovey and 
Mdyer (Kerr et itl , 2006, Mersino. 2007, Rosete & Clarrcxhi, 2005) The MSCEITls an ability measure El 
i n which the participants perform tasks that show the ability to (Mersino, 2007, Rosete & C1arrochi, 
2005): 
Perceive emotion accurately (experiential) 
Use emotion to facilitate thought (experiential) 
Understand emotion (reasoning) 
Manage emotion {reasoning), 
The M SCEIT produces an assessment for the ability to expenence emotton and another for the ability to 
manage emotion (Kerr et al., 2006, Mersmo. 2007, Rosete & Ciarrochi, 2005). Figure S shows the 
struct ure of (he MSCEIT. 
Facio• Level (1) 
Total Sc ores 
[ Tota·~' E_1 _ __,] 
----------------------------------- ---------
Fae-;or Level (2) 
Area ScOfn 
I Eicpe·iential El Reasoning El 
Perceiving Usmg f~ndersrandlng I r __ M_a_n_a_s_m_s __ 
Figurt' $; l'h~ MSCEI r fm"lor <lruclure (Kerr Cl nl .. 200<1) 
I he MSC£1T 1001 is based on the pr1nople that El is about solving problems using and concerning 
emotions (Goldenberg, Matheson & Mantler, 2006; Rosete & Ciarrochl, 2005). The MSCEIT tool can be 
used as both as a self-asseumeni and multi-assessment tool (Mersino, 2007). Research suggests that 
the MSCEIT is a reliable instrument to aueu emotional 1ntell1gence (Kerr et al., 2006) . 










THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN rHl l~ADERSHIP STYLE ,\ND EMOTIONAL JNT£LLIGENC£ Of IS PROJECT MANAGlR~ 
CHAPTER 4: EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCf 
Leban and Zulauf (2004) successfully used the MSCEIT tool to assess the EJ abllilV of pro1ect managers In 
organizations In various industries and found the El ability to enhance the proJeC.L managers' leadership 
style and the proj ect outcome. 
4.3.:!. SIVINJWRNE' UNIVliRSITY EMOTIONAi IN'l'fil.l.ffiENCE TEST(SUJF.T) 
The SUEtT is an instrumenttleveloped by Palmer and Stough (2001) for use specifica lly In the workplace 
(Downey, Papageorgiou, & Stough, 2006). fhe SUEtT was developed from a.n analyt ical study of six El 
measurement tools, which produced the f ive El f~ctors (Downey e; al., 2006; Prins, 2006): 
• Emotional recognition and expressioll (Internally) 
• Understanding other's emotions 
• Emotions direct cognition 
• Emo tional management 
• Emotional control 
Downey et al. (2006) used the SUEIT to measure the emotional intelligence of Aust ralian female 
managers while Prins (2006) used the same tool to assess the El of Sourn African nurses 
M ersino [2007, p.9) cri ticizes all El assessment tools for lacking the "the ability l'o consistently and 
reliably measure f l in individuals" though they may d iffer in the framework of El competencies on w hich 
they are based. 
1.3.3. OTllHR FM"1'0RS /1 FFECTI v1; fiMOTJO.VAL l.VTliWf;t:i\CE 
Mayer, Salovey and Caruso (2004 J posit that emotional intelligence should develop with age. The study 
by Dulew1cz and Higgs (1999) found a s1gnif1cant correlat ion between age and sensit1v1ty as an element 
of emotional Intelligence. The older participants In the research were more prone to be sensit1ve, 
Having i;liscussed the theoretical m odels applied to emotional Intelligence and the tools used to assess 
emotional intelligence, the focus turns lo how emot ional intelligence has been associated with 
leadership. 
·~.4. fmotiom1l Intelligence and Leadership 
By the beginning of the 2l" century, Gardner and Stough (2002). found that there was an increased 
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Ciarrocht (2005) suggest that El could be the key to explaining why an intelligent ,1ncJ ~Xpt'tl~nced le; 
mav not succes\fully meet the demands plact>d on them by their environment. 
Research shows that there i• a positive relation~hi11 oetween emotional intelligence ~ ncl l~ader•l\ip 
(Brow n el al., 2006; Douglas et al., 2004; Leban & Zulau~ - with some Advocates even clalm tnp, that El Is 
twicl! as important as rhe rechnicaJ and cognitive skills of a leader Farly phllo~opher' such,,~ Socrates 
and Descarlt'~ advocated sclt·knowledp,e (an ti comoetence) as a necessary precedence to learning Jnd 
le,iding others (Klenke, 1998). A study of general managers in the UK and Ireland by Ou!ewlcz and lf1Rf!S 
(2000) found !ha t IQ contributed 17%, EQ36 % and VIQ 19 % to thei r advancement or succe~s In lheu 
organi1<11ions A 2002 study found that a team that consisted of unskilled members with h1gt> El 
performed bel ter than~ tenrn of skilled members w th a low El (Douglas et di, 1004) Turners' (2007) 
study found that md1v1dual performance and 1ob sa1.sfact1on Increases when the proJPCI team 1s 
lntrodu~ed llJ El n11d emoliona l competencies An organi1ation provides its employees with many 
opportu1111tes to expenence various emotions which will m turn aff a the way tht!V think, feel and act 
(Prins. 2006) . 
The management of emotions, both t hose of rhe leader and the followers. is therefore essential for 
leadership (Brown et al , 2006). Emotional intelligence enables leaders to adaot to changes to ttieir 
situation and adequately provide for the emotional needs of followers (Jackson & Parry, 2008). Kerr et 
at (2006) suggest that leadership is essentially an emotional process that involves the leader 
recognl1ing, evoking and managing follower emotions Morehouse (2007) suggests that !he 
organ1iat1onal cullure can encourage or improve a leader$" emotional Intelligence 
Earlier research suggested that the transformational leader ship style could be linked to El (Rosete & 
Oarrochi, 2005). The study by Leban and Zulauf (2004) found this to be true when they measured the El 
and transformauonal leadership style of project managers. Research by Gardner and Stough In 2002 also 
lound that transformational leaders were more cap<ble o f controlling their emot1011s a11d Identifying 
and applying emotional knowledge for successful social Interact ion and problem solving (Morehouse, 
2007). Emotiona l appeals were found 10 be characteristic o f emotionally intelligent and transformat1onal 
people - thus an emotionally aware leader might be more likely to understand and Influence his 
followers (Brown et al .• 2006). Chol (2006) po~its tha1 empathy. sensi tivity to followers' emotions and 
even shanng tn these emotions are all behaviours displayed by charismatic leaders. Studies bv Palmer et 
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aL (2001) and Barling el al. In 2000 \as cited by Rosete & Ciarrochl, 2005) found ~lrong correlations 
b~tween transformational leadership practices and the abill tv to monitor and control emotions. leban 
and Lulauf {2004) also found su.ggesllons in the hteratu1e of a relationship between ti and 
ttAn~foirnatlmia l l~adershlp (Table 7), and their study confirmed an El contrll:>ulion 10 t he abil ity of 
pro1ect manasers to perfonn transf1mnat1onal leadership. The study of Australian female managers i:>y 
Downey et al. (2006) found a ~trong correlation between transformational leadership behaviour and 
high levels o f emotional Intell igence and 1ntu1tion. 
t:cmoti~nal il'llelllgenoe tactors 1 ranstormational leadership factors 
{Dulewlcz and Higgs) {Allmo-Metcatfe) 
Self-awareness Individual consideration 
Emotional resilience Decisive. achieving, d etermined 
Motivation Involves others in values 
Interpersonal sensitivity Networ11s 
Influence Change Management 
Decisiveness Accessible 
Conscientiousness and lntegrilv Intellectual versatility (Integrity/openness) 
Tnhk 7: R~l111io11~hi11 bct,. etn El and rmnsfomtationol lead~rship (Leban & Zulaur. 111(1~ 1 
The re~ult1 of I hP \ tudy by Barling. Slater and Kellaway (2000). showed a significant correlation between 
a leaders emotional Intelligence and perceived leadership style According to Gardner and Stough 
(}002), leaders that are emottonally 1ntelhgent are perceived to show greater cornmitment to their 
organlzatto11s, and are happier m their work. 
Research Into the relatlonshlp between peoonahty, El and leadership found a sttonge1 correlation 
between that the ablhtv to recognize and understanu others emotions and transformauonal leadership 
aHompared to other personality measures (Rosete& C1arroch1, 2005). Research by Kerr et al. (2006) led 
them to conclude that El be included among the crilerla to be considered when recruiting, se~c:ting, 
irainmg and developing for management roles. £mol1onally Intelligent leaders also work better and 
therefore attain bigger achievements. Research bv Turner and Muller (2006) found that the emottonal 
aspects ofleadersh1p played the most s1gn1ficant role In determining pro}ect performance The study by 
Sun1ndiJo and Had1kusumo (2005) showed maior correlations between leadership behaviours and 
aspects o f El that led lhem to conclude 1ha1. 
Self-awareness encourages delegation 
Self-management Is related to belng proactive 
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5oclal ,1wareness promotes sharing and open communication 
lnsp1'auon can be defined as the Jbllity lo change emotions or ways of thlnklng (Rafferty & Griffin, 
7004). Blan~ (2008) defined inspirational leadership as the act of using a desirilbl!' vi sion as d ml"ans to 
guide and motivate followers Accordmg to Rafferty and Griffin (2004). some researchers sugr,cst that 
leadership can only be dt'tined as 1nspiranonal 1f emotional appeals are employed to influence followers. 
Kupers and We1bler (2006) suggest that the succe~ of an insp1rat1onal leader 1s dt!pend;i11t 011 thelr 
awareness of others' emotion> and their ability to control his/her own emotions Goleman (a> cited by 
Mersmo, 2007) dcscnbcd six 111sp1ranonal leader>hop styles hnkeo to El cornpeteocoes The first lour 
styles wtll affea the team positively while the l~st 1wo will cauM> disruption: 
V1s1onory Leadership The leader 1s able lO given desc11pl1on ol the end resull ~od" able to connec1 
each team member's work with the desired outcome. rh1s leadersl'ip style IS thought to be the 
most effecuve as each member feels that whal they do is important and appro.iches their work 
with enthusiasm and iniplration (Goleman et al, 2002, Mer~lno, 2007). 
Coocning Leadership. This leader focuses on pe·sonal development of the lndlvidual team 
members. Coaching is given on specific tasks while encouraging and giving lhe team member 
feedback (M erslno, 2007). Coaching encourage; loyalty in team members as they sense that their 
leader cares about them {Golern;in el al , 2002) 
Afffllative Leadership. This leader concentra tes on building relat ionships with tearn me111bers by 
crea ting a friendly and harmonious envlronmeN. Affillat1ve leadership Is ideal when trying to 
improve team morale and communication. encourages loyalty and strengthens bonds w1thm the 
team (Goleman et al,. 2002; Mersino, 2007). 
Democror1c Leadership. Thos leadership style Is lhc most effci;trve when the leader Is uncertain on 
which decrsion to make (Goleman t't al. 2002). The leader uses Input from expc 1ienced team 
members to make informed decisions team members will be committed to while keeping team 
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Poceseuing Leadership. fhis leader is often a high achiever who expects e)(cellencc from his/her 
team and exempli fies this excelle nce (Goleman et al., 2002; Mernno, 2007). This leadecshrp style 
can so111ellmes be used when working wit h an experienced and competent team but will othoirwise 
lr~vr tr~m mr mhN' fPr line ln> rlr~ u.rP IMr"i'no, '007) 
Commanding Leadership. This leader needs the team members to do things as they say without 
question (Mers1no. 2007) . Th is leadership style rs sometimes termed as coercive and 1s the least 
e ffeetlve as 11 diminishes rnoca le, enthusiasm and pride lo the team members' work (Golema n et al., 
20021. rhos leadership style 1s best applied man emergency sttuation (Mersrno, 2007). 
fdble 8 shows the underpinning emotiona l Intelligence competencies that each leadership st vie 
described above requires In order 10 be applied effec1111ely (Mersino, 2007). Goleman, Boyatzos, and 
McKee (2001) fell tha t a leaders' success In achieving results was dependant on the e.motlonal e ffect of 
the leaders' actions and words on his/her followers. 
Lelldershlp Style El Competencies 
Visionary • lnspira1ronal Leadership 
• Self· Conf1dece 
· Self-Awareness 
• Emoa1hv 
Coaching • Developing Olhers 
• Self Awareness 
• Emoalhv 
Affiliatwe • Relal1onsh1p Management 
·Empathy 
• Conflic1 Manaacmenl 
Oemocial!C · Teamwork and Coilaborallon 
• Confilc1 M.:inagemenl 
• lnlluence 
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CHAPTER 4 f:MOTIONAl INTELLIGENCE 
ti detractors suggest that El as a conceJJl could be see11 ,tS a fable or .1 management craze {Douglas et 
al, 2004), Other researche r> discourage the reference to emotional intellig<:;nce as• scient ific term 
because of the Inability to measure the construct accurately (Dulewicz, Higgs, & Slaski, 2003). Man hews, 
Emo, Roberts, and Zeideo (as cited by Murphy, 2006) found little scientific evidence of El being vital for 
i hc ach1cverr1cnt or ca reer or personal success and further state that t he use o f El measures for Lhe 
se lection or allocation of employees was unsuitable. MattJiews et al (as cited by Murphy, 2006) found 
thot the re are some beliefs about emotional Intelligence that are inadequately substantiated m the 
litera ture. Some o f their criticisms of the El cor1struct include; the differing and connictlng definitioM of 
El, the lack of convereence between self and ability-based reports; the possible overlap with personality 
const1 ucts such as I he Big Five; and th~ suggestion lhat El Is a strong predictor of outcomes 1n real-world 
settlncs and mterventlons to Increase El would be cost-effective. 
·1.!>. Summar} of lht! Emotional lnlelllgtm~e Ul!!ratur~ 
Fmot1onal ini~lllgenre is rel~ted too set of skills or aboliues that a re different, but complimentary to 
Intellectual lntclliecnce (Blank, 2008) Cmotional ontelhgencl' is suggested as the differentiating factor 
between those who excel and display efftcoent leadership and those who acfoeve average results (Aydin 
et al., 2005; Bela sen & frank, 2008). Some researchers the~fore suggest that El should be measured in 
order to determine the suhabllltV of a undldate for a certain lob or for a position of leadership (Aydin et 
al., 2005). 
The literature has shown the requirement for eflec1ove leadership on the pro1ect em11ronment. Further, 
several researchers strongly recommend emotional ontelhgence as a requirement for effective 
leadership The next section discusses pro1ect man~gement, the competencies required for effective 
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CHAPTERS: EMOTIONALLY INTELLI GENT LEADERSHIP FOR 15 PRO!ECT 
MANAGEMENT 
5 I !11 tnaluclinn 
A proiect Cdn be classlfled as short-term organization created to perform a specific bu;iness function 
(Gareis, J()()il ), The short-term management structure put in pl<ice to carry out the required project 
aC1Mties Is discarded when the project is complete {Ng & Walker, 2008). 
Cleland (1995) suggest\ four main tasks 1hat a project leader should concentrate on: 
1dentify1ny. developing and commumca11ng a pro1ect vision 
ldent1fymg the resources that are required in order to ac:h1eve the vision 
align people a<1d re"°urces in order to create a conducive en111ronmet11 
gain s1akelloider commitment 
The requirement tor effect 111e IS project managers is rising as organizations become more and more 
projeCl·based and the number of IS projects increases It has become Important for o rganllaUons to 
place individuals who have the correct ski lls to be successful in these critical proiect management roles 
(Brewer, 2005). Managing critical and complex IS projects involves not only sys1em delivery, but also 
email s the; careful Integration ol input and skills from vaned technical expert s: the combination of 
tec~nology, skills development and training; and the re-denning of management processes and 
customer Interfaces (Bennis, 1999; Ng & Walker, 2008) A number of studies have however highlighted 
the scarcity of capable project managers within 1he IS field (Hoving, 2007). 
Several standards and guidelines exist that can be applied In the IS project management Oeld. The 
Information Technology lnfrastruc1ure library (ITIL) pro111des guidelines for best prac1lces (Hoving, 
2007) The guide to the pro1ect management body of knowledge (PMROK"' Gulde) provides a 
framework to assist organizations manage pro1ec1s and covers general management skills as well as the 
~kills particular to the management of projects such as scope, CO\t, quali ty, time, human resources, 
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CHAPTER 5: EMOTIONAllY INTELLIGENT LEACirRSHIP FOR I'.> PRQJ~CT MaNAG~MENT 
Scct1011 S.2 d1~r.usses che compete1me.~ r~q 11 1red for effecuve proiett management followed by an 
1••,1m1n.1l1on of wh.1t the 1e;eJrd1 reveals .1s lhe requirements for effective IS proi~ct leadership 111 
Section S . .1 /\n lnvestlr,ation \nto the use of emotional intelligence tor the purposes Of prDJ?d 
mana3ernerH follows In Ser,110115.4. A summary ron··ludes this chapter on Section S.5 
S l lnlr11 m.ilio11 Sys1e111 1'1 ojC'CI Man.lJ!Cmenl Corn1Jetcmcics 
A fl rO]tcl nun~~f'r 111 lhfl ff/IS flt>ld shoulrl h.1ve d b3<1r knowledge of IT systems as well as the basic 
prown m.i11,1gctt1e11l tOm1Jclc11cles (kcndra & Tapll", 10011) The basic PM compE'l;>nrie~ about which 
every rroiijrt rM11.1g*'1 slio11ld br l<nowl~dg~.1blP 111rlude. Time Managemen1. Risk Management. Scope 
Mdn~gen 1 ent, Coil Ma11agernem; Quali ty M.1ndgen11~nt; Commurucat1on Management; Human 
Resources ManagPmelll and, Procurement M an.1geine11t (lirewer. 2005, deland, 1995)~ 
Thi' Projt•cl Manager Compell!llCV 011velopmt'nl F1 ,n1Pwork (PMCOfj pubh•,hed by the Pro1ect 
Ma11.1gc111 ~nt lnslltul!! (l007) was developed 10 provide organizations a11d md1vodudl~ with gu1dehnes 
r~g111ding 1 ht> m,111.11iwmr111 o( ~ pro1n.1 mana.ie1·~ proles~ronal drvelopmen1. The PMCOr depict~ a 
prolcct mana11cr's competence development in three d1me11\1ons (rigure 61 
Knowledge: Measured by pass111g an appropnare exammauon 
Performance Measured by assessing project re ated ae11ons 
f't!rsonal; Measured by assessing behaV1our 
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L Closing Proless•ona~sm 
Knowledge Competence 
Figure 6: <1ruph1~-al o, C'f \ it~" nf the P\ 1('0 .. ~ruttiC''Ork (1.id..1rnird f ro111 PtoJ''•t ~1unUl! t: lll l' lll (~nt11ptl~nC) 
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Earlier research emphasis on project management tools and techniques is questionable as It has become 
evident that a project manager's behaviour and personal competencies are more relevant to their 
performance than the project management tools and techniques that are used (Thomas & Mengel, 
2008). 
The PMCDF (Project Management Institute, 2007) recognizes that project managers require skills that 
will allow them to work together with others effectively. The framework indicates that personal 
competencies are required in conjunction with knowledge and performance competencies, in order to 
deliver most projects. Brewer (2005) agrees and states that project managers need several other skills, 
other than the project management competencies, in order to perform in their jobs. These skills, 
generally termed as soft skills, include but are not limited to: leadership, team-building, communication, 
relationship management, influencing, and decision-making skills (Brewer, 2005). 
Each of the personal competencies consists of a number of competence elements that are required in 
order to gain the given personal competence (Figure 7). The two personal competencies that are of 
particular interest are Leading and Cognitive Ability. The PMCDF (Project Management Institute, 2007) 
defines these competencies as follows: 
Leading- to control and deal with Issues by guiding, encouraging and motivating project team 
members and stakeholders in order to attain the project objectives. 
Cognitive Ability- uses the proper amount of awareness and decision-making to successfully guide 
a project in an ever-changing environment. 
According to Pant and Baroudl (2008), successful project management requires a mix of inter-personal 
skills, technical competencies, cognitive aptitude, empathy, ability to understand the state of affairs, and 
ability to dynamically apply suitable leadership behaviour. Brewer (2005) further emphasises that the 
most important responsibility faced by the project manager is to lead the project team successfully. As 
such, the project's success or failure will depend on the leadership shown by the project manager 
(Cleland, 1995). 
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Leadership" essential to anv team environment (Wang et al., 2005) As a leader, a proiect m anager is 
rP<rnn~ohle for the rlvr.nlon of the pmJect, fnr ensurms t hat the pro1ec1 tum r<?Cl!•Vf! whM they neprt in 
order to achieve the pro1ect goals and ob1eclives (Cleland, 1995) Shi and Chen (2006) suggest the five 
most 1n1porta11t attnbutes a project manager should have are· to have a sense of responsibili ty, be 
proalllve, be confident, be able to handle preu ure and be able to make decisions. 
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A project manager requires business skills, political skills (Leban & Zulauf, 2004; Ng & Walker, 2008), 
interpersonal skills and structured management skills in order to be effective (Lee-Kelley & Leong, 2003). 
The literature shows that an effective leader acts as a role model; provides mentorship and empathy, 
encourages enthusiasm, loyalty and confidence, and builds trust (Wang et al., 2005). The project 
manager also has to apply their interpersonal skills in order to be effective in the role of a coach, 
advisor, facilitator, appraiser, enabler, change agent, and relationship builder (Klenke, 1998). Cheng, 
Dainty and Moore (2005) further suggest self-control, flexibility, conceptual thinking, initiative and 
achievement orientation as competencies required for effective project management. 
A project manager requires the skills to manage both the technical aspects i.e. control of cost, time and 
scope, and the soft aspects i.e. relationships and leadership, in order to complete a project successfully 
(Bourne, 2007). The project manager's role has further evolved into one which requires more 
leadership abilities and not just management abilities (Thomas & Mengel, 2008). Project management 
literature highlights the Importance of leadership skills such as people-management and 
communication in order to achieve project success (Thite, 2000). The communication of the project 
vision is key to providing team members with meaningful inspiration to achieve the project goal (Ng & 
Walker, 2008). Chen and Lee (2007) found that technical ability, organizational structure, project 
attributes (e.g. size or duration), and the resources that are available to a project manager, are all 
factors that could determine the project managers' leadership behaviour. The importance of a project 
managers' leadership ability increases with project size and complexity (Sumner et al., 2005). 
A literature review by Turner and MOiier (2005) on project manager leadership concluded that: 
A project manager reaches a knowledge saturation point where upon only leadership style and 
personality can help increase their competence 
Different leadership styles should be applied during the different stages of the project life cycle 
Project manager leadership style plays an important role in the success of a culturally diverse 
project 
The project manager leadership style plays a role in project team cohesion 
Project managers leadership styles tend to be people rather than task oriented 
Project manager emotional intelligence, as well as customer and project team satisfaction, has an 
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Muzco, Fisher, TI1orna~, arid Peters (2007, p.31) felt that a project manager should display the 
ttansformal ion,11 leadership qua litres that will enable them to organize and connect wcth their team 
members "at all levels o f motivation, behaviour, aspiration and need" Smith and Balley (7006) propose 
th,)t a transformational project manageris a decision-maker, motivates the team, ts sensitive Lo 
interpersonal relal ionships, and rs self aware and conscientro us. 
Lee-Kelley and Leong (2003) did not find a specific combinarlon of le~dership style or skill that would be 
~ppropriale for managing different pro1ects. Mersmo (2007) and Gehring (2007) suggest thar a 
proficient project manager should be flexible enough to vary the leadership 51Vle they use and apply as 
the situation requires. w.ing et al. (2005) Further Cil ution that no single leadership $tyle is applicable to 
all 15 projects. 
Turner and Muller (2005) suggest that, for better performance, leadershi p style should be <l<i]usled in 
order to be ~uitable for: 
The stage in the project and the type of project team (Table 9) 
The type of changP. the projec1 is aiming to achieve (Table 10), 
Leadership Style Stage Team Type TeamNatuni 
Laissez-faire Feasibilitv Eaoless Exoerts with shared resoonsibllltv 
Democratic Des ion Matrix Mixed discipline workina on several tasks 
Autocratic Execution Task S1nale d1scioline wolkina on seoarale tasks 
BureaucraUc Close-out Suroical Mixed team working on single task 
Table 91 Leadership styles, Pro.fl'<'! Teom Types and the Project Life Cycle (Turner & Miilltr. 2005). 
J...eadershlp Style RelaUvely Stable Context-Significant Change Transformational Change 
Goal·orlei>ted Good Fil Moderare f l! Poor Fil 
lnvolvino MOr;lerate Fil Good Fii Modera1e Fit 
Enoao1no Poor Rt Mo<k!ralt!Fit Good Fit 
l \ rble 10: Perfo rm:mce of Differenr Leadership S1yl"" on Change l'rojccl ITurner & Muller, 2005). 
A study by Thrte (2000, p.239) showed the following leadership characteristics as vital for successful 
project managers: 
Provide an environment whe reby the project team can exercise some creativity 
Encourage and stimulate team members intellectually 
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Manages appropriate rewards for performance 
Monitors and controls to maintain team direction. 
Research by Keegan and Den Hartog (2004) failed to show a major connection between a project 
managers' leadership style and the project team's motivation, commitment or stress. The temporary 
nature of a project is a challenge to the process required for the project team to lndentify with and build 
trust in the project leader and therefore also impedes the Impact of the project manager's leadership 
style (Keegan & Den Hartog, 2004). 
Thomas and Mengel (2008) found that shared leadership, emotional Intelligence, social competence, 
skills in organizational politics, communication; and the importance of vision, values and beliefs are 
essential for project managers. Leban and Zulauf (2004) also state that a project managers' leadership 
and related El could be significant for organizational success. Gareis (2004) further suggests that the 
PMBQK• Gulde should include measures and development methods regarding emotional competencies 
in recognition of the fact that project managers require the social competence to manage emotions. 
One of the critical factors to successfully implementing an information system Is the efficiency of the 
project leadership (Wang et al., 2005). The challenges presented to leading an IS project include the 
scarcity of technical skills, the characteristics of IS staff, the dynamic environment, high turnover and the 
involvement of various stakeholders (Sumner et al., 2005). Wang et al. (2005) recognized the ability to 
manage people, emotions, stress, communication and bureaucracy as essential leadership skills for IS 
project managers. According to Klenke (1998), transformational IS project managers create a vision for 
the deployment of technology and systems that will enhance the organizations' politics and culture. 
Charismatic leadership is posited as responsible for unifying the project team and improving the team's 
performance (Wang et al., 2005). The leadership style of IS project managers has had to adjust to place 
more importance on the softer, human aspects of project management (Thamhain, 2004b). 
#Project management is about effecting a change# (Christenson & Walker, 2004). Kendra and Taplin 
(2004) define a change agent as a person whose responsibility is to initiate and sustain a change 
initiative. The number of successful projects continues to decline and project failure is on the increase 
despite the growth of the project management profession (Kendra & Taplin, 2004). Due to the high 
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initiative differentiates successful organizations from the rest (Dulewicz & Higgs, 2003). According to 
Mlkilouko (2004), project leadership requires greater emphasis on the aspect of change management 
than other leadership roles. The ability of the IS project manager to act as a change agent is therefore 
vital for the achievement of IS project success (Kendra & Taplin, 2004). Studies into the requirements 
for the successful implementation of Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) projects highlighted the need 
to plan for change and implementation management (Legris & Collerette 2006). The success of ERP 
system implementation relies on the leadership style of the project manager because of the 
requirement for thorough organization and team collaboration (Wang et al., 2005). 
Organizations are keen to find management methods that will increase the success rate of IT projects 
(Kendra & Taplin, 2004). The following section discusses the use of emotional intelligence for effective 
project management. 
5.4. Emotional Intelligence for Information System Project Management 
Lee et al. {2008) describe El as the ability to emotionally adjust to any social situation, and further 
suggest that it is important for the performance of every IS professional especially because they often 
work in teams made of members with differing interests. El Is important for all types of managers and 
leaders of all types but is of particular importance for project managers because of the following factors 
(Mersino, 2007): 
The uniqueness of each project. The project manager will regularly experience a change in the 
project team, sponsors, and stakeholders whose emotions they will have to assess, understand, and 
manage - and with whom they will have to build relationships. 
The temporary nature of projects. By definition, a project has a beginning and an end -which puts a 
time pressure on the PM to quickly develop relationships and create a positive team environment. 
PM level of power and authority. Project managers rarely have the direct authority to direct project 
team members to do what is required, but have to employ other means in order to get the project 
team to complete the required tasks. 
Mersino (2007, p.6) ascertains that a PM should gain an appreciation and "mastery of emotional 
intelligence concepts" in order to have a successful career • An emotionally skilled project manager is 
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Hadikusumo (2005) found that project managers with a higher measure of El are more likely to use 
effective leadership behaviours such as encouraging open communication and participation. A study by 
Lee-Kelley and Leong (2003) suggests that the self-confidence and inner conviction that came from a 
project manager's experience and self-awareness enabled them to deliver projects successfully. Dolfi 
and Andrews (2007) further suggest that experience as a project manager develops the ability to adapt 
to different personality types that are part of the project team, and the flexibility to work in different 
working situations. 
In order to be effective in a complex and uncertain environment, Thomas and Mengel (2008) suggest 
that a project manager requires intellectual (IQ) and emotional (EQ) competency, and the ability to find 
meaning (SQ). A 2005 survey of 109 people in the project management field found that they felt that El 
was significant in achieving success in their current and future roles (Mersino, 2007). Gareis (2004) 
suggests that the project team members experience different emotions at different stages of a project. 
The project manager should not neglect the emotional part of a project, but should instead exercise 
their El to recognize and manage these emotions as they occur (Gareis, 2004; Leban & Zulauf, 2004). El 
may be just as essential as technical skills for any professional involved in systems development (Lee et 
al., 2008). Project managers require emotional intelligence in order to create the project environment 
and build the relationships that are essential for project success (Thomas & Mengel, 2008). 
Mersino adapted Goleman's framework of emotional intelligence (Figure 8) to reflect the needs of 
project managers and focus on what he felt were the El aspects most relevant to project managers 
(Mersino, 2007). Mersino added numbers to the competencies to suggest the order in which mastery of 
these competencies should be gained. Mersino added a fifth competency to Goleman's framework 
called "Team leadership". According to Mersino's (2007) El framework for project managers, Team 
leadership is an El competence that focuses on the emotional skills required to lead a project team 
effectively by means of communication, conflict management and Inspirational leadership (Mersino, 
2007). 
The project leadership style of IS project managers is influenced by their general intelligence, 
personality, social interactions, interpersonal relationships, IQ, and performance in emotional tasks (Lee 
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Flcure 8: Menino's Emodonal intelligence Framework for Project Management (Menino, 2007) 
According to Rutner, Hardgrave and McKnight (2008), IT professionals need to hone their interpersonal 
skills in order to gain a better understanding of the business, communicate more efficiently with other 
parts of the business and better meet the stakeholders' needs. Many project managers come from a 
technical background which is typically characterised by logical, predictable and structured 
environment. This background does not give them the tools required to deal with the changeable, 
emotional and unsystematic arena of human interaction (Srita, 2008). Many projects fail, not because of 
a lack of knowledge or professional skills (Srita, 2008), but because relationship management, a 
significant and intricate part of project management, of all project stakeholders is not managed 
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S.S. Summary of the IS Project Management Literature 
Technical knowledge alone, i.e. control of time, cost and scope, is not enough for the project manager to 
successfully lead a project team {Brewer, 2005, Thomas & Mengel, 2008). Some of the attributes 
required for effective project leadership include being a: decision-maker, team motivator {Smith & 
Bailey, 2006); coach, advisor, facilitator, appraiser, enabler, change agent, and relationship builder 
{Klenke, 1998). 
The literature suggests that the leadership style displayed by the project manager should differ 
depending on: the type of project; the experience of the project team and even; the different stages of 
the project life-cycle {Lee-Kelley & Leong, 2003; Turner & MOiier, 2005; Wang et al., 2005). 
The IS project manager requires emotional intelligence and flexibility in order to efficiently determine 
and apply the correct leadership style to the correct situation {Gehring 2007; Mersino, 2007). 
Furthermore; age and experience as a project manager are factors that will assist the project manager to 
develop the emotional intelligence, adaptability and flexibility to manage projects {Dolfi & Andrews, 
2007; Dulewicz & Higgs, 1999; Kelley & Leong, 2003; Mayer et al., 2004). 
The research also shows that the unique situation of the project manager, i.e. limited authority, time 
constraints, and the management of projects made up of different project teams with varied goals and 
objectives, makes the leadership skills and emotional intelligence of a project manager vital to achieve a 
successful conclusion to a project {Mersino, 2007; Ng & Walker, 2008). 
The next chapter offers a summary of the reviewed literature and concludes with a discussion of the 
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Effective leadership is a skill that has received attention from both philosophers and researchers from as 
far back as 500 B.C. Theories regarding leadership suggest that traits such as physical appearance or 
personality (Belasen & Frank, 2008; Brewer, 2005); behaviour such as flexibility and communication 
skills (Sunindijo & Hadikusumo, 2005; Turner & Muller, 2005); and adaptability to each situation 
(Arvonen & Pettersson, 2002; Lee-Kelley & Leong, 2003) are all requirements for leadership. 
Emotional intelligence is posited as the factor that separates good leaders from great leaders (Rosete & 
Ciarrochi, 2005). Emotional intelligence theories suggest that El can either, be learnt and improved over 
time (Aydin et al., 2005; Lee et al., 2008), or is a combination of social behaviour, personality and traits 
(Brown et al., 2006; Kerr et al., 2006). El is even suggested as a requirement for candidate selection in 
order to improve the chances of effective performance (Blank, 2008) 
The ideal project manager should display all the "technical, behavioural, and instinctive skills" required 
to perform as a project manager (Brewer, 2005, p. 172). The literature shows that the project manager 
not only needs to be a good leader {Sumner et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2005), but should also be adept at 
managing the emotional part of their project (Leban & Zulauf, 2004) 
The review of the literature found that studies of project managers, their leadership style and emotional 
intelligence cover various aspects: 
• Exploration of project manager leadership style, characteristics and behaviour 
Jacques, Garger and Thomas (2008) explored the leadership style of MBA students as compare to 
graduate project management students. The results of their study found the graduate PM students 
rated higher in concern for people and also had a better balance between concern for tasks and concern 
for people. Though the literature emphasises transformational leadership as key for project 
management success, the study by Neuhauser (2007) found female project managers to practice and 
attach more Importance to managerial skills and transactional leadership. Research by Lee-Kelley and 
Leong (2003) also found female project managers to be more task-oriented and socio-Independent 
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Chen and Lee (2007) identified decision-making and the ability to give and seek information as the most 
important leadership behaviours for a project manager while the study by Dolfi and Andrews (2007) 
suggests that optimism an essential characteristic required to meet the challenges of the project 
management work environment. Cheng, Dainty and Moore (2005) found that high-performing project 
managers display key behaviours that separate them from average project managers. 
• Relatlonshlp between project type, project manager leadership style and project success 
The study by Lee-Kelley and Leong (2003) didn't identify a specific combination of leadership style or 
skill that would be appropriate for managing different projects. Indeed, the study by MOiier and Turner 
(2007) found that different project types require a different set of leadership competencies (i.e. 
emotional (EO), managerial (MO) and intellectual (IQ)) from the project manager- which would have an 
impact on the project success. They identified emotional competence as often a contributor to project 
success. 
When compared to line managers, the study by Keegan and Den Hartog (2004) showed project 
managers to display the same transformational leadership behaviour as line managers but the 
temporary nature of projects lessens the impact on the team. Nevertheless, Sumner et al. (2005) found 
that the project managers who exhibit positive leadership behaviours for the five leadership practices 
experienced more project success. 
• Relationship between project type, project manager traits and project success 
The results of the study by Ovir, Sadeh and Malach-Pines (2006) gave tentative support to the 
hypothesis that project manager personality and project type fit is essential for project success. Gehring 
(2007) found that only seven personality types, of the 16 personality types as defined by the Myers-
Briggs type indicator, display the necessary competencies for project leadership. 
• Relationship between project manager leadership style and project success 
Prabhakar (2005} found that successful project managers practice transformational leadership and a 
relationship-orientated approach. The Australian study by Thite (2000) found that IS project managers, 
their superiors and their subordinates all agreed that the transformational leadership style produces 
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• Relationship between emotional Intelligence and leadership behaviour 
Leban and Zulauf (2004) found that El aids transformational leadership behaviour, which in turn has a 
positive Impact on project performance. The study by Turner (2007) found that individual performance 
and job satisfaction increase when the project teain is introduced to El and emotional competencies. 
Smith and Bailey (2006) investigated the relationship between the El and leadership behaviour of IS 
project managers but the sample data of forty six IS project managers in Cape Town failed to support 
the hypothesis of a strong correlation between El and leadership behaviour. 
An overview of the literature survey (Figure 9) shows that, in the context of the project manager, there 
have been studies on how leadership style, emotional intelligence and characteristics have an effect on 
project success. Other studies have investigated the relationship between the project type and the 
project managers' leadership style. The literature further represents the relationship between 
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6.1. Identified Gaps in the Literature 
Sumner et al. {2006) found that a sisnificant number {about 34 %) of IS projects were not delivered on 
time and had cost more than budgeted while another 31 % had to be scaled down, changed or 
discarded. Various factors can lead to the project success of failure {Chen & Lee, 2007). The 
management of projects as if they were all the same can lead to project failure {Dvir, Sadeh, & Malach-
Pines, 2006) and using project management methods alone does not secure project success {Kendra & 
Taplin, 2004). Project leadership Is suggested to be a contributing factor to the success or failure of a 
project {Christenson & Walker, 2004; Muller & Turner, 2007). A project managers' leadership and 
related El could be significant to organizational success because the projects they manage are often 
critical for the organizations' success (Leban & Zulauf, 2004). 
The literature shows that different leadership styles are better suited to different project types. The 
literature further suggests that project manager leadership style has a positive correlation to project 
success. The studies by Barling et al. (2000) and Palmer et al. (2001) show that the emotional 
intelligence of a project manager has an effect on the leadership behaviours displayed. 
Despite the Importance of project leadership, there have been only a few empirical studies into the 
nature of leadership in IS projects and as a result, important aspects of IS project leadership are not 
known {Lee-Kelley & Leong, 2003; Sumner et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2005). Previous research conducted 
' 
mainly in the United States, Australia and China has provided some insight Into the relationship between 
the leadership behaviour and emotional intelllsence of project managers. Wang et al. (2005) felt that 
further investigations were required to gain an understanding of project manager leadership styles. 
Indeed, there Is limited research into the leadership behaviours and emotional intelligence of IS Project 
Managers in South Africa. 
A study of the El levels and leadership styles of South African IS project managers will give insight into 
their proficiency with the soft skills that have been purported as having an effect on leadership style and 
in turn have an impact on project success. El has been linked to transformational leadership style In the 
literature {Leban & Zulauf, 2004; Rosete & aarrochi, 2005) and has further been suggested as a 
selection criterion for leadership positions {Aydin et al., 2005; Bourne, 2007). Research Into the 
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will provide input into the suitable selection of project managers for projects based on leadership style. 
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CHAPTER 7; THE RESEARCH DESIGN 
7.1. Organization of the Research Design 
A discussion of the research questions and expected results emerging from the literature review follows 
in Section 7.2. The research model and the research hypotheses used for this study are discussed in 
Sections 7.3 and 7.4 respectively. 
The research approach and paradigm can be found in Section 7.5 which is followed by a discussion of 
the research method Section 7.6. Details of the research strategy, i.e. the research phases, target 
population and ethics are discussed in Section 7.7. 
Section 7.8 discusses the research instruments used for this study which is followed by Section 7.9 
detailing the data collection, the survey respondents and the analysis methods applied to the data. The 
chapter comes to a conclusion with a summary of the research in Section 7.10. 
7.2. Research Questions 
The first question is regarding the leadership skills displayed by IS Project Managers in South Africa. This 
gives rise to the question: 
• What leadership behaviours do South African IS Project Managers display? 
According to the studies by Eagly and Johnson (1990) and Burke and Collins (2001), females tend to 
display more democratic and transformational leadership styles than their male counterparts. However, 
a study by Lee-Kelley and Leong (2003) of UK-based project managers found that the majority of female 
project managers were task-oriented or performed best in environments where they had lots of control 
while almost half of the males in their study were relationship-orientated. 
Though some studies have reported differences in the leadership behaviours displayed by male and 
female leaders (Campbell, 2007), others have found no difference by gender in the propensity to display 
transformational leadership behaviour (Mandell & Pherwani, 2003). Avolio and Bass (2004) suggest that 
female leaders are more likely to show lower scores for transactional leadership and higher scores for 
transformational leadership than their male counterparts. Jackson and Parry (2008) however criticize 
the evidence of females displaying more transformational leadership than males as feeble and in fact 
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Burke and Collins (2001) however suggest that when self-rating on leadership style, females tend to 
report higher scores for transformational and contingent reward leadership than males. Eagly and Carli 
(2003) posit that female leaders look for leadership styles that do not contradict societal expectations of 
women being fair and compassionate and thereby avoid challenges to their authority. This study expects 
to find that female South African IS Project Managers will rate themselves as more transformational 
than their male counterparts. 
The second question assesses the project manager's emotional intelligence. The question regarding El is: 
• How emotionally Intelligent are SOUth African IS Project Managers? 
The study by Dawda and Hart (2000) found no considerable difference between the total or composite 
EQ scores of males and females. However, studies by Groves (2005) and Mandell and Pherwani (2003) 
found female managers to show better emotlonal skills than their male counterparts and the significant 
differences in the emotional intelligence scores suggested that females probably manage their own and 
others emotions better than their male counterparts. 
The age of the participant has been found to play a role in their emotional intelligence as some studies 
have found that older participants have received higher scores for El (Goldenberg et al., 2006; Dulewicz 
& Higgs, 1999). 
As per the 2006 study by Smith and Bailey, this study expects to find that South African IS project 
managers will display a generally high level of emotional Intelligence. Older participants will score higher 
total El scores. The study expects to find higher emotional Intelligence scores for female participants. 
The third question is regarding a possible relationship between the type of projects that the project 
manager Is most comfortable with, their leadership style and emotional intelligence. 
• Is there a relationship between the project type that the project manager prefers and their 
leadership style or emotlonal Intelligence? 
A strong correlation between transformational leadership style and projects that bring about change is 
expected from the analysis of the data. The study should find a strong correlation between high levels of 
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The fourth question seeks to determine ifthere Is a correlation between the project manager's 
occupational background (technical or business) and their El. 
• Is there a relationship between IS Project Manager occupatlonal background and their El or 
leadership behaviour? 
According to Thlte (2000), Klenke (1998) and Wang et al. (2005), technically skilled individuals are 
generally lacking in soft skills. Sumner et al. (2005, 2006) found that many technical leaders get 
promotions to the position of project managers because of their technical skills even though research 
has shown IT professionals generally lacking in soft skills. This study expects to find that project 
managers with a technical background will display lower levels of both emotional intelligence and 
transformational leadership behaviour. 
The fifth question seeks to determine the correlation between the project manager's occupational 
background (technical or business) and the kind of projects they prefer to manage. 
• Is there a relatlonshlp between IS Project Manaaer occupational background and their 
preferred projects? 
This study expects to find a strong positive correlation between a technical occupational background 
and a preference for technical projects. 
The final question will seek to find correlations between the leadership behaviour and emotional 
Intelligence: 
• Is there a relationship between the emotional lntelll1ence and the leadershlp behaviour of 
South African IS Project Manager? 
Mandell and Pherwanl (2003) found strong correlations between emotional Intelligence and 
transformational leadership. Their findings further suggest that this correlation occurs similarly for both 
males and females. According to Palmer, Stough, Harmer, and Gignac (2009), higher levels of emotional 
intelligence are related to high levels of transformational leadership. 
This study expects to find positive correlations between the emotional Intelligence and leadership 
behaviour of the surveyed project managers. The transformational leaders should show high levels of El. 
A research model was developed to give an illustration of the constructs that would be assessed in order 
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7.3. The Research Mode) 
The research will focus on the relationships between emotional intelligence, occupational background 
(technical or business), preferred project type, and transformational leadership, gender and age. Figure 
10 shows the proposed research model. The Independent variables emotional intelligence, preferred 
project type, age, gender and occupational background influence the dependent variable of 
transformational leadership. 
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7.4. Proposed Hypotheses 
The researcher proposed the following hypotheses based on the research questions: 
1. H01: There is no relationship between the emotional intelligence and transformational 
leadership style of IS project managers 
HA1: High levels of El link to high levels of transformational leadership in IS project managers 
2. Ho2: There is no relationship between the preferred project type and transformational 
leadership of IS project managers 
HA2: A preference for change projects links to high levels of transformational leadership in IS 
project managers 
3. H03: There is no relationship between the occupational background and transformational 
leadership of IS project managers 
HA3: A technical background positively correlates to low levels of transformational leadership 
in IS project managers 
H83: A business background positively correlates to high levels of transformational 
leadership in IS project managers 
4. H04: There is no relationship between gender and transformational leadership of IS project 
managers 
HA4: Female IS project managers display higher levels of transformational leadership 
HA4: Male IS project managers display lower levels of transformational leadership 
5. H05: There is no relationship between age and transformational leadership of IS project 
managers 
HAS: IS project managers below 34 years of age display lower levels of transformational 
leadership than those in the older age groups 
6. H06: There is no relationship between the preferred project type and emotional intelligence 
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H"': Low levels of El in IS project managers positively correlate to a preference for technical 
projects 
7. Ho1:There is no relationship between occupational background and the emotional 
intelligence of IS project managers 
H,\7: Low levels of El in IS project managers positively correlate to a technical background 
8. H08: There Is no relationship between gender and emotional intelligence of IS project 
managers 
HAI: Female IS project managers display higher levels of emotional intelligence 
Haa: Male IS project managers display lower levels of emotional intelligence 
9. H09: There is no relationship between age and emotional intelligence of IS project managers 
HAt: IS project managers above 34 years of age display higher levels of emotional 
intelligence than those In the lower age groups. 
10. Ho10: There is no relationship between occupational background of IS project managers and 
the project type they prefer to manage 
HA10: There is a positive relationship between the occupational background of IS project 
managers and the project type they prefer to manage 
7.5. Research Approach and Paradigm 
The philosophical perspective to this research is positivistic as it seeks to gather quantifiable data from 
the sample group. The researcher will use a quantitative research approach, by way of an online survey, 
with the view to gather data from a wide sample group. This is an empirical study that will use deductive 
methods on the gathered data to test the proposed research model (Agure 10). 
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7.6. Research Method 
Field study research is the research method employed for this study. The research instruments to gather 
data for both leadership and emotional intelligence will be self-report questionnaires. 
7.6.1. FACTORS FOR AND AGAINST SELF-REPORT QUESTIONNAIRES 
Self-report survey instruments are sometimes criticized for being prone to the candidates' inclination to 
rate themselves favourably and as such, an individual can be an unreliable source of information about 
themselves or their capabilities (Groves, McEnrue, & Shen, 2008). The self-reported abilities can turn out 
to be decidedly different to the actual ability of the candidate (Petrides & Furnham, 2000). The self-
reported ratings for leadership behaviour often show more proficiency than the ratings from others with 
male self-ratings showing a larger difference when compared to ratings by followers (Burke & Collins, 
2001). 
Although data gathered from self-report questionnaires may not be perfect, there is a considerable 
increase in their use within the body of research as more studies find significant correlations between 
self-ratings and observer ratings (Eid, Johnsen, Bartone & Nissestad, 2008). 
The next section discusses the preparations for the study and details the procedures the researcher 
followed in order to achieve the research objectives. 
7. 7. Research Strategy 
7. 7.1. RESEARCH PHASES 
There are two main phases to this study. The first phase entailed the consolidation of both the 
leadership and emotional intelligence questionnaires into one online questionnaire that was hosted on 
the University of cape Town website. Participants could access the ontine questionnaire via a link placed 
within an introductory email (Apoendix A) or on the South African Project Management website 
<www.pmisa.co.za). 
The second phase involved the analysis of the data collected from the online survey in order to answer 
the research questions. 
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7 ~.1 llL'iMH(ll /'01'111.A I/Of\ 
ThP targPted re~earch population (Rgure 11) lnclude.\ all p rofes<ional pro1ec1 manager\ ta<.ked w11 h 
111form,111on wstem uroietts i n Soulh Africa The research relied mainly on Snowball sarnplinli lo 11~1hei 
data. The introductory email (A!l.P£!!!lix A) was sent to colleagues in the IS project management field as 
well as to emall address lists frorn pa't Project Management students at a training insti tution with 
branches m Cape Town and Johannesburg The Introductory email requested re, lpients to forward the 
email io other lS pro1ect managers m South Afri£a. 
SOUTH AFRICAN PROFESSIONALS 
~CTMANAG~ 





Hl!ul't' 11: T:lr!l"lfll amplt l'opul:uion 
7 i I CIHIC"'t 
!he researcher used the data gathered from this study strictly for the purposes of this research only. The 
•ntroduc:torv email IW,end~ N informed respondents that no personal information would be colleeted 
apan from gender and age in order l o determine the demographics of the sample group. fil!.12endix B 
derails the demographic information that was collected The final results will be serit to the email 
address supphed by the respondents who Indicated that they would like to receive them 
An ethics form was submitted lo the Ethics Committee of the Department ol lnformat1on Systems at the 
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proof that these Instruments would be used with the express permission of their respective authors. The 
ethics form also provides details of the data collection and analysis methods. 
According to Boudreau, Gefen and Straub (2001), researchers within the Information Systems field are 
not as rigorous In their studies as they should be. The next section discusses the research instruments 
used for this study and gives details of their reliability. 
7.8. Research Instruments 
Muzio et al. (2007) found a scarcity in research regarding the quantitative measurement of soft skills in 
relation to project management and attributed this to the fact that soft skills were more difficult to 
measure than technical abilities. 
Validation of research instruments is crucial in positivist, quantitative research as the data gathered 
using these instruments provides the base for the analyses and findings. The ability of the research 
instruments to provide reliable and accurate results will have an impact on the quality of the research 
findings (Boudreau, Gefen & Straub, 2001). Some researchers have found the choice of a research 
instrument that is lacking in reliability or validity to be a major limitation to their studies (Prins, 2006; 
Smith & Bailey, 2006). 
The three basic methods conventionally used to test the reliability of a research instrument are: Internal 
consistency; alternative forms and; test-retest; while construct validity, content validity and concurrent 
validity test the validity of the Instrument (Hayword, 2005). 
A discussion of the Genos Emotional Intelligence Inventory and the Multi-factor Leadership 
Questionnaire follows. 
7.8.1. THE GENOS EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE INVENTORY 
The Genos Emotional Intelligence Inventory has been selected as the research instrument to gather El 
data. According to Palmer et al. (2009), Genos El was originally conceived and published as the 
Swinburne University Emotional Intelligence Test (SUEin by Ben Palmer and Con Stough in 2001. Since 
then, the SUEIT has undergone revision and is now widely used in both research and industry as the 
Genos El and is intended to measure El behaviour in the workplace. These measures of El are to assist 
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There are three versions of the Genos El: a 14-item short version, a 31-item concise version and a 71-
item full version. 
The 31-item concise version was chosen for this study because it includes a total El score and is 
recommended for research purposes by the authors. The questions used in the 31-ltem Genos El concise 
questionnaire {APPENDIX Cl are scored on a 5-point Ukert scale: 1= Almost Never; 2=Seldom; 
3=SOmetimes; 4=Usually; S=Almost Always 
The Genos Emotional Intelligence Inventory provides a total score for El as well as a score for each of the 
following seven subscales: 
Emotional self awareness 
Emotional expression 
Emotional awareness of others 
Emotional reasoning 
Emotional self-management 
Emotional management of others 
Emotional self-control 
According to Palmer et al. (2009), the complete 70..item Genos El inventory was intended for use in the 
work-place. The authors recommend the 31-ltem Concise version of the Genos El inventory for research. 
Though the subscale reliabilities for the Concise version are lower than those of the complete version 
they are above .70 and the authors attributed this to the fact that the subscales are based on four or 
five items. 
According to the authors of the Genos El, the internal consistency reliability of the self-report 
instrument has been tested as the instrument was utilized for studies in America, Australia, India, South 
Africa and Asia. Studies of large samples in the workplace showed an average Genos El total score 
internal consistency reliability of approximately .96. The authors report test-retest correlations of .83 
after a two month interval and .72 after a six month interval. These findings suggest adequate test-
retest stability and internal consistency reliability of the scores from the Genos El self-report Inventory 
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Correlations of the Genos El scores with those from the Trait Meta-Mood Scale (TMMS), organizational 
commitment, SUEIT and transformational leadership ascertain the concurrent validity of the instrument 
(Palmer et al., 2009). 
7.8.2. THE MULTI-FACTOR LEADERSHIP QUESTIONNAIRE 
The Multifactor Leadership Questionnaire (MLQ) created by Bass and Avolio in 1990 measures 
transformational, transactional and laissez-faire leadership. The MLQ is referred to as one of the most 
often used and researched leadership assessment tool (Kupers & Weibler, 2006; Vinger & amers, 2006) 
The MLQ comes in two versions: the 5X-Long, and the 5X-Short. The questions used in the 45-item MLQ 
5X-Short questionnaire (Aopendix 0) used for this study are scored on a 5-point Likert scale: O= Not at 
all; l=Once in a while; 2=Sometimes; 3=Fairly often; 4=Frequently, if not always. Among others, the MLQ 
can provide scores for Transformational Leadership, and its subscales, as a subscale of the leadership 
style construct. Transformational Leadership consists of the following subscales: 
o Idealized Influence 
o Inspirational Motivation 
o Intellectual Stimulation 
o Individualized Consideration 
The other scores provided by the MLQ, i.e. Transactional Leadership, Laissez faire leadership, Extra 
effort, Effectiveness and Satisfaction are not used for the purposes of this research. The MLQ is criticized 
by Mandell and Pherwani (2003) for not classifying respondents as either transactional or 
transformational but rather provides a score for each leadership style. It is therefore possible for a 
respondent to achieve high scores for both transactional and transformational leadership style. 
Several researchers have found the MLQ to be a reliable and valid instrument for the assessment of 
transformational leadership (Brown et al., 2006; Huysamen, 2002; Mandell & Pherwani, 2003; Vinger & 
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The discriminant validity of the MLQ has however come under criticism In previous versions of the 
instrument and led the authors to revise the instrument (SX) in order to attend to these problems 
(Avolio & Bass, 2004; Thite, 1999, 2000). 
The authors report consistency in results of the MLQ (SX) when applied to different regions, cultures 
and raters. The authors found the reliabilities of all the leadership factor scales to surpass the norms for 
internal consistency proposed in the literature. 
7. 9. Data Collection, Assumptions and Analysis 
A pilot study was conducted with five IS project managers to test the usability and the average time 
taken to complete the online questionnaire. The questionnaire was amended where possible before It 
was made available to the sample population. 
The online questionnaire was accessible from the 9th of February 2009 until the 15th of May 2009 (a 
period of 70 working days). A total of 74 participants accessed the online survey using the link provided 
either by email or on the PMISA website. Only 51 participants completed the survey and 2 of these 
results were discarded. The responses from 49 Information system project managers (n = 49) was 
analyzed determine the relationship of the leadership style and emotional intelligence of IS project 
managers. 
The key assumption of this research was that only Information systems project managers would answer 
the questionnaire and none that were Involved in other disciplines such as construction or engineering. 
Another a'ssumptlon was that IS Project Managers have ready access to the Internet and email. 
As requested by the authors, the data collected pertaining to emotional intelligence was input Into an 
Excel spreadsheet and sent to Genos for analysis. The researcher used the scoring manual provided by 
Avolio and Bass (2004) to score the data pertaining to leadership. 
Statistica• was the statistical tool used for the analysis of the research data in this study. The emotional 
Intelligence and leadership scores were Input into Statistica• In order to conduct descriptive statistics, 
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7.10. Summary of the Research Objectives and Methodology 
This chapter has outlined the research objective and the methodology used for the study of leadership 
style and emotional intelligence of South African IS project managers. The results of this study will add 
value to the body of knowledge about IS project managers by providing an insight into the soft skills that 
are reported to play a big role in project success. 
A positivist philosophical paradigm with a quantitative approach was employed. The research 
instrument used is a combination of two validated instruments: the Genos El to gather the emotional 
intelligence data, and the MLQ to gather leadership style data. 
Both the MLQ and the Genos El have been used in the South African environment and have been found 
suitable for the environment (Palmer et al., 2009; Huysamen, 2002) and the MLQ has been successfully 
used to measure the leadership style of IS project managers (Thite, 2000). 
The data collection was by means of an on line survey and the limitations and assumptions of this study 
have been detailed in this chapter. The next chapter discusses the techniques used and results of the 
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CHI\ PT ER B: ANA LYSIS OF T l IE R£SULTS 
U.l. Organization of the Analys t'\ nl the Hco;ull " 
l'he demographics of the sarnple dre di~u~~ed in 5ect1un 8.2 Section 8 3 provides the findings aher 
analysis of the leadership and emotional intelligence data The results from the data and the proposed 
hypotheses are dtscussed In Secnon 8.4 The answers the datd pro\l\ded lo the research questJons are 
provided in Section 8.5. The assumptions and llmlta1ions to t he research are found ln Sea1on 8.6. The 
chapter is brought 10 a conclusion with a summary of rhe results In Section 8.8 
The researcher has provided figures and tables 1n the Appendices ror completeness of Information and 
to enable a more detailed look at rhe srat1st1cal data should it be required. 
8.2. Dcmognlphics 
The sample consists of 27 males and 22 females (rlgure 12) with 66 3 % of t he sample aged between 25 
and 44 years. A to tal of 14 participants were over the age o r 44 and only 2 participants were less than 24 
years of aee {Figure l 3). More than hal f of me p.irtl1;ipants (57.1%) have been employed In Lhe IS field 
for more than 10 years though only 9 part1c1pan ts (18.4 %) hJve been p1 act1c1 11g IS pro1ec.t management 
for that length of rime (Figure 14). More than hal f of the participants (53 1%) have been p1acticing 
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The survey panicipants were asked to select a category that describes their professional background 
and the type of pro1ect that they preferred to manage More than half of the participants selected 
change projects (27 partlopants) as the type of project they preferred to manage as opposed to 
technical projects. Most of the participants had a technical background (22 participants making 45 % of 
the sample) and most of this group 115 participants) selected technical projects as rhe type of projetl 
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The neKt section details the result$ of the analysis of the transformational leadership and emotlonal 
ontelllgence data and the correlation between these two constructs Both the Pearson coefficient (r) and 
the Spearman coefficient (r') were used as to analyze the strength of the rela11onsh1ps bet ween the 
constructs The s1gniflcance o f these correlations (p) as well as the Otto the mortels (F} was analyzed 
ll.3. /\11aly<oh n l lite ll l''i tf lts 
(J.:l. J 7711' 1 l"rlll\/1111111/1 /111111/ /,t•(l(/PI ~Id/I Dll/ll 
The leadership da1a wa~ scori;d by dddlng the results together as per the MLQ manual In order to airive 
at a score for each construct measured by lhe MLQ las detailed in Section 7 8) for each of the survey 
part1Ci!)ilnlS The researcher used only ihe Transformat ional leadership scores for this study. figure 17 
Illustrates the range o f ro1al scores for transformational leadership (Tl) that the 49 pan1c1pants achieved 
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out of a possible 80. More th,,n half o f the par11cipa nts (78) scored a Tl score of 60 and above. The 
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Figure 17: His·1oeran1 orTransforn1ational Lt:tdfrs:hip scures 
The MLQ gives a score for Tl using five subscales as discussed in Section 7.8. Each of these subscales ls 
measured by four items of the M LQresuhing in a score out of 16 paints for each subscale and out of 80 
for the construct Table 11 shows the means. standard deviations and reliabilities of each subscale. 
Apart from lndivid11olized Consideration, all the other constructs displayed a Cronbach alpha grea ter 
than 0.7 which suggests valid and reliable measures for the subscales. Analysis o f the TL const ruct found 
the construct to be reliable with a Cronbach alpha of 0.9 (Table 12). The subscales of t he l l construt1 
were also found to be imer ·correlated with the strongest correlation (r= 0.89; p: OJ being between 
Idealized Influence - Behaviour and lnspirot1onol MotlvotJon (Table 18J. The Inspirational Mocivotion 
subscale had the strongest correlat ion to total TL (r= 0 .93; p= 0) while the Intellectual Stimulat1on 
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The ANOVA (F= 0.59, p=0.45) indicates that there is no significant relationship between the project type 
selected as a preference by the participants and their total TL (Table 21). Participants who selected 
change projects displayed an average TL of 62.85 (SD 11.50) while those who selected technical projects 
scored an average TL of 60.45(SD10.07). Rank order correlations (Table 22 and Table 23) showed that 
Inspirational Motivation subscale had the strongest positive correlation to total TL for both participants 




ldeallzad Influence (Attributed) 12.02040 2.61000 0.747306 
ldeallzad Influence (Behaviour) 12.46940 2.69337 o.m869 
lnSDlratlonal Motivation 12.75510 2.26872 0.780439 
Intellectual Stlmulatlon 12.34690 2.47951 0.804610 
lndlvlduallzad Consideration 12.18370 2.51391 0.631683 
Table 11: Mean, Standard Deviation and Rellabillty of the Transformational Leadership subscales 
SUmmaryfor scale: Mean=61.7755 Std.Dv.=10.8364 Valid N:49 
Cronbech alpha: .912719 Standardized alpha: .914415 
Average Inter-item corr.: .696225 
Meanlf Var. If StOY. If ltemTotal Alpha If 
deleted deleted deleted COIT9letlon deleted 
ldeallzed 1""'*1c9 (Attributed) 49.75510 73.61350 8.579831 0.783822 0.892083 
Idealized lnlluence CBehavlour) 49.30612 71.06955 8.430276 0.819995 0.884414 . -· -llollvdon 49.02041 75.24448 8.674357 0.891901 0.672746 -
lntelectual 8llmullltlon 49.42857 79.10204 8.893932 0.685104 0.911733 
lndlvkluallzed Coneklendlon 49.59184 77.00871 8.780567 0.728460 0.903688 
Table 12: Item analysis of the Transformational Leadership style CODStnlct 
The number of years In the IS field Is not correlated to the participants' TL (F= 1.82, p=0.16). It is 
interesting to note that the participants who have been in the IS field for 5 - 10 years showed a lowe.r TL 
average of 58.80 (SD 10.05) when compared to the TL average of 64.80 (SD 12.07) for those who have 
been in the IS field for 2 - 5 years (Table 24). The six participants who have been in the IS field for 0- 2 
years display the lowest average TL score of 54.17(SD18.29). Rank order correlations show that 
subscale with the most significant correlation to TL Is Inspirational Motivation (r'= 0.88, p=O) for the 
participants with an IS tenure of more than 10 years (Table 28); Individualized Consideration (r'=0.94, 
p=O) for the participants with an IS tenure 5-10 years (Table 27); Idealized Influence -Attributed 
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Behaviour has a significant correlation to the TL score for participants in the IS field for 2 years or less 
(Table 25). 
Table 29 shows that participants with tenure of 5 -10 years as an IS project manager show a lower 
average TL of 61.30 (SD 9.00) than those with tenure of 2 - 5 years with an average TL of 62.88 (SD 
10.18). The number of years as an IS project manager showed a significant correlation (Table 30) to the 
Idealized Influence - Behaviour subscale (F = 3.06, p= 0.04). The Kruskal-Wallis test confirmed this 
correlation (Table 31) and found the project managers with 2 - 5 years experience as IS project 
managers were significantly different to the other tenures. Participants with tenure of O - 2 years as IS 
Project Managers showed Inspirational Motivation (r'= 0.96, p=O) as strongest correlation to TL (Table 
32). Idealized Influence - Behaviour has the strongest link for participants with 2 - 5 years (r'=0.88, p=O) 
and those with more than 10 years (r'=0.96) tenure as an IS project manager (Table 33 and Table 35). 
The strongest subscale correlation to TL for participants with tenure of 5 - 10 years as an IS project 
manager (Table 34) is Idealized Influence -Attributed (r'=0.97, p=O). 
Male IS project managers scored a lower average TL score of 60.41 (SD= 8.81) as compared to their 
female counterparts (Table 36) who scored an average TL score of 63.45 (SD= 12.91). Analysis of 
variance found that there was no significant link (p= 0.33) between the gender of the IS project manager 
and their TL (Table 37). Spearman rank order correlations show that Inspirational Motivation has the 
strongest correlation to TL for both the male (r'= 0.86, p=O) and female (r'= 0.92, P--0) participants 
(Table 38 & Table 39). 
When the data was analyzed according to the five age ranges (Table 40), age was found to have a 
significant link to total TL (p= 0.04), the Inspirational Motivation subscale (p= 0.04) and the 
Individualized Consideration subscale (p= 0.02). The average scores for TL generally increased with each 
older age range and the Inspirational Motivation and the Individualized Consideration subscales. 
However, because there were only two participants each in the "<24" and ">54" age ranges, further 
analysis was done after combining these age ranges to the "25 - 34" and "45 - 54" respectively. The 
ANOVA shows no significant link (Table 41) between age and TL (p= 0.18). The participants in the "< 34" 
age range showed the lowest average TL of 58.06 (SD 12.81) while the participants in the "35 - 44" age 
range displayed the highest average TL of 64.41 (SD 8.97). Spearman rank correlations (Table 42, Table 
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all three age ranges (r'= 0.93 for "<34" age range; r'= 0.90 for "35 - 44" age range and; r'= 0.93 for"> 
44" age range). 
The ANOVA (Table 46) showed that the occupational background of the IS project manager is not 
significant for their TL (p= 0.27).The 11 participants (22%) who indicated that they had an occupational 
background outside of the IS field by selecting "Other" as their occupational background showed a 
higher average TL of 66.27 (SD 86.70) than those who had a either a business (AVG 61.38; SD 12.84) or a 
technical (AVG 59.82; SD 9.99) background In IS (Table 45). The Idealized Influence -Attributed subscale 
(Table 48) showed the strongest correlation to TL for participants with a technical background (r'=0.89, 
p=O) while the Inspirational Motivation subscale showed the strongest correlation to TL for participants 
with a Business background (r'=0.93, p=O) and those with a background outside the IS field (r'=0.94, p=O) 
(Table 47 and Table 49 respectively). 
8.3.2. The Emotional Intelligence Data 
The data collected using the Genos Emotional Intelligence Inventory was sent to Genos for scoring 
(Aooendix F). The scored data gives a total Emotional Intelligence score (out of 155) and a score for each 
subscale as detailed in Section 7.8. The minimum scored by the survey participants was 87 and the 
highest score was 151. As illustrated in Figure 18, 32 of the participants (approximately 65% of the 
sample group) achieved El scores above 120. 
Appendix F shows the subscale reliabilities provided from this scoring but it should be noted that this 
data is for 51 participants and includes the two cases that were later discarded. The means.and standard 
deviations for each subscale were calculated (Table 13) for the 49 participants and found the Emotional 
Reasoning subscale had the highest average score of 20.6 while Emotional Management of Others had 
the lowest average score of 15.6. Analysis of the emotional intelligence construct (Table 14) found the 
reliability of the responses to be good (Cronbach alpha = 0.889928). Reliabilities for the subscales cannot 
be provided as the constructs of the subscales were not provided to the researcher. The El subscales 
Emotional Expression and Emotional Management of Others showed the strongest correlation (r= 0.73; 
p= O) (Table 20). The Emotional Expression subscale had the strongest correlation to total El (r= 0.85; p= 
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Figure 18: Histogram of E nootional fl11<'iligN1ce <eor<'' 
Mean StOv. 
Emotional Self-Awareness 16.2244896 z 434691169 
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Though gender is not significant to total El (p= 0.47), gender showed a significant relationship to (p= 
0.03) the Emotional Awareness of Others subscale (Table SO). Table S1 shows that females show a 
greater significance to this correlation (R: 30.S91) than males (R: 20.444). The average total El was 
slightly lower for males at 121.85 (SD 12.02) than for females at 124.9S (SD 18.01). Spearman rank 
correlations show that the Emotional Management of Others subscale (Table S3) showed the strongest 
correlation to total El for the female participants (r'= 0.94) while Emotional Awareness of Others fTable 
S2) showed the strongest correlation to total El for males (r'= 0.74; p = 0). 
Age shows a significant correlation to the Emotional Self-Awareness (F=2.S7; p= 0.06) and the Emotional 
Awareness of Others (p= 0.04) subscales when tested using the five age ranges provided in the 
demographics (Table SS). The lowest averages for total El fTable 54) were for the two participants over 
the age of 54 years at 121 (SD 22.63) and the two participants below the age of 24 years at 92.S (SD 
0.70). However when these participants were combined with the "2S -34" age group and the "4S -
54"age group, the three age ranges fTable S6) show no significant correlation between age and total El 
(F=0.54; p= O.S8). Spearman rank order correlations found that Emotional Management of Others 
showed the strongest correlation to total El (r'= 0.94; p = O) for the participants below 34 years of age 
(Table S7) while Emotional Expression (r'=0.87) and Emotional Awareness of Others (r'= 0.84) showed 
the strongest correlations to total El for the "3S -44" fTable S8) and ">44" (Table S9) age ranges 
respectively. 
Table 60 shows that the participants who had the least experience in the IS field, i.e. 0 - 2 years, had the 
lowest average El score of 112.3 (SD 2S.S) while the participants who had been in the IS field for S - 10 
' 
years had the highest average El of 124.2 (SD 12.69). ANOVA (Table 61) shows that the number of years 
in the IS field was strongly correlated to the Emotional Self-Awareness subscale (F=2.85; p= O.OS) but 
was not correlated to total El (F=l.69; p=0.18). The Kruskal-Wallis test (Table 62) however showed no 
significant correlation between tenure in the IS field and total El (p= 0.33) nor any of the subscales. 
Emotional Self Awareness and Emotional Expression equally have the strongest correlation (r'= 0.99) for 
participants who had been workina In the IS field for 2 years or less fTable 63). Emotional Self Awareness 
has the strongest correlation to total El (r'= 0.9S) for participants with 2 - S years experience in the IS 
field (Table 64). Emotional Management of Others had the strongest correlation to total El for both the 
participants with 5to10 years (r'= 0.78, p=O) and those with more than 10 years (r'=0.82, p=O) 
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The number of years the participants had been practicing IS project management (Table 67) is not 
correlated to their total El (F=0.68; p=0.56). Participants with tenure of between 5 -10 years as an IS 
project manager showed the highest average for total El of 127 .90 (SD 11.44) while those with 2 or less 
years as an IS project manager showed the lowest total El of 119.43(SD17.33). Spearman rank order 
correlations show that Emotional Management of Others (r'= 0.93) had the strongest correlation to total 
El for participants with less than 2 years experience as an IS project manager (Table 68). Emotional 
Expression showed the strongest correlation for participants with 2 to 5 years (r'= 0.95) experience and 
those with 5 to 10 years experience (r'= 0.91) as an IS PM. Participants with more than 10 years 
experience as IS project managers to show Emotional Self Awareness (r'= 0.91) as the strongest 
correlation to total El (Table 69). 
The 22 participants with a technical background (Table 70) scored the lowest average total El score of 
119.68 (SD 14.30) while the 16 participants with a business background scored the highest average total 
El score of 126.38(SD17.65). Occupational background showed a strong correlation (Table 71) to 
Emotional Self-Management (F = 4.60; p= 0.01). Participants with a Business occupational background 
were the most significant (R: 33.719) to this correlation (Table 72) followed by those who had other 
occupational backgrounds outside of IS (R: 22.727) while the participants with a technical occupational 
background have the least significance (R: 19.795) to the correlation. Spearman rank order correlations 
show that the subscales that have the strongest correlation to total El are the Emotional Awareness of 
Others subscale (r'= 0.86) for participants with a business background (Table 73); Emotional Expression 
(r'=0.87) for participants with a technical background (Table 74); and Emotional Management of Others 
for participants with an occupational background outside of the IS field (Table 75). 
Table 76 shows that on average, participants who selected change projects as the type of project they 
preferred to manage showed a slightly higher average total El construct of 124.96 (SD 15.14) than those 
who selected Technical projects with an average of 121.14(SD14.71).The ANOVA (Table 77) shows that 
the project type selected as a preferred project to manage showed no correlation to the total El (F= 
O. 79; p= 0.37). The Emotional Management of Others showed the strongest correlation to total El (r'= 
0.88) for participants who selected technical projects (Table 79) as the project they preferred to manage 
while Emotional Awareness of Others showed the strongest correlation (r'= 0.9) to total El for the 
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pa11ern of the graph suggest s a positive correlation between rhe two constructs for the sample 
Pearson's coeffitrent confirms (Table 82) that Lhere ls a strong positive correlation betwl.'en the t otal El 
and total Tl of IS projeCl managers (r= 0. 78). Table 82 shows that lnrt//oo ua/ Sc1mutocinn Is the TL 
su~cale that had tht> strongest mrrelation to EJ (r= 0 74), clo~ty followed by tnsplrot1onol Mouvotion 
(r> 0 73). Fmotionol Reasoning ls the EJ subscale with the strongest correlation to TL (r: 0.81) followed 
by rmoaonal Awareness of Others (r= 0 74). The El subscale~ showed positive correlaoons to the TL 
subscales but only the corrnlation between the Emotional Self Morrogemenr subsca le and the 
l11d1V1duolued Coasiderot10n subscale (r'= 0.23; p~ 0 11) was found to be lnslgnincant . 
The positive correlation between El and TL (Table 8ll) Is srrongE>r and more significant for female IS 
project managers (r' = 0.80; p= 0.000007} than it Is for their male counterparts (r'" 0 .67; p= 0.000122). 
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The youngest participants (Table 85), i.e. 34 years and below (r'= 0.87; p= 0.000002) as well as the 
participants who were between 35 and 44 years of age (r'= 0.77; p=0.000257) showed a strong positive 
correlation between El and TL Table 86 shows that the participants older than 44 years of age show a 
weak and insignificant correlation between El and TL (r'= 0.49; p= 0.072638). 
The participants those with the shortest tenure in the IS field show a significant correlation between El 
and TL (Table 87) and display a stronser positive correlation (r'= 0.99, p= 0.000309) than participants 
with more than 10 years in the IS field (Table 88) (r= 0.70; p= 0.000038). Both the participants with 2 to 
5 years tenure (r= 0.70; p= 0.188120) and those with 5to10 years tenure (r'= 0.59, p= 0.069884) 
showed positive but insignificant correlations between El and TL 
Participants with 5 to 10 years tenure as an IS project manager (Table 89) showed the strongest 
significant positive correlation between El and TL (r'= 0.91; p = 0.000246). The participants with more 
than 10 years experience as IS project managers (Table 90) howev r displayed a positive but 
insignificant correlation between the two constructs (r'= 0.61; p= 0.077316). 
Participants with a technical background (Table 91) have the weakest correlation between El and TL (r' 
=0.68; p= 0.000478) while the correlation was stronger for participants with a business background {r'= 
0.80; p = 0.000222). Table 92 shows that the correlation between the two constructs was the strongest 
and most significant for the participants with an occupational background outside the IS field (r'= 093; 
p=0.000037). 
IS project managers who selected technical projects as the projects they prefer to manage (Table 94) 
show a stronser positive correlation between their El and TL {r'= 0.77; p= 0.000027) than those who 
selected change projects (Table 93) as the preferred project to manage (r'-0. 72; p= 0.000021). 
Having completed a discussion of the outcome of the data analysis, the next section determines 
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8.4. Discussion of the Hypotheses 
8.4.1. Hypothesis 1 
Ho1: There is no relationship between the emotional intelligence and transformational 
leadership style of IS project managers 
HAJ.: High levels of El link to high levels of transformational leadership in IS project managers 
Table 82 shows that there is a significant positive correlation between El and TL (r= 0.78; p= 0). 
Spearman rank order correlations (Table 83) confirm the significance of this positive correlation (r'= 
0.762090; p=O). The researcher rejects the null hypothesis (Hos) and concludes that there Is a positive 
linear relatlonshlp between the El and TL of IS project manaprs at the 5" level of slsnlflcance. Figure 
19 illustrates the relationship between the El and TL of IS project managers. 
8.4.2. Hypothesis 2 
H02: There is no relationship between preferred project type and transformational leadership 
style of IS project managers 
HA2: A preference for change projects links to high levels of transformational leadership in IS 
project managers 
Table 21 shows that the correlation (F= 0.588200; p= 0.446952) between TL and the preferred project 
type is not significant at the 5% level of significance. Figure 23 illustrates that the IS project managers' TL 
can not be predicted with confidence based on the project type they prefer to manage. The researcher 
accepts the null hypothesis (Ha:z) and concludes that there Is no Indication of a relationship between 
the preferred project type and TL of IS project managers. 
8.4.3. Hypothesis 3 
H03: There Is no relationship between the occupational background and transformational 
leadership style of IS project managers 
HM: A technical background positively correlates to low levels of transformational leadership 
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H13: A business background positively correlates to high levels of transformational 
leadership in IS project managers 
The correlation between the occupational background of IS project managers (Table 46) and their n is 
not significant (F= 1.335505; p=0.273031). Figure 26 illustrates the relationship between the 
occupational background of the IS project manager and their TL The researcher accepts the null 
hypothesis (Hoa) that there Is no relationship between the occupational baclraround and n of 15 
project managers. 
8.4.4. Hypothesis 4 
H04: There is no relationship between gender and the transformational leadership style of IS 
project managers 
HM: Female IS project managers display higher levels of transformational leadership 
H84: Male IS project managers display lower levels of transformational leadership 
Table 37 shows that the relationship between the gender of IS project managers and their n Is not 
significant (F= 0.957681, p= 0.332782) at the 5% level of significance. Figure 24 illustrates that the 
relationship between the IS project manager's n and gender. The researcher accepts the null 
hypothesis (Ho.) that there Is no relatlonshlp between gender and n for this sample group. 
8.4.S. Hypothesis S 
H05: There is no relationship between age and the transformational leadership style of IS 
project managers 
H45: IS project managers below 34 years of age display lower levels of transformational 
leadership than those in the older age groups 
A significant correlation (F= 2. 785165; p= 0.037981) Is found between age and the total TL score when 
correlations are tested against the 5 age .groups (Table 40). Significant correlations were also found 
between age and the Inspirational Motivation (F= 2.830399; p= 0.035713) and Individualized 
Consideration (F= 3.188268; p= 0.021991) subscales. However, because of the small number of 
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were also tested for correlations to transformational leadership. The correlation between age and TL 
(f=l.767550; p= 0.182150) is not significant at the 5 % level of significance (Table 41). figure 25 
illustrates that the relationship between the TL of the IS project managers in the 3 age ranges. The 
researcher accepts the null hypothesis (Hos) that there Is no relationshlp between the age and n for 
this sample group. 
8.4.6. Hypothesis 6 
H06; There is no relationship between the preferred project type and emotional intelligence 
of IS project managers 
HM: Low levels of El In IS project managers positively correlate to a preference for technical 
projects 
Table 21 shows that there is no significant relationship between the project type preferred by the IS 
project manager and their El (f= 0.793834; p= 0.377482). figure 30 Illustrates the relationship between 
El and the project type the IS project manager prefers to manage. The researcher accepts the null 
hypothesis (H.) that there Is no relationship between the preferred project type and the El. 
8.4. 7. Hypothesis 7 
H07: There is no relationship between occupational background and the emotional 
intelligence of IS project managers 
HA1: Low levels of El in IS project managers positively correlate to a technical background 
A significant correlation was found between occupation background and the El subscale Emotional Self 
Management (f= 4.607585; p= 0.015000) at the 5% level of significance (Table 71). IS project managers 
with a business background were the most significant to this correlation (R: 33. 719). There is however 
no significant relationship (F=l.149987; p= 0.325575) between total El and the occupational background 
of the IS project mana$er at the 5% level of significance. figure 29 illustrates the relationship between El 
and the occupational background of the IS project managers. The researcher accepts the null 
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8.4.8. Hypothesis 8 
Hoe: There is no relationship between gender and emotional intelligence of IS project 
managers 
HAS: Female IS project managers display higher levels of emotional intelligence 
Haa: Male IS project managers display lower levels of emotional intelligence 
Table SO shows that there is a significant relationship (F= S.222383; p= 0.026854) between gender and 
the El subscale Emotional Awareness of Others at the S% level of significance. As shown in Table Sl, this 
correlation is more significant for the IS project managers of female gender (R: 30.S91) than the male IS 
project managers (R: 20.444). The correlation between total El and gender (F= 0.5118891; p= 0.474883) 
Is however not significant at the 5" level of significance and the researcher accepts the null 
hypothesis (H.) that there Is no relationship between gender and El. Figure 27 illustrates that the El of 
the IS project manager cannot be predicted with confidence based on gender. 
8.4.9. Hypothesis 9 
H09: There is no relationship between age and emotional intelligence (El) of IS project 
managers 
HA9: IS project managers above 34 years of age display higher levels of emotional 
intelligence than those in the lower age groups. 
When tested against the Sage groups (Table SS), significant relationships are found between age and 
the El subscales Emotional Self Awareness (F= 3.431279; p = 0.01S867) and Emotional Awareness of 
Others (F= 2.681699; p= 0.04373S). The correlation between age and El (F= 2.S72229; p= O.OS0788) is 
very close to the S% level of significance. However, because of the small number of participants In the 
less than 24, and greater than S4 years (2 participants each), three age groupings were also tested for 
correlations to El. The resulting correlation between age and El (F= 0.549S07; p= O.S80976) is not 
significant at the S % level of significance (Table S6). Figure 28 illustrates the relationship between age 
and the El of the IS project manager. The researcher accepts the null hypothesis (H.) that there Is no 
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8.4.10. Hypothesis 10 
HotO: There is no relationship between occupational background of IS project managers and 
the project type they prefer to manage 
HA10: There is a positive relationship between the occupational background of IS project 
managers and the project type they prefer to manage 
Table 80 shows that, of the 22 IS project managers with an IS technical background, 15 preferred to 
manage technical projects. Out of the 16 IS project managers with an IS business background, 13 
preferred to manage change projects. Pearson correlation (Table 81) found that the correlation between 
the IS project manager's occupational background and their preferred project type is significant (p= 
0.00837) at the 5% level of significance. The 1'9S81rcher rejects the null hypothesis (HOu) and concludes 
that there Is sufficient evidence of• relatlonshlp between occupatloml backpound and the project 
type the IS project manacer prefen to manage. Figure 31 illustrates the relationship between 
occupational bacqround and the project type they prefer to manage. 
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The analysis of the sample data revealed the strength of the relationships between the constructs and 
also highlighted the significance of these relationships. As illustrated in Figure 20, only two relationships 
were significant (shown in green) while the rest were not significant. The results of the data analysis 
also provide the researcher the means to answer the research questions which are discussed in the next 
section. 
8.5. Discussion of the Research Questions 
• What leadership behavloun do South African IS Project Manapn display? 
The south African IS project managers in the sample show slightly higher average self-rater scores (Table 
19) than those of the normative sample (Table 16) for all the transformational leadership subscales 
except for the Individualized Consideration subscale. The sample group displayed an average rating of 
3.05 (SD 0.63) as compared to th~ average for the normative group of 3.15 (SD 0.52) for the 
Individualized Consideration subscale. Though this could not be explained by the data, it is possible that, 
as IS project managers, the sample group do not have their own teams to manage and perhaps do not 
have the opportunities to exercise and nurture Individualized Consideration as a skill. 
The researcher found that there was no general consensus in the literature as to the relationship 
between leadership style and gender. However, according to Burke and Collins (2001), females display 
higher self-rated scores for leadership. This was indeed the finding In this study whereby the average 
transformational leadership self-rating of the female IS project managers of 63.45 (SD12.91) was higher 
than the average self-rating of the male IS project managers 60.41 (SD 8.82). 
• How emotionally lnteDlgent are South African IS Project Managen? 
The South African IS project managers scored slightly lower averages (Table 20) for the two El subscales 
Emotional Self Awareness 16.22 (SD 2.43) and Emotional Management of Others 15.61 (SD 2.55) than 
the normative sample (Table 15) averages or 16.60 (SD 4.79) and 15.80 (SD 5.23) respectively. The other 
four subscales showed slightly higher average scores than th~ normative sample averages. The total 
average El score of 123.24 (SD 14.92) for the IS project managers in the sample was higher than the 
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Contradictory to expectations, the older IS project managers in the sample did not show distinctly higher 
El scores than the younger IS project managers. As Illustrated in Figure 28, the various age ranges 
showed similar El scores. It Is interesting to note that, similarly to the findings of Smith and Bailey 
(2006), the IS project managers with the most project management experience did not show the highest 
El scores. 
This study also found, in agreement with previous research (Groves, 2005; Mandell & Pherwani, 2003; 
Smith & Balley, 2006), that female IS project managers showed a higher average El self·ratlng of 124.95 
(SD 18.01) as compared to the average score of 121.85 (SD 12.02) for their male counterparts (Figure 
27). 
• Is there a relationship between the project type that the project manager prefers and 
their leadership style or emotional lntetll1ence? 
The data showed that IS project managers with a technical background generally preferred to manage 
technical projects. The IS project managers with a technical background also showed lower and El and TL 
scores. Contrary to expectations, there was no significant relationship between the type of project that 
the IS project manager prefers to manage and their transformational leadership (F= 0.79; p= 0.38) or 
emotional intelligence (F= 0.59; p= 0.45). As Illustrated In Figure 23 and Figure 30 there are only slight 
differences between the TL and El of the IS project managers when grouped by preferred project type. 
• Is there a relatlonshlp between IS Project Manapr occupational backaround and their El 
or leadership behaviour? 
The literature refers to the lack of leadership skills In leaders with a technical background (Srita, 2008; 
Sumner et al., 2005, 2006; Thlte, 2000; Wang, Chou & Jiang, 2005; Willcoxson & Chatham, 2006). This 
study found that the IS project managers with an IS Business occupational background did indeed 
display slightly higher n scores than the IS project managers with an IS Technical or other professional 
background (Table 45). It is interesting to note that the IS project managers with an occupational 
background outside the IS field showed the highest average n scores. 
As illustrated In Figure 29, IS project managers with an IS Business background showed generally higher 
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professional background. However, this study also found the relationship between the occupational 
background of the IS project manager and their El (F= 1.15; p= 0.33) or TL (F= 1.34; p= 0.27) was not 
statistically significant. 
• Is there a relationship between IS Project Manager occupational background and their 
preferred projects? 
As expected, a strong positive (r' = 0.34) and significant (p= 0.02) correlation was found between 
occupational background and the type of project the IS project manager prefers to manage. The 
illustration in Figure 31 shows that the number of IS project managers with an IS technical background 
who prefer to manage technical projects is high. This could be due to the fact that the IS project 
manager will probably prefer to manage projects that are related to their previous experience and a 
field with which they are familiar. 
• Is there a relationship between the emotional lntellfgence and the ludershlp behaviour 
of South African IS Project Manager? 
As expected, a strong (r= 0. 78) and significant (p= O) correlation was found between the El and TL of 
South African IS project managers. As illustrated in Figure 19, high scores for El were correlated to high 
scores of TL The correlation between El and TL ls stronger for the female IS Project Managers (r= 0.87; 
p= O) than their male counterparts (r= 0.62; p= 0.0006) as Illustrated in Figure 32. 
Surprisingly, the correlation between El and TL was strongest and most significant for the IS project 
managers who are in the youngest age range, I.e. "<34" (r'= 0.87; p= 0), followed by those In the "35-
44" age range (r'= 0.78; p= 0.0003). The oldest age range showed a weak correlation between El and TL 
(r'= 0.49; p= 0.07) that was not significant at the 5% level of significance. Neither the number of years 
that the participants had been working within the IS field (Figure 33), nor the number of years they have 
been an IS project manager (Figure 34) had an influence on the relationship between El and TL. 
Occupational background does not influence the relationship between El and TL as Illustrated in Figure 
35 and neither does the type of project the IS project manager prefers to manage (Figure 36). 
8.6. Assumptions and Limitations 
One of the limitations of this study was the use of self-reported data. This data was fallible because of 
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prevented the researcher from controlling who answered the questionnaire in order to prevent bias of 
the sample population to the Western cape province of South Africa where the researcher resides. 
Though research has shown that 360 degree or feedback from multiple raters produces better results 
(Burke & Collins, 2001), the researcher was unable to utilise this method due to practical considerations. 
Other researchers might be interested in the application of these findings in various organizations and 
with other practitioners (Lee & Baskerville, 2003). Bartlett, Kotrlik and Higgins (2001) suggest that the 
reliability, validity and generalizability of the research findings are dependent on the quality of the data 
collected and the size of the sample. According to Brown et al. (2006), a larger sample size provides 
greater statistical power and is crucial for robust statistical analysis and the generalizability of results. 
However, Lee and Baskerville (2003) argue that a larger sample size in statistical study does not increase 
the generalizability of the findings. Nevertheless, the researcher suggests that caution be exercised in 
generalizing and interpreting the results and further research be conducted to test the findings in 
various settings. 
8. 7. Recommendations for Future Research 
The research used self-reporting instruments to measure both the transformational leadershlp and 
emotional intelligence constructs. Future research can make used of 360 degree instruments that may 
highlight differences between self-reported data from IS project managers and data from colleagues, 
peers, followers and superiors. 
The small sample size could be seen as a short-coming to this study of IS project mana1ers and larger 
sample sizes are required to test attributes that influence the relationship between the transformational 
leadership and emotional intelligence of IS project managers. As the sample group consisted only of 
project managers in the IS field, a possible bias could be present in the data. Further insight into 
emotional intelligence and transformational leadership within the Project Man11ement profession can 
be gained by extending this research to project managers in other professional fields. 
The effectiveness of the project managers' emotional Intelligence and transformational leadership in 
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Clarke (2009) found that training provided to project managers had a positive impact on their emotional 
intelligence. Further research should be conducted to investigate the impact of this training to the 
transformational leadership displayed by the project managers. 
8.8. Summary of the Results 
The sample consists of 49 South African IS project managers with a range of ages and gender, and who 
have varying experience within the IS field and specifically as IS project managers. These project 
managers also come from dissimilar occupational backgrounds and some prefer to manage change 
projects while others technical projects. 
The TL and El data provided from the self-ratings by the sample group proved to be valid, reliable and 
comparable to the normative samples for both the MLQ and the Genos El. 
The data analysis shows that there is a strong positive correlation (r= O. 78; p= O) between the El and TL 
of the sample group. Intellectual Stimulation is the TL subscale that shows the strongest correlation to El 
(r= O. 74; p = O) while Emotional Reasoning is the El subscale with the strongest correlation to TL (r= 0.81; 
p=O). 
Gender Is not significant to the TL (F= 0.96; p= 0.33) nor the El (F= 0.52; p= 0.47) of the IS project 
manager. However, the correlation between El and TL is stronger for the female IS project managers (r= 
0.87; p=O) than it is for their male counterparts (r= 0.62; p= O). 
Age is not significant to the TL (F= 1.77; p= 0.18) nor the El (F= 0.54; p= 0.58) of the IS project manager. 
The 18 youngest members of the sample i.e. those with less than 34 years of age show a strong 
significant correlation between El and TL (r'= 0.87; p=O). The 14 oldest participants however show a 
weak correlation between El and TL (r'= 0.49; p= 0.07) that is not significant at the 5% level. 
Tenure in the IS field is not significant to the TL (F= 1.82; p= 0.16) nor the El (F= 1.69, p=0.18) of the IS 
project manager. More than half of the participants (28) have been In the IS field for more than 10 years 
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Tenure as an IS project manager also not significant to the TL (F= 2.16; p=0.11) or the El (F= 0.69; 
p=0.56) of the IS project manager. The correlation between El and TL was not significant for the 9 
participants who had been project managers for more than 10 years (r'=·0.62, p= 0.08) at the 5% level of 
significance. This correlation was however significant (p< 0.05) for all the participants who had been IS 
project managers for less than 10 years. 
The occupational background of the IS project manager is not significant for their TL {F= 1.34; p=0.27) or 
El (F=l.15; p=0.33). The 11 IS project managers with a background outside of the IS field showed the 
strongest significant correlation between El and TL (r'= 0.93; p= O). 
The type of project that the IS project manager prefers to manage is not significant to their TL (F= 0.59; 
p= 0.45) or El (F= 0.79, 0.38). The correlation between El and TL is positive and significant regardless of 
the type of project that they prefer to manage. There is a weak but significant positive correlation (r'= 
0.34; p= 0.02) between the IS project manager's occupational background and the type of project they 
prefer to manage. 
This chapter has detailed the results of the data analysis of the sample data, discussed the limitations of 
the study, and has provided suaestions for further research in this area. The next chapter concludes 
this research paper with an overview of the research problem, the methods applied to Investigate these 
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CHAPTER 9; CONCLUSION 
Increasing numbers of organizations have become project based and the number of IS projects they 
undertake is greater than ever. These IS projects have the goal of Implementing systems and changes 
that are aimed at increasing operating efficiencies and turnover for the organizations. The IS project 
manager is therefore tasked with the successful implementation of projects which will in tum lead to 
organizational success. The IS project manager therefore plays a key role for the organization in which 
they practice. 
An IS project manager can be faced with several challenges in the course of managing an IS project that 
can become complex because of unclear goals, high risks, scarcity of resources, technical and 
organizational dynamics in addition to the constraints of time, cost and scope. 
Research regarding project managers in general has sought to determine inter alia, the characteristics, 
traits, personality, leadership style and emotional intelligence that are required in order to manage 
projects effectively and successfully. Much of this research has been conducted outside South Africa and 
was not specific to the IS project manager. The researcher identified one study by Smith and Bailey 
(2006) which aimed to examine the leadership style and emotional intelligence of IS project managers in 
South Africa. Due to limitations with the instrument used to measure leadership in their study, Smith 
and Bailey (2006) called for further research In this area. 
The main aim of this study was to measure the emotional intelligence and leadership style of IS project 
managers in South Africa a d to determine the relationship between these two constructs. The study 
further sought to determine if factors such as age, gender, occupational background, tenure as an IS 
project manager or how long an individual had worked in the IS field had any influence on El, leadership 
style, or the relationship between the two constructs. 
The study used quantitative methods to gather data for this research project. Members of the Project 
Management Institute of South Africa (PMISA), past Project Management students at a training 
institution with branches in Cape Town and Johannesburg, and colleagues in the IS project management 
profession were requested to complete an online questionnaire. The online questionnaire consisted of 
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well as some demographic questions. The sample group of 49 IS project managers had a good mix across 
gender, age and occupational background. Though the sample size may be seen as small, it was 
sufficient to represent the South African IS project manager population and the data collected was 
adequate for statistical analysis. 
The analysis of the data collected from the survey found that South African IS project managers scored 
an average of 123.245 (SD 14.9214) out of 155 points for emotional intelligence and an average of 
. . 
61. 7755 (SD 10.8364) out of 80 points for transformational leadership. None of the demographic factors 
showed a significant relationship to the emotional intelligence or transformational leadership of the 
sample group. This could be an indication that an IS project manager is capable of exercising 
transformational leadership and emotional intelligence regardless of their age, gender or occupational 
background. ·rhe duration that the IS project manager had been in the IS field or had been practicing 
project management was not found to be significant to the El or TL that they display. 
Previous studies into the relationship between emotional Intelligence and transformational leadership 
of project managers in various industries in the United States found a strong correlation between the 
two constructs. This study also found a strong and significant positive relationship between the 
emotional Intelligence and transformational leadership {r= 0.7829, p= O) of the South African IS project 
managers that participated in this study. Neither age nor gender had a significant influence on the 
relationship between the two construct  though it was noted that the female IS project managers 
showed a stronger correlation. Female IS project managers also showed higher scores for both TL and El. 
Organizations have a vested Interest in their IS project managers being successful in the implementation 
of IS projects. The results indicate that an IS project manager with a high emotional intelligence score Is 
more likely to practice transformational leadership behaviours. Transformational leadership in the 
project environment can motivate team members to Improve their efficiencies and achieve better 
results and successful project implementation. Considering the supposed Importance of emotional 
intelligence and transformational leadership for the efficiency of IS project managers, organizations that 
would like to grow these skills within their organizations should include courses to enhance these skills 
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Organizations should further ensure that they provide a working environment that enables the creation 
of the relationships that are a requirement for the practice of both transformational leadership and 
emotional intelligence. Organizations should also provide their IS project managers with tools that can 
assist to manage and reduce the time spent with tasks such as planning, developing risk and issue logs 
and so forth. This could free up some time to allow the IS project managers to engage their project 
team and other stakeholders and make use of their transformational leadership and emotional 
intelligence skills. 
This study also found that IS project managers with a technical occupational background showed lower 
average transformational leadership and emotional intelligence scores when compared to their 
counterparts. IS project managers with a highly technical background especially should consider 
enrolling for courses that will enable them to enhance and be more aware of the benefits of emotional 
intelligence. The results have indicated that none of the demographic factors, including the IS project 
manager's occupational background, have a significant effect on th  relationship between emotional 
intelligence and transformational leadership. Wrth the correct interventions, these IS project managers 
can also begin practicing more transformational leadership behaviours with the possible result of 
performing more efficiently. 
There was a significant relationship between the occupational background of the IS project manager and 
the type of projects that they prefer to manage. This indicates that a majority of the IS project managers 
in the sample group prefer to manage projects within the IS area that they are familiar with. Perhaps, by 
applying emotional intelligence, these project managers can successfully venture outside their normal IS 
area and be successful in other areas. 
The sample group in this study showed that Emotional Reasoning is the El subscale with the strongest 
correlation to TL This could be as a result of the environment that IS project managers operate in that 
requires the management of professionals in a technical field with whom emotional reasoning could be 
more useful in achieving results. Surprisingly, Emotional Self Management showed the weakest 
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This research study has shown that emotional intelligence and transformational leadership are 
important competencies for IS project managers practicing in South African organizations. This study has 
found that South African IS project managers who are high in emotional intelligence will display more 
transformational leadership which will lead to more efficient teams and a higher rate of successful 
project implementation. 
This study has provided some insight into the emotional Intelligence and leadership style of IS project 
managers practicing in South African organizations. There have however been some limitations to this 
study that should be taken into consideration. It would be helpful for South African organizations and IS 
project managers for this study to be extended to explore appropriate means of increasing awareness 
and the use of emotional intelligence and transformational leadership for more effective management 
of IS projects. An Investigation into the perceived effects of transformational leadership and emotional 
intelligence on cohesion within the project team, project management efficiencies and project success is 
also recommended. These studies would enable organizations to gain an understanding of the 
usefulness of nurturing the transformational leadership and emotional intelligence of their IS project 
managers and provide guidance on how to go about it. 
This study did not investigate the relationship between emotional intelligence and transactional 
leadership. The results of this study do not provide evidence of the effect of transactional leadership on 
the project team and on project success. Further research into the merit of transactional leadership in IS 
projects will be valuable in understanding the effects of the different types of leadership that the IS 
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/\PPENDIX A: INTRODUCTORY EMAIL 
' 
Department of Information Systems 
Leslie Commerce Bullding 
Englneering M all. Upper Campus 
OR Private Bag. Rondebosch 7701 
Cape rown 
Tel· (021) 650-2261 
Fax No: (021) 650-2280 
Dear Information Systems Project Manager, 
As an In formation Systems M asters s1udent al 1he University o f Cape Town, I am conducting 
research to measure the relationship between the emotional intelligence and leadership style of IS 
proiect managers. 
1 Jnv1te you to particlpat·e In th is research that will enable me to understand If factors such as 
gender, age, technical background and tenure as a project manager have an effect on the emotional 
Intelligence and leadership style employed by IS project managers 1n South Afr1ca. 
Tt'tt> nnlinP questionnaire will take approximately 10 minutes to complete, and is accessible by 
clicking on the following link: http;ljwww.cornm~rce.u~L.1C.lJ/ISPM_j. This Questionnaire will be 
available untd the 15'1' or November l008. 
The LJCT e thics committee has approved the use o f this on line questionnaire The data collectP.•1 will 
be stored electron1cally and the researcher assures the anonymity and confidentiality of ali content. 
Plt•as!' provide ynur email address at the end of ttie questionnaire should you wish to receive the 
resul ts of the researr.h. 
Please forward this email to other IS Project Man;igers In your organization or who are known to you 
111 order to assist in g<11 heri11g ~ r.omprehP.nsive amounr of data. 
Please feel free lo co11taC1 the researcher or Professor Derek Smith via the contact details below 
should ytJu tiavt' anv queries. 
Th~nk vou for you tin1e and participarion. 
Yours sh1cerely, 
Olivia Kirabira 
Masters Student (Information Systems) 
Universi ty of Cape Town 
Ema·il: KRBOUOOl@luc1.ac.za 
O. f .KIRABIRA 
Prof. D~Jek Smith 
Supervisor - Dept. Information Systems 
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APPENDIX B; DEMOGRAPHIC IN FO RMATION 
The demo&raphic data detailed below will be collected In order to add statistica l value to the 
emotional 1ntelllgerice and leadership stvle data collected The respondent can select only one of the 




2 Age 1Jnge· 
• < 2d 
• 25 - 3~ 
• 3S - 44 
• 45 - 54 
• > S4 
3. Number of years In the neltl of lnformauon Systems· 
• 0 - 2 years 
• 2 - S vears 
• 5 -lOyears 
• More than 10 years 
4 . Number of years iH an IS Project Manager 
• 0-2 years 
• 2-5 years 
• 5 - lOyears 
• More than 10 years 
5. Before becoming an tS Pro1ect Manager, my background was ln a. 
• Technical area - e g. Networks, Systems Analyst ete 
• Busmessarea-e.g Business Anatyst. 
• Other 
6 I prefer to manage proiects rhat deal with 
• Technical deliverables - e.g. Technical Infrastructure change 
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APPENDIX C: GENOS El CONCJSE VERSION 
The Genos Emotional Intelligence Inventory -Concise version is made o f 3\ Items designed to 
rneasuie emotional intelligence in the workplace context. The inventoiy makes use of a five-point 
Likert scale. Figure 21 glves details of the researcn lnstrument. 
I Q; 




E " < 0 "' (/] ::> 
I crernomtrate. ID Gthers u~at I h.:.VB cnn~dentd tltw''r (ei! lintt~ II" de~is1a.r1 :: I l'ndk'e ijt W'Otk 1 2 3 A 
I 2 I F•~ 10 recoanin how mv fae.hnn drivP mv be~•\llolJ1 al wcrk. 1 :i 3 4 











A f find It d1fficu11 10 1den11fv mv feehnns :on rssues lil •.~vcnk 1 2 3 4,_§ 
51 oxor••• how I feel 10 !he w1ono ceoole "wo1k 1 - 3 d 5 
6 Fail to handle s11esaru1 s11u~llo11s al wo1~ enetl tleh•. 1 2 3 A 5 
7 Y\lh~n ~ornflo.n& tii'>'t'I :, 'l, .. ;.1 WOJ"h I t!~tltlti~ hD'N I ft.-~ I •ncchti;t I : 3 ~ 5. 
I 8 J ct1nsrder the w:av .others rn~Y reaet to d!>cisions. '~le:i eornmu11ftaJ1oa thl!:m I 2 3 t 5 
J~ VVl1&lj I n1H fnJs.t1at e.ct Wllh t01VJ&lhhtq Gil WDtk I d'SClJ!-: ,,.,~ r1fJ'Sctt:ill!'tti 1nl'>rr.011;rl}fv I 2 3 4 5 
10 When Jam under su&$S I o&come 1mouls1'ie 1 2 3 4 5 
11 f ra1l lo idenl 1fv Ike W• Y nsoole i<ooond lo rr1•......,~TI bu1ld1r·o "'nnorl 1 - :> ~ 5 -
12 I undeistand tb~ lhlno$ !bot m•ke oeoale feel ootlrrusllc at ~rh 1 2 3 4 5 
13 f Lake "~'~~111 l1om :olll!lloue< .,.,~••·•tty I 
. 3 ~ s -
(4 I an-. efl'eoCtive ill lteioina others f~el noslt1'1e at wo1i 1 2 3 4 5 
16 I c:-01nrr1un1t.ilte dacrsJ6ns at \Y01~ h ~ \'f-3-Y' that c..at1tu1e~ d;f1er~ 4lll!nt1at1 1 - 3 4 5 
l6 I Qa.111 stakehokferS"' comrnilmerit 10 det1sions l mali.ta at work I 2 3 4 6 
17 1 ~il• ~rr,.w ! 1~teh ·~pmrr,tJn1caH· q;;ir;19•Clf1$ tQ ; ta~ehul".f.e.rs I '.l 3 4 5 
IB I exp1e.ss how I feet at the iOD!Oflnart ttme I 2 3 4 6 
l!1 I urtder.;ti nd ·.iflr'll makes- oeoule fael valuM ol ,m,i..., I 2 3 J 
=--
20 I Mfe<1ivelv d•al wit~ things ·~•I aqnov m• ill •mk I 2 3 4 5 ,,, I .onutcr:iuetel.., ree-imnd tc. colleariues W.1Ct CtiJsW e m& ;t v.iirk I 2 3 J 5 , .,, I find 11 diilicu1110 1dentifv lh• lhloos 1ha1 mo1wa1e oeoole at work I 2 3 4 5 
To I !a1l 1~ f !'JlO oalrr r11 11llit11h :>lfua11on< •I "'ork I :: a 4 5 
24 I am a'Nare of mx: mood slate iii Wllff' I 2 3 4 5 
r:o I l•Ph• nt-.J)ola CF>I wnt\ iuuH ~u•~ 11.r.m f1u<1rllh0ll .t'j\lll1J.. I 2 s J 5 
a; I 11rma1n focused \vh&.n an~1ous aboul 50Melh.loei •I worfir I 2 3 ~ 6 
IN I f~1I t<t 1etolre eron1ion11! ~;tu~ucnt: ;1 Wl"'ilk i:ffeCtiv ... !t I 2 ::i 4 5 
' 28 t am c.ware or how m\' fecet1nas 1nfluen&e 1he dec1sioos I make at work: 1 2 3 ,j 5 
113 I hl•\le I rouble fird1nn Ille 111!hl 'IVotd• IP•.,,_._ lio<>. I f~el ill .. IOd I 2 3 4 5 
, 3:1 Wh"n uo•11L al work I still thin< cle,..lv I 2 3 4 5 
· ~ 1 I don\ !<now wlial IC do 01 ~<"' "-i~n t:!i l!Pallu~• a"! ulis•• .i wurlc I :2 3 d 5 
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i\PPFNDIX D: MULTI-FACTOR l.EADERSllfP QUESTI ONNAIRE 
J ht' Mul11-fae1or leadership Questionnaire (5X·Short) coma ins 45 Items (~1gure ii) ilm1 ran provide a 
\COrP for Tr,1nsform,ition.1l I e.ide,.hip, Tran<;actlonal Le~drrshlp, Laissez faire Jeadcrshll), htra "lion, 
EHcctl"cncs:; and Sabsfacbon the MLQ uses a S-poin1 Likort scale ranging from "NO! al All" to 
·~requN>tly, If not a1w,1ys" 
Not At All 
0 




I prqv1du 11U1<'m VtllfO 1 !1$:~ 1 1nr.I) JH PX<'.b:inq\l tor lht!T ellorb 
Fairly Olton 
J 
? I ,,,.••otr·1nf1,., 11c.Ji .t'i;Stirnrittml' to qoR!>tv1n Wh~J1t6: ltl.-rp 0 rr. ~nttr 
:) 1IL•li 10 1nh"1.01111;tllll Ul'?blO.trr. boeorns o:...W1V11o;. 
l W fQCU!'l ~1HC1nl Qf'l .,,n ilf~QLI ,,Ill U$ mtSl.Jll.,O~ ~lC(::epl!Gnt., ..,,dtlQVraJIQnS from S1An04FOS 
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9 Ill k opt1mi•llo.ally 11bout IM IUtuh> 0 
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Descriptive S tatistics for MLO 5X 
2004 Normauve Sample 
Total Sample Sell Ratings 
(N: 2 7, 285) (N=3,375) 
Scale Mean so Range Mean SD Range 
llA 2.94 0 .76 4.00 2 .95 0.53 3.50 
116 2,77 0 72 4.00 2.99 0.59 3.75 
IM 2.92 0.76 4.00 3.04 0.59 3.5-0 
IS 2.78 0.71 4.00 2.96 0.52 3 50 
IC 2,85 0.78 4.00 316 0.52 3.00 
T o bk 16: O<Scripli"e t•tistics for M.LQ 5X 2004 Normn ih·e Sam11le [A \'Olio & Buss. Z004l 
I nrercorrelalions among MLO Factor Scores' 
tor Self ratings in rhe US 
llA 118 M s 
llA (0.7) 
118 49" (.64) 
IM .54" .ss· (.76) 
IS .39'" .44'" 43'" 
IC 48" 42 '" 41 " 
• N-3. ;"SS. Numoets n p11om)1os!J:S are reliabillfy '$COl'e5 

















THLRf.tAflONSHIP OF Lf,\ OERSKIP $ 1Y' E Nm EMOJlON/\l INH.U l(il ~Lf IN INHlRMA110 N SYSTEM PROJECT VIANA<ilRS 
APPENDI(_~ 
APPENQIX E- STATISTICAL DATA 







Correlations cffiANSFORMATION LEADERSHIP STYLE) 
Marked coirela11ons are signific•nl •1 p < 05000 
N=49 (Casewise deletion ~I missing d•ta) 
Means 
12 020•11 
12 75510 2.46872 
rs.:::tJJl onr-- oc 'l.!d q 111L1t l ~~·-·1~H 11•11• 1 l ~OCIJ)J() 
12 16387 2.51391 





f~ 1Jl I I 
iJ I ii~ I 
1~ahlt.• JR: Correlation,. , ..,;1hi11 lht' Trn11,f1)r'tuatio11;ll Leaift>t~hlp <:ons1ru('l 
TRANSFORMATION LEADERSHIP STYLE 
Scale Means Std. Dev . Ra.nge 
llA 3.00510 0.65250 2.25000 
11 8 :i. 11735 0 .. 67334 2.50000 
IM 3.18878 0 .56718 2.00000 
IS 3.08613 0 (51988 3.00000 
IC 3.04592 0.62848 2.00000 
IC 
' O r.ro-.;9:' 
LI r 'f> ... :_.: 
n ~..s;1 •:in~ 
n r:o .... 8C 1 
1 aoco:o 
n r-.,1':) fll 
"1'3ble I 1):- ~1e3ns und Sruudard Ot>viaHon~ ofTr:msrorrnallon.al t~raderthip for <"On1paratlvr purposts 




11r.-i 11 S9J!lA2 
1111rn1 110 J" 
O.UL .. .. 11 7<>0;JJ6 
.. L.' n: :.:· 1-"' 
















THE RELATIONSHIP or LEAD£R5HIP SiYl£ 1\ND fMDTIONAJ. INTF.LLIGf.NCE IN INl'ClRMATlON 5Y5TEM PROJECT MANACERS 
APPENDICES 
E- 2. Emorinnal lntelligci1ce 
Coire\atiuns (EMOTIONALJNTEWGB¥;f) 
Marked ourrei<llons aie s19ni1icanl at p < !1!1m 
N=.19 (Cas!!'l~Se detet100 oi rrussmg daia) 
Means ::,10. OBY. EsA EE EAO FR ESM FMO ESC T(lTAt. 
' 
I 0 r p ' p ' p r p ' 0 ' p ' ESA 16.2245 2.43!&9 i.OOJCOJ - L~ :·Of G.GO~j ( ... . ., ,,._;__1.j~-· r ·llJrr. a -:,a"¥tr, ~ n1n: (l 325:.;)t~ ('.]}'•1 n ~ . .::=7f. orTJJ 0 .r,49-, •J or.:r [7"'1"~' 
EE IS:97% 36026{1 ~ r?J% r or11 1.roml . ,, x:~-=1 ·m 0 4!1D.P l.LWJ g·r'Q' :i .c.~ :JYL! C1.::J:1!c' iiCJC: 01)..·5:1 · o:c~ 1j E-1~!~ 
EAO 16.2t .\9 2.~ L_EC-::'"~ [][(C 0 [il~: onll!l 1,!Xll.lll nn~·t 'l OJ[l r 4kiH ( JL120 IJ E-"C:: arm o '?Sr:· urnr f.81~ 
ER ~.59 15 3. 1617 I ()$33107 OOfOJ r1 ••rot: OOII.J Q~~u I' '!J:G umm ;\ 3~}ji-:~ C1Jl::O llf.1:~'.!' nruJJ 0 ?'l4q::,- · i:rr.;2 Q 7'llt "l 
ESM 19.5714 2}5379 1J";:s:ro Ou.jr il 7<51~~ 00(1)) 0 4.!l.![t r ~~~ ~35:~~ :i.[11 'j[ i.ooocro Off>'5 0 'Vil 07 1110 Ii lllil CTtS··-
EMO 15,Sill 254£fil fl Ett"ff 0 Jill[ JI .:Hi 0 [ji][J ii l "tj..! c mrn l ~:i:r3~ 00[0[ [ 5436i:' o Juli I OOIJOO . nr:..:1Fl u om: [ 87'""35 
ES(! !~0204 2.37fn! 11-4:.tqt;- Q (J:rJ j_r~:£+~ I OCQ'.IJ n .c"'l=>~,j': - _ __._.!l..;... r JJCO 1:.gig:;J J.OJ5: G lll~~C 0 JIJ!D r~~:: Q rry]j 11mllll • ~ 7173J'"f, 
TOTAL 1 12449 14,921li IJ ~15.% r r-rur "l.E!~,·: 0.:-00:.· n 1;i1~..:i 0 OJ.) 1:: . .-5b'1 [LJ[0. 0 ·~7· 0 00111 l.LF.~"'-e:.c n:wi U T'7B7r I f!"j_ 1oomJ 
Titblr 20: Corr tl.:1Llous wirhJJI rhe Emoi.lou~J lrlte lllgencc construct 



















IHE R<LATION~HIP or LfADERSlilP SiYL! ANl) tM0110NAI INTEll lG(NCr IN INFORMA110N SYST~M PROJECT MANAGERS 
APPENDICES 





















Techni.:-af Cti~ngo· I ~\'i.Mtx 
f'AEfEAED PfOJECT ff PE 











1 HE REl.ATlQNSIUP or LE.\OERSHIP STYlf MIC> [MOTIONAi 11-Jlfll IGfNr[ N tNfOK~AllON SYSlCW l'llOJtC MANAGE~ 
AP Pf~ 
/\na1y,;1~ of Van;inne (PHEFERRCO PROJECT TYPE} 
TRANSFORMATIONAL Marked effects are signlncanl at p < 05000 
LEADERSHIP SS di MS SS di MS 
F 
Effect Effect Effect Error Error Error 
p 
llA 3 43077 1 3 43077 3:?3 ~9 41 6 8840 0A98387 0 41!3703 
llB 0.91284 1 0 9 128'1 347.291 -17 7 389? 0 123537 0 r.>llan l 
IM 7.152183 1 7 R21 83 239 4'.l!I -l 7 50945 1498103 0.227369 
IS 3.&2898 I 3.62898 291 473 47 6 2016 0 58517? 0 ~-Ill 116 
IC 0 76276 1 o 1s:mi :!():> 584 4 1 6 4380 0 118479 0.732225 
TOTAL 69J56866 I 69.66866 5500 86:> 4/ 118A439 0 5A8200 0.44B..~52 
---
Spearman Rank Order Correlahoos PREFERRED PROJECT• CHAHGE 
TRANSFORMATIONAi. 
MD pairw1se deleted 
Ma1ked cotrelatoons ar• s1an1fica~t at o < 05(01 







Spearman p·level Spearman p-leve Spearman p-level p p R R R R 
JIA 1 oocooo r'l -r 1 - " ,- ( - ~., ~ . or...- T ..,' u -~.;. ~ - _:;}:,- ::: Tt---.' r ..... J ... .:id :J f.cit~J-g Cl. J('.IJ{'l'-
llB n~-·,1,- ~-. .....,.- I ((0))) . ~ ,. (l r ~ .... --·~- r~, r 1 -@- ~ ['111 n r-"' ~ 0 [[r.J[I 'l -
IM r • !' I I I OCDXX) : r .... ..,_: 0 : : . 3 18'.::EJ ~ 0:151 o, J <:1~11 i3 0 n:ocro 
IS r ... - .• .• 0. -~ - ' I . "' ~ ~· f r,----- l.IDJCOJ .i.r-1r-- ;J .... 1. --:-1i:.::8 nr~-:t?l2 0 ·~,,1~ 
IC ( - .~ .. -.1 ti ; r 01 - ·-"' l .-· ...., ! ~ .. -,J .... -1 tl ·-· '~;-f' 1.cxnm ll - ~4.,,; 111-::.Jc·=·-- . 
TOTAL l ·- •• . - ( • j ,, ·~ ( ,, " . , ._11. ~ -; •'.F:. l"Tif"TI I C10000J 
T2l>lr 22; S1><1rman R•nk Onlrr C:orrclo1lo11~ flfTI. for partlrlpa111~" hn prtrrrrod Chnnizr projocl\ 










I H( ~rlAT ION\f lfP or 1rADrR\ft1• ~HLI ANO r l\'Ul lONlll t'UI l.lK1IH(f I'< iN•(,)AMAllON 'Y'HM PHOllCI l\·A.'IA[",L'IS 
11.PPENOICTS 
------------
... pt J1rn•n R•"lt 0.11; ConetatJOns PREFERRED PROJECT•TEoiNICAl 
·-
"10 P''""'" rlof,,plj 
TRJll'<...f OR'AAl lONAI "•h•h ll r '"''111'0"' ••• ba,,.~c.,, "' o < 05CIX 
EAC!UI ;11~ IA •IB "-« "' n - OTA_ 
•Pt¥n1.:M Spea,,...,, Spe;ormri s-. • ....., ... , - lft ~.,,,_ 
R "" .. R p-le>tl R p-iew.I R p\111 ,. A P'- R ; w.er 
LA 1 lllllll .-u II r -...~ . . 
16 l lDDD ""I . -. . 
M . IOOXDl "· " ... 'l- ' I ~· • . ~ • I 'I I 
Is - . ' 'I l ,JIII_ l'U . f<C: ., .. 
'C' 
. ,, I OlJll) I 'I --
TOl /ol. ' I I I.II~' l"1'i""" -u:;; 1 IDXIXJ 










rit( RUATIONSHIP or L€-.\OER~ll' STYlE ·\NO C:M OTIONM INTftl)!",ft.ICC IH m •ClflWAll()N ~VSIW t>Al)J[( t M.WAGEllS 
APPENOlgS 
E - 11. Tt•11111·c ill lhl' l 11 fo n n;i l i <111 Sy~tem" Fk hi anrl Tran,fnnnallonal l.c<iclcr"h111 
Yl:ARS IN TRANSFORMATIONAL LEADERSHIP 
INFORMATION N llA 118 IM IS IC TOTAL 
SYSTEMS FIELD MEAN STD. DEV MEAN STD DEV MEAN STD. DEV MEAN STD. OE\i MEAN STD DEV MEAN STD DEV 
0 • 2 YRS 6 10 66667 3 265981 10.33333 J 386247 11 33333 3JZJ797 10.83333 4 915960 11.00000 3 521363 54 16667 18.29116 
2 • 5 YRS 5 12.80000 2 387467 14 20000 3492850 13.20300 2 489980 '240000 2 .073644 12.20000 2.949576 6'1.80000 12 07063 
5 • 1-0 YRS 10 11.30000 2.750757 12.00000 3018462 12.-IOOOO 1 955050 12..20000 2 201010 10 90000 2..330951 58 80000 10.05319 
,. 10 YRS 28 12.42857 2 42561 12 78571 2043185 13 10714 1.931019 12-71<129 1.882810 12 89286 Z.096545 63.92857 8 29961 
TOTAL 49 12.0204 1 2 609995 12 46939 2..693372 12.75510 2.268724 12.34694 2479508 12 18367 2 5 13907 6 1 77551 10 83641 
I ablr 24: ~Icon< :u1d S1:1ndord Or•i a1ions of Tl .. ob<cale< and toul «oro P<'' Years in •h• IS field 
- - .. Spearman Rank Order Correlations. YRS 1s:. o • 2 YEARS ... .. -
MD pa11wi1e deleted 
T'RANSFl.IRMATIONAL M111ked cone1.11ons are s.,nrf1canl at n < 050lJ 
LEADERSHIP llA UB IM IS IC TOTAL 
Spearmari 
f"lev<>I 
Spea•mM p-llM!I Sro.trn1J,, p-l!Mll Sp~•rman p-level Sp1<&man p-level Spearman p-lovel 
R R R R R R 
llA I !IXIUI • ' 
,_. I CDXIXI ,, - I - I ' 'J1. -. ' I - "'Y,l ri nff -·li! nq ( T f n flli<;JnF 
118 -~~ .... . • .11 l Cll'Xm l ·- f ;: J.- - n ,.~c:1~.! r nn--::-·• r r<1"-.,j:.~ r-101r .1 -:-~ 1.0000JO 
JM UXXXXXl I ,-_,, ... . ~" 1.IXXlllO " 
,, I I I '- I...!... .... ' ·~7 'l n ·100·•;4 0 ~11<-~:r; onnr Jn8 
IS - I J ~' "'\cw.··-.: , . . fl .... , r o·-irn· I 0CXJ00J " J.~ 11 ~ " i.S- ,1 , 11 • . . »113~ .1.nnm28 IC - -. • ·~ ' J ' ' . 1. , __ ·~ n .! 41 • I f' f'3¢t:V l ODlOO 11-1-rq r1 r tr=J'.::."" 
TOTAL -,,,,,,-~,· (~··~ I !DlllO --· r 11 II ' I I IJJI II II 11.:4!~::" l.IXOOD - , 
T al>lt- 25: ~p1·armau R:tnk O rdrr C:urrl'l11ion~ of TI, ror p~r1irlp:1111< '' Ith 0 - 2 )''""'I n the IS tirlil 



























0. f .KIAA81RA 
fHE RtlArlON.~"llP OF lf AC(lt~HIP STYU Mill CMOTlONAI 1"1Etl1Gfllllf l'l •NfORMAfl()" S\'SlrM PROICCT MANAG(l\S 
AP Pf NQICf'\ 
- -----Spesrman Rank Order Correlalions YRS IS~ 2 -5 YEARS 
Mn ra1tw1s~ deleted 
M••~ed con elations a1e s1anrficam .it o < Jr-{1(11) 










R R R R R R 
1 llDnl J ... . -;. · r f7'T' l:: 0 5.26316 0 :62245 0 52631! 0 362245 0 729986 0 161423 .-- - ··r 1 ·l l•l4"'f 
~ 'J ~.i:: ~ -r: 1 CXJCID) 0.34412A O.~ 0.344124 0.57lli!i6 ~ - •14 - , . . '- - -l( - ----;o-· " 
0.626316 03'2245 0 344124 0 570666 1 OODlJ - t:olJ.....-- r.tr:-_·- -0.(15~074 0.931105 0.461690 0 4337ES 
a 5263111 a 332245 0.3'14124 OS70E56 c -... .:-1- ( -~:.;::.: 1 illllll 0 1(J31~ 01162571 a 5542E!l 0.321723 
0 729996 0 161423 l I "' u j -0 054!174 0 931185 lJ 1CEl48 O.ffi2571 llJJDlJ 0.79.JffiS a 111367 
' l- .u . ) I l r ~~ .:. ,.:- ~ ... 0.461690 0 4337i:;i 0 .5642138 03217D 079:1569 011 1367 l.OJOOOJ 
.. - -
Sp11rm1n Ranlc Ordtr Comtl811ons YRS 1"S:. S • ID YfARS 
-- -T obi• 26· Sptonnan Rank Ord..- C'orNl~1io11$ of TL for pnrtkipant• nilh 2 - ~ ve>Tt iu th•• IS li<ld 
MD pa11W1sa deleted 
Marked correl&t1nn" •r~ <;onrfr.~nl al o < 05ll)) 
IA 118 IM IS IC TOTAL 
SpearrM•• p-1"'91 Spearman i>-1~ 
Spearman p-11!'1!!1 Srearman P·levtil 
Spearman p·leve.I Spearman f>IM I 
R R R R R R 
1omn 0 4('/695 0172f64 l ~-"'~'--, >. I . ':..1 ~ 0 1f]fl3fi4 0 765718 l ·. I ' .,[ . J tJ '-' . -J I l lL JUL-
0 467695 0 lnEJ>.4 1cmm ,J ;•.,: # • r ' 0 270192 0 460247 • 43 j, I r , r-s n , :t?:~, 1 nr1;1, r-i 
.· 4 . - I ' .., 1cmcm 0 277bl5 0 43°Tbj ! ~ t•·:·o, lo2 •••• c _ 1Jt JI~ -
0 100'J6.4 0 76571(l 07701'}2 0 4!.02' 7 0.07C.15 0.437N; 1~ a 138743 0 33ru33 g 350ClG;! IJ.3f(f..85 
u ·~ 
I '. J ~ . ) . J r I I ·• ' I n 338743 0 338J33 1 OCOJOO t ._,., !I r , ncrr1 • 




















0 . T.KIRABIRA 
ntE RELATIONSlllo Of LEADERSHIP STYL! .. ND EMOTIONA. IITTELL~;E~CE IN INf ORM .. TION SYSTEM PROJECI MANM<R$ 
APPENDICES 
Spearman Rank Order Conelations. YRS IS- MORE Tli>\N 10 YEARS 
MD pai1W1se deleted 
Marked correlations are sloniftcanl at o < 05000 
llA 118 IM IS IC TOTAL 
Spearman p-level Spearman p-level Speannan p-level Spearman p-level Spearman ))-Im-el Spearman p-level 
R R R R R R 
, 000000 llbt-~., ... [1111, 11=1 1174 .~ 11 1 .rrn1: u~J7'13_ o a 1~"'1 (f 43.!: 'tt !j l!.'"':_'-15~ (1 l:Ct>•11 c• nrn !!l 
0 ·~''\ -... j'!:' onm:lf 1.WDXI r &?J.:!:.': L l'.l-i:mn 0 L"..!"'11 1:-- o nn~ ,-:i r _:;}-! .CJt '.~ 0 0-\3<lllfl DOG-1::'.!S 0 O!J..I llll 
0 JJ-7~ I.I DDOOJE 0 8~.JtJJ•_1.1 [I OOOLUIJ 1,000000 fJ :~11 \l 0 0 I [Jr.IQ~ LI 4 .. ..'50 O O--i11l~ 0881.JI 0 OllJ[f!O 
0 !T4'( 0 01<l'JZ I ~c.1-:~ I:'. r 01J::7 · q u r~u u n ·n,,~u 1.000000 (! z; 1.1,.tt.:;7 I) (l(t:Q'<~ Ll - .,F.l'IF 111 ll.ff.1 I 
lJ ~ ~.!J:'IJ l O .. CE!",; IJ F.!_·~.; un4 :.;~o tl J ~7:(:,0 l! (I Ll·l U'f.J .: '_ u 005u11 1 000000 O.r,R.!.!:~ .! (l 1011 •,4 
062Rf) l 1 G OOOC(I[ r18(.J~45 ooormn r Rf.I I]); n rir,oom 0 0A80:> o mr(]11 0 Fl'. ~&lj.l P. OITTJS? I 000000 











TMF R f\fl 1 l(JN'H p ()• I U\nE k~Hll' ~TYi r ""'' r MO! IONALINTElllGL NCl IN IN<()RMATIDN SY~TFM l' ,Olfr M~NAGEi!S 
APPENO!CCS 
YEARS AS TRANSFORMATIONAL LEADt-RSHIP 
INFORMATION N llA 118 IM IS IC 
SYSTEMS PM ME1\N STO DEV MEAN STO DEV MEAN STD DEV MEAN STD. DEV MEAN STD DEV 
0 - 2 YRS M 10.92857 2 702258 10,92857 2.947340 11 18571 2 778d49 11.92857 2.947340 11 28571 2 785362 
2 - 5 YRS 16 12 18750 2.344319 13.&2500 2.526526 1300000 2.065501 12.31250 2.548692 11 75000 2 542964 
5- 10 YRS 10 12.00000 3.018462 12 20000 2 097616 12.70000 1.668562 11 90000 1 791957 12.50000 1900292 
> 10 YRS 9 13.44444 2.006932 1311111 2.260777 13. """8' , .763834 13 55556 2 185813 14 00000 1870629 
TOTAL 49 12-02041 2.609995 12.48939 2693372 12 75510 2.268724 12 3<1694 2 479508 1218367 2 513907 
-------~-- -- - -----Analysls of Variance {YEARS AS is PM) 








0 .1 KIRA81RA 
Effect Effect Effect Error Error Error p 
35.3913 3 11.7971 291.588 45 6 41W 1.62!li13 0 156971 
, . . i,, 
75.7151 ] 8 5717 221 31.S 
17 6"137 3 5 8712 277 488 
dd 9898 3 14 9966 258 357 
708 "'663 
" .. . l ... :1 
45 4 9188 I 74'16A7 0 1710 
A5 6 11l64 0 ~135 0 4235-42 
~5 5 7 413 2 6120'/0 0 C61B56 
~5 109 5014 2 158165 0 106151 
T:lhlt JO: ,\nol~~is of \ 'orion((' ofTransform31ion•l l~adership scor<-s by Y•:tn :is •n LS Prnjc~1 \lnn~~tr 
123 
TOTAL 
MEAN STD. DEV 
56.857;4 12.55056 
62.87500 10, 18414 
61 30000 8 .99444 
6800000 8 .63134 










lHt RFLATIONSlilP or IF !\OF ~.'\.HIP c;J 'lt ~ AND EMOTION Al iNlltLU:l~NC~ IN 1NrORMATIOIJ SYSTf'r'v\ PROJ((T Mt\N1\GFRS 
f\PPENDlns 
" KRUSKAL-VVALUS 1'.NOVA BY RANK$ (N=49) 
n:lANSF Ol~MA TIONAL YFARS INFORMATION SYSTFMS PRO.IFC:T MANAr-;FR 
LEt-OERSHIP SUM OF RANl(S H (2 , N=49) 
0 - 2 YRS (N=bl 2 - 5 YRS (N=Sl 5- 10 YRS (N=l O) > 10 YRS (N- Jai 
p 
lllA £137.0000 41 1 0000 252.0COO 2950000 5.1851 0.1587 
118 2-1\ 1111fll) ~F I "' ' I 'Fi f jjjj!j " •MI " '¥73 11 n41 o1 
IM 2731.i\Jll 424 5000 239.0000 283.0000 4,5368 o~ 
IS 320.5Cill 4ll9 5000 200.5000 ~~ 5000 4.2458' 0.2361 
llC ;!7R5COO '§J7 DODO 26J 5000 3 16.0000 6 8315 a 0775 
IT OT AL 264 So.ii .431 5000 229.llllJ J OO.DODO 6.1536 0. f0.44 
-- - -- .-.. _. ........ -
Speannan Rank Order Correlation&. YRS IS PM=O -2 YEARS 
MO pairwise deleted 
TRANSFORMATIONt,L Marked correla11ons are s111nificant at " <.C500J 
LEADERSHIP llA 118 IM IS IC TOTAL 





Spe~rman p-level Spearman p.level 
R R R R R R 
llA 1.000000 il =;Jt .rr; n il1Tm [ RA-1"_;i:J r 111m 1 ;?7 :• 14 I I I •lit 11Jj"11u LI II j " :'l OYJ!ii --. 111 • .,, ,, 1 
1118 0 e .:f;,!JG II U !!J'• ·I UXXlOOO L t(·~ t .,.i:. n !'lllflfC (155'8':~1 l•Qj!&ij llro'F n ro,11:;.v·; ' 1 :: ri:; .::"1i,;, nm:in 4 
' IM 11 886.'93 n rr_,;11·1 "• ll q'R1"B 0 JClr;'fl1 1.oa:mo 71'9.6?1! roo~Y II 1;_.,;45•1 oo:Js5 1 ~0JQ~I L on1r,-ri 
IS 0 57 1<14 r1 u:.1G:-1 fJ 5'585€<1 OOTIT'I r~1~a :e 0((1]77 1 OOOOOJ 1 Fi.11'T.1 ~) LI 11157·;; I 0 /Ql'Y.J (I (II ]I .IJ 
IC [ 91«1117 1 I IT'3-'l 0 " 17S> 11 00.!l J";i G / _:..1- r1 1 I I t JJ._ 1'11;i - 82':; ·42..i! IJ n15?f;I 1 cmooo n CM1T'm OIT 1 1 ~9 
ITOTAL c fl~5775 n o,-:iJ!.! n =-=~~ r :--,nn•., 1...1 t 9C(-J...'.1 ri ~--Jo __ I '"'':i 1:.;r; rm1-~3 i r .1-;--1 n up..,.,, I ! 1.00000J 
Tahl~ 32: S.pe:lrm:m R•nk Order Correlotion• of T L for parlicip•nts with 0 - 2 )'~ars ,,. " "IS Projtcl ~lanogtr 


















lHf ~r~t.ll()N<>llP OF LtAlllllS>llP <l)'t( ANDEMOTIONA.. l '1-£ll1Gc'IU IN L'IHJftMll'l(L'I <lSl[ M PROJEC! MAl<t.GCRS 
APP£NDICFS 
-------------- --
- - ·· -- - -Spearm•n Rank 01der Co11ela11ons. YRS IS P,,...2 . 5 YEARS 
MO panwise deleted 
MA•~~d r.orrrhJ1Mr. lr~ sionrfic2nl Jl o <J)50'.IO 
llA JIB IM IS IC TOTAL 
Spearman p·levol Spearman p-11!<@1 Spell!man p-llM1 Spearman p.level Spea1mao p-le"<el 
Spearman p-level 
R R R R R R 
1.0000)) f t' .: ,, , f .:i!.r .. .. ;<- 0 142001 0.5119861 - »~: ~c ' co-·: ,, IR~fl~ L I -, - . 
n1 ,-4:• r h ' I OOJCDJ l - - I ' .- - - ~ r.-"1~ - - - r- c. ,;. __ - •f"o- .tt [ a,;r,7~-;:. r ooo'n: 
IP~·l'f' 11 p 1l"r-:-..._ n - .--,7,1 , .. c .~ 1 1•~ 0 4871m 0055264 0.487530 0 055420 C&.15:11"'1 r cc::< -
0.142001 0 S99861 "' t: cf" l' .. -~ o~ 00552DA 1 oor.ro 0 3351'al 0.203403 C51~~7 U OJ:'"'" ,, '1 1 .:. Ir, I , h I I Of , _ 0 487531 0.005420 0 l35ll!B 0_203,03 1 OOO(J)) [ - J :,, o orrn -
c ,. 1J w I f• lf1-; ( 7f,- I f- (_,., J - 11 ,... -.- - .-, 0 ---T"ll- ') p-i~ - 1.~ L .... a -- . ll on 1 ::.. 1.000CXll 
Table J .1: ~peuruum R auk Ord•r Correlation> nfTI fnr partkipunL• "ill• l - ~ ,,..,.., "'an IS Projocl Mon:>gcr 
-·- ----~·- ... Sp .. 1rnan R"'1k Ordar Cnrrel1111ons. YRS IS PM•5 . 10 YEARS 
TRANSFORMATIONllL 
MD patiWlse rlele•~d 
Marhd tor1•la?1ons ~rA .,anrrteanl al o < 05llYl 








p. 1 19'<~1 
Spearman p-le;el Spea·man r~evel 
R R R R R R 
,I/A 1 CDXlXJ 0 fd 19.12 0000ll9 0fV539(1 0 OSJ149 . ' I • • I ' bl ,, .. -,,., 1f I l ! t,111 1\ll'T 
1118 0\>'31582 0 050149 I DIXDiJ • ~ 0 190040 0 5971'.DI ll 474927 0 165418 I..! h 1"j.~,., f I l:',Jl-:.J • 
llM 0625390 0 ()53149 
-
1 OOXDl 0 1~51J 0 553744 0 465492 0 175 171 r r-i , 11: . • n r,:r.r ~·· 
'IS • •J L 0 1!0340 0597004 0 162513 0 t;537A4 I [Jl'.)('100 ,, I lll I I u 'l II '-1J ~ l i'~ ... 
IC r ..... , . r• r 0 474977 0 165418 04654n 0 115111 II I 11: ,,. • I 1 COOJOO r , '1" I lll ' ' I 
TOT!l<L I ' . ~ 1( l"'"."" • , ,.i I ·:· r ltl!W" r 11 ' 1' I. r" ' 1j Gt"!.' 1i l 1 OOIJOOO 
T•hlr :I~: Spr:trrnon Runk Ordtr ('nrrd•fion< or·n. (M pllrli<illOlll< wllh 5 - 10 )\'ON o' on IS l'rojcrl ~hrnagrr 



















ltll P£1.ATIO'. SlllP Of ll40l ASHtr Sl•U "'"° t MOllON" j~ 1110.1 M"\ IN 'N' OHMA110IHV:.TLM •RO;Ccr VIAIMGERS 
APPfND1CES 
- --- ---------- - - - - - - -
SfU"''\11'1 R.., Oldlt Co,,..,:w;; YRS IS'Pii-MORf TIIAH YfARS 
MO p-1t dt4tled 
.,.l"1il~ ~n..,.1 ... ,~c· l•fll '~" "' >"I aI n < 11!'.a:r 
l1A 115 l~I •s JC TOTAL 
'pt .. 'l·M'I 
~-IMI 
S~ta-nan p-'-1 Sp.-.a" l"l""tl S?a"'"'~ p-lfowl SF"'"'*' p-l~n; Speal'tlon p-teve! R R R R R R 
I COllll . - - 06251JZ3 001111BB 0 $4l;7fl 0 11317'1 0 10l'-'ll O lm~' I -. - - ~ 
lllXXm of&lrii O~! . ,.;.. - - --u- -
0 6.."51l1J 001~- (i - -- ltmm . ,_. 111 J ..U'-
o ~~'i7b 0l131 1 ll.lllll . : ---
0 10.tl.til 0 /l5JoU Of&>TrJI o~ :u• ., l". I OODll ·- - "' . ~-











!Kl: REL.r.ll()NSHlf' or LEAl)ERSHJI' STYll AN!) CM()H(lNAl INTHI IGfNCE IN INFO~MATION SYSTEM PROJECT MANAGERS 
APPFNOICES 












STD DEV MEAN STD. DEV MEAN STD. DEV MEAN sm DEV MEAN 
2.145027 12. 11 11 1 2.606697 12.37037 1.904411 12.25926 2,011364 11.96296 
:l.096220 12.90909 2.793003 t3.22727 2.617375 12.45455 3.003605 ~2.45455 
2.609995 12.46939 2.693372 12.75510 2.266724 12.34694 2.479508 12. 18367 


















MEAN STD. DEV 
60.40"14 1 8.81982 
63.45455 12.91263 










THF Rfll\TIONS>ilP Oflf l\OF A,HIP S<YI £ I.NO EMOl l():,AllNTflll6[NC£ IOI l•ffOOMAllON~~FM • RO!fCT Mi\NAc.~R\ 
APPlNOIClS 
An<llysrs of Variance (GENDER) 
TRANSFORMATIONAL Ma rked effects are significant at p < 05000 
LEADERSHIP SS df MS SS df MS 
F 
Effect Effect Effect Error Error Error 
p 
llA 6.0318 1 6.0318 320.948 47 6.8287 0.88330 1 0.352104 
llB 7. 7192 1 77132 340.485 47 7.2444 1.06S551 0.30723!5 
IM 8 .90 13 1 8 901 3 238 160 47 5.0672 I 756638 o. 19 1-151 
IS 0.4623 1 0 4623 294.6'10 ,., 6.2669 0.073746 o. 787 148 
IC 2..9294 1 2.92;J4 300.418 47 6,39 19 0 '158306 0.501735 
TOTAL 112.5575 1 112.5575 5523.973 47 117.5313 0.957681 0.33<!782 
Tabll' 37: An:tlysis or VariaUC<l or 'l'ran•formatlonal Ltad<rlihlp scor~ h) Gond<r 
-Spearman Rani< Order Correlations GEHOER•MAlE 
MO pailWtS• rlP.f81ed 
•TRANSFORMATIONAL Marlrli:ld c.nrra lQti.nn" ~,q, ~•onif1r An1 ~' r"I < Of;r o 










R R R R R R 
lllA. 1.rooooo r1n1"'1 1 l'.Jl:f'dl d L' •.i.:~ ~·~ 'J l L11 (IC! II D 32.t::l> I 0 101028 r..( -ill l / .~I I 111 ~l'Tl fl P.'11 .~1L1 I (l1 I: !11 
!llB flb:j.:'ll '" '-' 1J 14 1.00CQOO u ~ ' ·· - I , l OM0 1-1 ' ·~(1":' 1J. l o i:rnr_:r;- r Jd.lh ~3 ,),·1~L'"1 I". 0 41 IHI' J I !1 f'ILlf ·1 
11M q~1--~ L YJJO~" p eo- .-- ... ' j )"., r ')J["'flfl 1 OQ()(ll) .!+ ;;1/JO:, u ·J4J_ I .! ... -1+~1~ 1 ,'J~-. ..,~"Jj n ;i,~11 ~1~ t 11i11r1 · 
IS 0.322361 0. 101028 11 -;:i7~d I r'J o:r.r--uG [ Jli--.!, t a:: .!:7' umcm I .... ,,, - ·- I ..... ,J~~ r1'11 I":• . 1 li •'I 'II 
IC - :=~~a1:.i: L rJ l d;)] G . .!A.!2.:; IJ1J;Cr' TI 0 ..! ...... ! ,! . . O.: .. 'JL,1 !) ?=,7::<>~ n 14r,a~,· , 000000 ,, .,..,.,.p1··1 rnmn1 
'TOTAL n ~i13.::-i 11 -11oorn r <.A081C OOOTN/ G 'l~/' 11: t' IJOOrXl.J ]Fi1 •:1 OOCJ"f), .l -,·;13 • l.k,,.•Qlt 1.0llXJDJ 
Tnhle 38: Sp .. arman. Rt1nk Order <;orrda1lo1u or 'I r~nsforma1ional Lta1.kr<hlp for ~fair 11arliri1rnnh 



















1HE RFl~TIONSHlf' C.f I f/\f' I R~-· \llll Al~IHMOll(l><Al. 111(\UCj fN :t 'j .. ,l.,.,M4hCl'4 n IM . ~(I er M4NAG[~S 
l\PPl~ 
- ~- --- . SS>"nnl<I RMk Order Co<rol.i"'"~ GENDER~FElllAlE 
"10 p- e d~ltced 
Matl<~d r~n .. ~'""'" 'WA <111n•li<">nl ~a< L5II(: 
IA 18 M t> I" IOTAL 
Sr-arm111 p lewel Spearman p-le-<el Spt>orman p.~ ~-,.,·~ ,....,., Spea'"'"' ... ~ Sptarn•11 !>~I R R R R R R 
I COllXl '- ""l f"' - - - . . "' l • . l amll . ' ~ ... . . . ··- 11llXm - ·~ · L~ h · -= I . :axm - r~ I I - . - . 
~ I OllDl 
l 
. 











111E RELA 11().'ISl-!lf' Of IF f,l)E R'.HIP 'I Yll ANIJ l MO 1 IONAI INH 1 ll<\ENCL IN INrORMA !ION SI"'. !(M PRDJECi MANAGER' 
APPENDICT~ 
E - 7. /\~l' a nd 'I r.m~forma l iona l f,ead l.' r~hip 
- . - -- ..... ~-
Analysis of Vanance (AGE) 
TRANSFORMATIONAL Marked effects are s1gnificam at p < 05000 
LEADERSHIP SS df MS SS df MS 
Effect Effect Effect Error Error Error 
F p 
llA 34.431 d 8-ffi76 292.549 44 6.6400 1 294608 0 2&>618 
118 45.075 d 11 2689 Et29 44 68893 1635700 0.182254 
IM -50%1 J r· Fi.111: 1<.,·- ~''I • • 1 . 4( .... 2 Ii""-! 11111.,-1 
l lS 56 102 4 Id 0255 239 000 44 5.4318 2582102 0.050107 
IC t;..J 1b<J 4 1, !I '. I I .t.1 ~ :.4t I •.u.):.. -.'.~ 11.L: 1~ -
TOTAL 11'.!' ,.., :1 j ~~J .~ .t4'·l- .' 1U I fl. • '111 .-/hfl'i 11113'"''' 
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THF RELAllD~S~IP Of l1AD£RSHI! qv,r •\Nil EMOflO~A 1111 rrtL1Gr111rr IN INI OllMA110111 svqfM PROJECT M•\"IAGERS 
A!'PENDICTS 
Analysis of Vflrt(lnCO (AGE) 
TRANSFORMATIONAL Mar'i<ed effeas aro signrflcanl ill p < 05000 
LEADERSHIP SS df MS SS df MS F Effect Effect Effect Error Error Error 
p 
llA d 1687 2 2 ()8.1.J 322 81 1 46 7 0 176 0 297014 0744dd8 
118 119058 2 5.9529 330 2?8 .1!) 7 3 108 0 814255 Od49251 
IM IZ..l263 2 6 2132 234 635 '1(l s 1008 1 218()8.1 0.305158 
IS ?!I 3878 2 14 6939 265 714 46 5 77tl4 2 543779 0.089574 
IC 36.37S9 2 18. 1879 266 971 '16 5 8037 3 13.1843 0.052974 
TOTAL d02.2542 2 201 1271 5234.276 46 113 7886 1 76 7550 0 182150 
Spearman R;nk Order Co11ela1io~;-A6i~-- -~-
. 
MO pairwise deleled 
TRANSrORMA,TIONAL M••ked eorrelat1ons are s1an1ftc11nt at o <.05000 




p·le"lel Spearman o level Sp~ arman i>-lqVlll Spearman p·levoJ Spearman p-level R R R R R R 
lllA I 000110 i1 I ~JO 11 ~1-.2 n ~;:;0., : 1 i IJ! II IJl II, l ~d 11 II 111 I (1 1 1(10 11 n 11'ln 13 r:: Cl1 7f 1r:. (I (1,1-r~ I 
1119 " , ,i1 11 ll •'l72 1.0000ll ,..,. ;:n~ .. -4 r·, onr ·1(, o 7 r47•·1n 1 nr,nrn7• I 7~'1'l1 111·1111:tF (I 1=:.-~_lf', .., Ii CO '""111 
l lM n . I 1 nrp·(11 • f1 -~ J 'J _ ...(lrl .J 1.oo:ool Q ~ '·., ,, ,, 11r, flf•I ' 7,,- ' "I;' 11 1 • , '1 (' !3°""" c - llfl}'.111 
IS ,. .. ~J. 11 .. J I I 1 1 c I •7' JI n ... ro-; o --..·:ell...:. I r_~ -1'11 1 IXXllXXl ., ' 11 I ] i 11 ~~ .... · 1 (!I ·~) i. .. IC ... ' \ - I r "'"' ,n '1 ""'1"1f n ,::- " :-·. .., '· .... . r11 ,- J 1 !XXXXXl n • ,,.u:;· -'S n 1.>00_, TOTAL ,, I • I c ;..,, r r --c.-r: 11 ·--;.-or~: r fY_,., ...... I·~· II JI I ' •t 1.axmo 
T1blt ~ l: Spumtan Rank Order C.nrnU.tion• of TI.. for paniclp•nh "ho •rt It" llian ,14 ~ta'"' or ti;:t 


















THf RELAllONSHl•OflEADERSlllP SJVLE AND EMOTIONAL INTF LL!Gl'NCE IN N•O~MAl•ON s~rfM •ROlE{I IAAH~ERS 
APPENDlcrS 
... - - . -- . ·-·--·- ..... .... -
S11earman Rank Order Correlations. AGE=l5 -44 
MD p31!""1se deleted 
M•rked correlallons are sianificanl a! a< 050[C 











R R R R R R 
1.000000 I = ~- - 12 ~ - r--;- !..-,-~~ ::...~~ 0.400178 0 CJiJ:6'il . 1r •r . - , - . I 'r.:1 
1...' ~/H.~!,T I ~).' ~ - -1 1.crom r· RO; -- - -ir·- II~:<"~$ 0.370184 0.1 ~3575 ·c/'~ '=~ n '3~ 
o r-r '1 0 IT!-'7rlr n ~R - •• I n u:rom . ~ • -;- !)•-=-_:=: - r:::r.#- .~~ ~ S(q- Ifft - 1 - , - - -
0. ~601 78 0 J £1n··-"'::' "'---,·c; r57C""•~ I ·~._., I OODJl 0.461151 0.®4t" 75""- ' 1f---)l·-i;: 
'I I ' I O• ~l. - 0.3701 13<6 a 143575 J:t'.-~. :·r -- 0.'61151 OCE244 uxnm 11 r - ""1--:-tl 
a1.1·w r q1rr:q ( -<?; -r I r-. -,.., ., qpr~•r 0 rr."' f'~..:.11 n n-~ 1 ¥ .l~I,:__ - O'J:CI UllXJ)) 
Tabl~ -IJ: Sp<arnrnn Rank Ord•• Corrrl:ulons or TL for partltlp3.ols "ho 3re b~f,., ttn J~ and .i.i y•:irs of a::• 
- Spta1man Rank Order Corr;i;i"ionsAGi;:,4, ·----- - -
TRANSFORMATIONAL 
MO pa1ffl!se deleled 
MMk~d r onelotlDM ;i,e ~tanrficanl "' 0 < ll5IXXl 
LEADERSHIP llA 116 IM IS IC TOTAL 
Spearm<n 
p-level Spear1T111n p·IM!I Spearman p-IMI Spearma~ p-level Sp-earman p-level Spearman p-level 
R R R R R R 
dlA 1.ooxm .,.. ' (l ,,..I_ 1 - l .. 0 244646 O"m251 0510124 a c:62ll8 n ""'·: '1.1 n r:_"'i/ - -·~ 
llB '1 • ' '' I • I .. i ... t IXUXXJ ..: ~ ~ .... -.,- o~ 0 1!rllli c : --;1 _ n iFi'ilS n q7 l'l" I c [('>'.!··: 
IM - - :-;-.-:., 0'11 -·~ 
-_,. ,. . - ~ ,.,....,- i.ooam 0 J:t(HCS 0 264531 f1 p,- ' 1 ... ,,, tr.n n ,--"\C".., n iTil'""<Tl ' 
IS 0.2446A6 01:19251 0369663 0 193., .. 0 3'1JICS (• 2645)J I OCOJOO 0 320271 0.264274 0 G48174 0, 11ll015 
IC 0.510124 OaiZD l . .:1 1j J·-· n " 
. 0 1amt 0 2642'74 1 CJXOll ll ( .!J.l, IJ LL- _•J.S 
TOTAL C tY r '!(I r 'I - 91€.~: ~ (II - 0 44817G 0 1Cl3015 \. -::4 !"Joi I )J3;i.JI. , )l <"•"]11 -
T !lblt 44: pr::tnnnn M:tnL. Ordtr ("<JrrthUion' o( TI .... for partiripa 111 ~ > -14 ~'\':ti"' or ngr 










rHE RrLATIOl\ISHIP o r t F.Af)[R5HIP STVlE AND €M0110~fAl '"H LLfGENCE 11'11NFOR/,11,110N SYSTEM PROJECT MANAGERS 
APPENDICTS 




N llA llB IM IS IC TOTAL 
MEAN STD DEV MEAN STD. DEV MEAN STD.DEV MEAN STD DEV MEAN STD. DEV MEAN STD. DEV 
TECHNICAL 22 12.000:00 2.329929 11.95455 2.497185 12.45455 2.385018 11 .59091 1.918806 11.81818 2.5:>6716 59.818 1-8 9.99350 
BUSINESS 16 11.87500 2.825479 12.37500 .3. 159641 12-56250 2.502499 12.62500 3.2B379!) 11.93750 2.670050 6 1.37500 12.84199 
OTHl;R 1 I 1227273 3 036146 13.63636 2. 157440 13.636.16 1.501514 13A5455 1.694912 13.27273 2.053821 66.27273 8.69587 
TOlAL 49 12.020 .. 1j 2.609995 12.46939 2.693.172 12..7'5510 226'8724 12 . .34694 2.479$08 12,18367 2.5 13907 61-77551 10.83641 













11-<f ~lildlON~HIP ()f I F/\DfR'HIP ~HI lANflfMO!ION/\I IN lfll IGFNCF IN INfORMf,TION 5Y~lf.M PROlt O M~NAGF.R> 
.Analysis of Variance (OCCUP/\TIONAL BACKGROUND) 
TRANSFORMATIONAL Ma rked a ffacl!> a re sign lficanl al p < .0 5000 
LEADERSHIP SS df MS SS df MS 
Effect Effect Effect Error Error Error 
F 
llA 1 0478 2 0.5239 325.932 46 7.0855 0.073938 
llB 20.9541 2 10.4770 327 250 46 7 .1141 1.472709 
IM 11 1237 2 5.5619 235.938 46 5. 129"1 l.084379 
IS 27 3066 2 13.6t>33 267 ·195 46 58216 2.345266 
IC 16.9549 2 8.4774 286392 46 6.2259 1.361639 
TOTAL 309 .37.61 2 154.6630 5327 205 46 115.8088 I 335503 
Tahll'.' -l6: ..-\naiysis of V:1ria11rt or·1 ran!l'forn1alional l..cadtr~hip scor\.-s by ()l~cUJ)ation al B;1ckeround 
-- Spearman Rank Order Co"elalions. BACKGROUN!r-BUSINESS 
MD paiiwise detefod 
TRANSFORMA TIONAI. Marked correlalians are s1nnifican1 at n < 05000 














U I 4" U I JUI 
HIJUJ'l1 tlf!:.JLl l~ 0 .~ II( _ 
















'Table 47: Spci1rman Rank Order Corrd .rinns of TL for par1leJpa ucs wlch s llusiness Oc~111ia1ronal .Backj:.rou11d 


















r ''" ~£lA noNS>llP or LEAOfRSHtr SJYl f ANfl fMfl1lONA' fN flUJG[N(( I'll tNFOf<t.AATION SYS"EM PROlKf IMNA(;fR~ 
APPENDICT~ 
. ·--·- --Spearman Ronlc Order Correlations BACKGROUND= TEOIHICAl 
MD pal,.,.,,,e dele1ed 
Ma1knd corrrlatlDMI -.e ~t•>nrf1c~nt :.1 n <. 05lm 
llA llB IM IS IC TOTAL 
SPPArrnan 
p.le~I 
Sp••rm;on p-level Spearman p-1~ Spearman p-lewl Sp ea man p-le..el 
Spearman 
p-level 
R R R R R R 
IOCUDl . I I • •. i - .- ~ ". ,, .~ -ll_f IJ J'J -;" ._, 31:>=.,. fl !• -.,-.~ -, " -. , , .. -
' ,' 1 OOllXXl . " <; . r) ,- o~ .. 16~ ·c· - ..... -~ ; e· It f II II 11 . ' ,, I , .. •L' :~.t-J . 1 CODlJ r j '.) I I u ,k_ •1 " -s . -tf,j ·11T• "il 
I f - pr;· 11· •. - . I ' . r . JloL' •..i ~·- . ' 1 :ro:m I ~.17-.-. . ,, ')Ii . 1" .. ' •rf.lt u ~ J ..:Ji. :t.f 
U I. ' • 11.1 I I •8 . 
. ~ ,, ; .1 1 . . I . · . 1 l)'.On:J J - ' ·= .J I ii' I J •I 
11 - -, .,- 1 P'YI - If 1 r .. ' .J .. I : j( ·.15 J ... y ,·:-- H 11,-1 1 Clllill ~- .y 
·r~hh.· '°'8: Sprar1u1u1 H::ank t)rd«"r" ( •f'n-tl:Ufon' of n. for pnn itfpant!( with :1 'l"e<'hnit'al (kc:up-Alionu.J Backgruuod 
SpHrmall Rank Order Cor1•la1io!ls. BACKGROUNO-OntEif .. - .• ·-
MO p•11W1Se deleled 
TRAASFORMATIONAt Marl<.•d corr~latrona &r4 ••nnr6un1 .: n < 05Ql) 
LEADERSHIP llA llB IM IS IC TOT.AL 
Spearman p·'evel Speaiman p.teve! Spearman p.level Spearrmn p lev•I Spearman p-levo.I Spearm•n p-level R R R R R R 
llA 1 OOXIOO 059))25 0054487 ~j - ' 0 A)9257 0 176466 t ·1 ·~· - il' J1!1t1 lt · t I 1 1 ur 111 "i 
118 O.&al25 0054487 1 oon'.XJ - I ( • ":'' D 358917 0278372 0 3'16529 0.'93520 f.J 72~\,i I 0 i) .I I : 
IM 'I , • ;1r 
.. 
)1 1 !DXDl 0 589115 0056510 f .. 1 19 11 ,.,. I 1 .... ·, • .j1· --1n1 
IS 0 43!n57 0 1764] 0 3Sll917 0 278372 05891 15 :i 05!:610 i.oo:xm t ., 1_ 1_J I IJ ,_,JI ' 0588791 0055379 
IC !J ... l 1.: • ..I 0 348529 o~ I' I.' . ' . 11) 1.00JJOO ti • 1 I ( LI 01 ' • ' i TOTAL ' T --r r - . 1 'l' "·1' ' . '"'I - .. , , .. 0568791 0 G56619 l ~ ,, IJ 110,.., i I OOOOJJ ,, 
f•blt ~O: Spt'arm• n R<111k Ordtr ('" orre1•t ln ns of Tl. for p•rtitiponh with u Othtr O<<t1pAllut1:1I Unekµrounds 










1'11~ RELJ\llONsfilP Of lrAD~RSHIP SlYLf ANO EMOTIONAL INTElllGENCE IN lNtORMATION SYST£M PROJ£CT MANAGERS 
APPENDICES 
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I """' · ~Jux 
80 
t'lgure 27: Uox plol of Emotional lnlelligence 5COre'1 gro11ped hy c; . uder 





















THE RELArlON~HIP Of LtADERSHlf STYtE ANO EWO'f10M l •ITTULIGENCF IN INl()RW ... noi. SY~l!M PROJlU MANAGERS 
APPENDICES 
-- ,._. ···-·- . 
Analysts of Vanaru:e (GENDER) 
Marked effects are sigrnf1c:ant al p < 05000 
SS df MS SS df MS 
F 
Effect Effect Effect Error Error Error 
p 
7 1131 1 2 1131 28242 47 6.illl9 0 351663 0.556016 
U9207 1 14.9"U? 6(806 47 129374 1 153295 0.288343 
I '~ . ~ I - II I li:>J ... .! ' .'1850 1 5~JU..:.i U IJ.'l ·ij••I 
(I 732~ 1 07324 479 lO 47 IO 1937 0.071844 0.769843 
0 5456 I 0 5d55 36l45 47 7.7331 0070535 D.791721 
4 6761 1 4 6781 3ffi.95 47 65309 0 716296 0 401649 
16378 1 I 6328 269 35 47 5.7308 0284916 06!:£013 
1166993 1 116 !>$3 10570.96 A7 224.9013 0.518691 0.474883 
T ablt SU: 1\nalysl• llf Varbnce of F:n1>1ionnl 1ntelligtnce <tote' by Gend•r 
--- -"""- --MULTIPLE COMPARISONS 
EMOTIONAL AWARENESS OF OTHERS (EAO) 
GENDER ~USKAL·WALLIS TEST HI 1. N= 49) =6.273732 o =.0123 
z'vatues p' values f2 tailed) 
MALE FEMALE MALE FEf\olAt..E 
R 20 444 R:30.591 R 20 444 R3l591 
MALE ,,:._ 4 •""t")rj' J n 1134_ 
FEMALE 4Tr:i~. I 111 .J2 
































n 1£ RELA. TION~HIP 01 U:• DfRSHIP s Wl r AN'l [ M01 10NAI IN IH l(;[Nrr IN INI ORWAllotl W\~W PROJ[( I MANAGW 
APPFNOICES 
-Sp~;;,,,,. Ran~ Or® Co~•latJOfls GfHDER=MAlf -
Mt\ pa11W1<> d~lel>d 
M¥".(4":(1 t ('ltrel1111ons arA ,;-1onM ar.1 al p < 05!l)J 
ESA EE 5'll ER ~ am ESC TOT~L 
Soe1:r,m:w 
p ievel Spetam-t.an p 1,...,1 
~.,.,,.. 
p-'-1 SOf"atm.an Plew! SP'•"'"'" p-lnd ~-·· f.....t ~in p-lml 
Sp .. ,,,..,. 
pl .... 1 
Fl R H p p R R R 
1rrov1 n 113<'11 n1l'<i1?J 07911"-0 a :5's.e Olf&Bl !l41i 0.2.1fl:ll5 0 1$9"81 [ "" 01J1)41il o·nm ~' c , • r .. .,. 
Wi/W 0 IJ'\'112'.l I JlIQlJ • " 021!1.CO 0. ·~· • l l I • j .. 
. ,_ ' .... _.,, t:'-• r. -- L ' • 
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HIF Rfl A no"1~fllP o• l f All[ RSHlr r,TVll "'"' I MOTl()N.A 1•rTtuK1f \CC , ,, ll<f Ol'MATI()>. SVS•fM P~()IF{"l MA.'111£.£1<$ 
APPENDICES 
F - I o. /\ge ;1nd t:molin11a l l11tc ll igcn cc 
FMOTIONAl INlElUGENCE 
AGF N ESA FF l'AO l:R EShl HID I LSC TOTAL 
ME:AN $!0. 1.)~V MEAN SIU. DEV MEAN $TO DEV MEAN sn m=v i•fAN $TO DEV L~r:A'i "'O OEVIMEAN SID o~v MFAJll STU ;JEV 
< 24 2 11 ,muOO 14 1421 4 I 5.00IJ-Oll o.oouooo 1200000 0.00000-0 15.00000 0 707107 1500000 0 000000 l~ln!OQ 0 ...... " 12 coooo D.000000 92.S<IOO 0 7071 I 
25 34 16 1e.002so 2.5421 45 19.25090 3.336685 1662500 1 627882 202500:) 36<'f'IW 19.93750 2.48914: 15 ISOOO 2.620433 •606250 2174665 t239J~ 15 ·17242 
35 . 44 17 16.94 118 2 221221 19.11765 3.388996 16 4705! 2 065116 21 ~12 2.519!J.t5 20 00000 2.3184ll6 15 94111 2216&'.>1 tS!'-1118 198:3387 125 7059 12 I !WI.' 
4S • 54 12 IG SOllOO I 36169(1 19 ()n:t(l(J A.532709 16. !l)66l 2.037527 2083333 2.886151 1933333 3498911 1566667 2.839121 Hi 83333 21~1~~ 1201'.!3 14 08631 
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T01Al 49 If> 224~9 2 ·134691 IS.97959 3 e-02602 16 24400 2.046650 2059184 3161740 11!57143 2.153765 15.61224 2.548008 16ozo.:1 2,3/60071 123 2440 M ~2 1 38 
--
Anaysis ot Vanance (AGE) 
EMOTIONAL Marked effecis are s1 nificant at p < 05000 
INTELLIGENCE SS df MS SS df MS 
F 
Effl!tt Effec:t Effec:t Error Error Error 
p 
ESA ' l 
,.._ .., ., I: ':\ -J I ! . I r 1'~7 -
EE 33 715 4 8 4267 589.265 44 13 3924 0.629367 0.644126 
EAO .:"" "' "" rF '4 ' (l I ··F'~:U:J I J ,4··:1 -lr 
ER 63 141 4 15 7852 416 696 44 9.4704 1 E£b796 0.174771 
ESM 483$ 4 120990 315 604 44 7 1720 1 686778 0.170119 
EMO 29025 4 7 2562 282608 44 6 4229 1 129738 0 354870 
ESC 409J4 4 10 2336 230 045 .t4 5.2283 1.957339 0.117790 
TOTAL 4!)25.428 4 51:6 3669 8661 b.34 4J! 196.8553 2 572229 0.050763 
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APPFNDICES 
Analysis of Vanance (AGE) 
EMOTIONAL Marked effects are S1gmfican\ 3! p < 05000 
INTELLIGENCE SS df MS SS df MS 
F 
Effect Effect Effect Error Error Error 
p 
ESA 18 2323 2 9.1161 26630 J6 5.7891 I 574 /10 0 218025 
EE 1.1752 2 0.5876 62180 46 13.511~ 0 043410 0 957501 
EAO 1.33.39 2 0.6669 19973 A6 4.3419 0 153f)()4 0 858050 
ER 22.9Bt9 2 ll 4910 4:56 85 46 9.9316 1 157007 0 .323406 
ESM 4.8651 2 2.43'..!5 359 13 46 78073 0 3 11513 0 133827 
EMO 3.2629 2 1 6315 ~08 37 46 6.7037 0 243366 0 784987 
ESC 8 5464 2 4 2732 2Q243 46 S.7051 0 749014 0 478511 
TOTAL 249.3731 2 124 6865 10437 69 46 2269063 0 549507 f).580976 
-
Sprnmt11 R•nk Ordtt Cont lationt. AGE-<J.I 
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THE ~ELA TIONSHIP Of IL.\OfR\HIF ~l'll£ ANO f MOTIOfMI INTFU IGENCE IN INf ()f<\I~ I l(JN SYS ICM PROICCT M1\NAGEnS 
APPFNOICFS 
.,,. __ .. ,_. 
S~1orm.n Rini< On!e1 C'orrtl•cion; AGE--JS • U 
ti\D p•.w1te d•ler..t 
Mar~ed to11e1~1rons ore s-on6ca<>l 11 o < lf.lXU 
ESA EE fA{) ER ESM Ef.10 ESC TOTA!. 
S9ean11•n p- t>~I Spt1ima1 J>""-I ~""'"" i> .. .i Si>e- p-"""1 Sj>earlll"' p-knel Spe;rm•n pJevel Spt»rman 1>"11<11 Spaarn1an p-(Qvel R R II II R R R R 
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MD 1'1""~ d!111~ 
M¥<fdcone:1110ftS are~~~ HffiCIXJ 
ESA EE EAO ER ESM EMO ESC TOT.Al 
S:iea1imn p-leltl Spt-.a• PoiMI 
Spearman 
P'l8'<t Spun•~, IMI 
SPearman p-level Spearm11n 9. t~iel Speamian P·le>lll 
Spearman 
p·lm l 
A A R R P' R R ll R 
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1'1f ~HAT'Oll~Hll' C>f UA(lth~lllP ST'llE AND E''1(1HON•\I lt1TUL1GENCE IN INfQRMA11{1N '1Y~ I FM PROJCC! M~NAGER~ 
APPtNL)ICF5 
F. I 1 Tpnurc 111 lhl' lnform<ili1111 !>ystcm~ l"ie ld and r.motional lnllllligt11c(• 
YEJ\flSIN rt.\OTIO,,ftt INfEWG!;t-ICE 
INFORMMIO'I N ESA EE EAO ffi cs~· I ~l.l() ESC TOTAL 
SYSTFMS FIELD ME:AN SlO tlEV MEt\N STD OEV MEAN SlD DtV MfA.N SiO DEV ~'EAll JS1U DcVl1.1fA1' SlD DEV MEAN s ' i) '.lFV MfAN STD DEV 
0 -HRS 6 13 J11:•3~".t 4 O?On9 11 oJ333 3 868678 1•.666&1 'b03331 17 83333 5 •92•19 1 & ~ii l M1-......:n 1.; 83333 .11 19Cf'>• 14 f>1>6<11 ~:'659illl 112 3333 ~s sos11 
1·5YRS $ 17 11()000 l 07364J 21 60000 2 7D1B51 17 :10000 j 11168$1 ]() 40000 lQ41NJ(l 21~ 0 S366'-' 16 €0000 o.soms 11 I i(ll1(ll) I ~~ 1 1:)') 1316mO 11 "367B jj IDYRS 10 IG V>(XJO I 828782 I !i IOQOO 3&30052 16.30000 , eaasr.' ]fl 'lfl(lOO !50~ '~ J lf:NYJI IS 00000 2 53!!';'1' 1650000 2 ~~M'I 1,4.2000 12 69120 
> 1Q YRS 2 16 46429 7 Ol'/2()1 la &0001 3 ~()1.173 i6Wll6 196~·2·~ l l:ll'M.1 •9,~71 4 269724~ 151121'3 2 38.'KJ/3 15 !'J6429 22 · g14& 123 7900 1? 138'!'1 
1011\L 40 16.2?-H9 2 • 34691 15.970>' 3 002002 \f!.2.!.!9ll 2~1 in~q·e.: l 1~, 7-U •9511•'.ll 2 163186 15.fl!224 2 5<8008 16 02041 2 316001 m2••~ 14 n1ne 
1 nhlr t,0: \Tran< and ~Htndard Dir' i:uion( o( f.I 'ub~t"nl(l'J ttud COH•I '('orir ptr ' 'eur(! in the LS field 
.. ---- . ·- --
Analysis of Vananre (YEARS IN IS FIELD) 
EMOTIONAL Marl<!!d effects are s1 n1f1cant at p < .05000 
INTELLIGENCE SS df MS SS df MS 
F 
Etftct E1fect Effect Error Error Error 
p 
ESA . ~, 3 If , !~ I 1 -:., • • r~ .. .1 ' I • H" ., .. 3 c .---
IEE 53.646 3 17 9488 569. 133 45 12 647A 1.419165 0.249580 
iEAO 20 149 3 67164 160.912 45 40203 I 570646 0 186739 
IER 56.053 3 19.3511 421 763 45 937]) 2064570 0 118303 
ESM 20.638 3 6.8460 343.462 45 76325 01Q;96(1 0 451)15; 
EMO 13 492 3 4 4974 298 140 45 66253 0 678816 0.569597 
1ESC 18 182 3 6.CGl7 252 798 45 56177 1 078846 0 367659 
I TOTAL 1079 678 3 JS9~ 9607333 45 2131.974 1665700 0 183515 
Tablr <>I : 1\ o~J~ yis oC \ • ri•M• of En101ional lntrUigrnr• srorn by )'rnrs in 111< IS lirld 











TH! ~ELATIONS' llP or 1 l'MER~Hlr ~n'I F 11,Nll I "10l•ON1\I INHI LIG(Nt( "I IN1()RMA.l l(Jll SY~1EM l•qou (1 MA.ll""lR' 
ACl'ENDICT5 
- .. 
KRUSKAL·WALUS N<IOVA BY RANKS ~9) 
£:MOTIONAL YEARS IN INFORMATION SYSTEMS FIELD 
INTEWGENCE SUM OF RANKS H (2, N::49) 
0 - 2 YRS (~6) 2 - 5 YRS (N=5) :l - 10 YRS (N;:1Q > 10 VRS {N=28' 
p 
IES1'l. 92.9JOO 1139.0000 2AO ODDO 723 5000 4 8~ 0 1851 
IEE 123 0000 181.5COO 200 5000 640.0000 4 8484 0 1832 
'EAO 95 500) 152 ocro 2515000 7]£ 0000 3 )440 01416 
ER 103.EllOO 118,5001 245 5000 7$!X'JIXJ ~ 4033 0 4921 
,ESM 117 0000 173.00XJ 257 5000 677 5000 3 3217 03446 
EMO 120 ocoo 1533X(J ;m5000 751 OOXl 3 :'682 0 Y.121 
:ES{> 104.51lll 153.SXX! 272 5000 f\94 5000 Z79n 0 4239 
TOTAL 106 OOJJ 168 OOXl 246 OOXl 705 ID.Xl 3 4088 03328 
Table o2: Kruskal-\\'<tUb J\no\'ll Test fqr Emotion•! l ntrlllj:tt•~~ Grnu~d by \ nrs in lh•• I:. flC'ld 
.~ w---· - ·- . Speaiman ll<11k Orde< ($!tl~tums. \'RS IS..O -2 YEARS 
MD pa1iw1se teiet<~ 
EMOTI~ M>rl<td cone~tions a'< s1anffitant al o <ltil)(l 
INTEWGENCE ESA EE 00 ER ESM E~ ESC TO'Al 











R R R R R R R R 
ESA 1 IJllllJ r n..-:=-·- 'L': - 0il0382' a (l5f3;< C=<T - _..__._ 10· ,, Or.D5!11 0 111:193 - ; lo ·. ~~.J 1vzi_. " 
( ' . 
EE f ._. ,.. ... . - -.: I COlXll 0 7617'6 0 076>'.ll • - ~ ._ 11 ~ .. llWtEl 01~ 'T • r · :<""" Pr ''o . r " 
EAO nmiA O.fl51J:;s 01647(6 i!Ol&m 1 !DJ))} ( 753:/f!l 0.lltl31: ., .. -=-- '"•f ~ ·+ 0716al 0 1(9161 r ··:j- .. - r ; .! f. o.153'11U1 a 003523 
ER r ___ ~1~ ' -'· !'~ · ;.:;_! '' I) lS3lfrl 0.llllSZl t.cro:o;t 0il17" 0 17Xl71 . L1 l'.i • 0 . '1l - iJ \ , _ ....... H'i1At" ~ 
ESVi 0 ral:i8l 0.100\'l' Os.ml$ Ot~ . ~ -- 0.6317.!CI 017ll71 l!Ifm o.~ 0 ltf...\11 01lm!ll Q.Qi!i6'2 0631718 0 lll'.111 
EMO . 1 .. ...,,, ·~'FJ --- "': 071~ 0 UBt61 .... . F : ·1: Q.~ fl!lf~ l (lll(l) - r"' , ; . r l ·11. 1: -~ 
ESC .. "' - . : ):: - ~~i·.e 1r.- -·~ ·. -r,-,.. ; ~::..; : ---=· OJ811tll a ia;s; rr-,.. L O<l'-«:,; 'llllXD ·- r ~· . .. .. t . . .. ~ TOTAL <~ :;: -... - ~ i 53llll Q.03};13 ··=-:- ~~· C631748 D 173'J1t ::."" ·i i:- --·1.1:: :i;~:"• • ;/1 I l)J(l1D - .. 
Tabl• 63: p .. rm•o Ran~ Ordrt CoM'tl :uions of r.l lor par1i<ipan1< wit h 11-2 ) ran in lht IS t1t ld 
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APP~l'lJ2m 
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~ lhnk O«lv C4otl"'1oM YRS IS- 2 5 YfARS 
'10 ;•l!Wlu delt1ed 
M>rl<eo rorr~31tons w. $tOnilicMt ii n c l);(l)) 






p.lml Speam13n p-1~ 
Sprnman p-level Spearman P-le"d Spe~n p-IM Sptam>tn p-!Mj 
R R R R R R R R 
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T•bh• 6~: S1)carmnn l<•n~ O rd or Corn'lotlooc of El for pa.rtirlpanl< " i .lb 1 - 5 vcar< in lh• IS fidd 
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Spnrrn¥1 Rat>~ Otdet ' °''el>1IOl1< YRS ts- S IOYEARS 
MO p;ir"'" tl•l£1•d 
Ml-k>-d :orr~~lillls "'' 1mnl'lr.ir I 'II o < Cl'.fCl1 
ESA EE EAO g; E~ S>!O ESC TOTAL. 
Spe.1man p-ltvil S~llfTQr. r>IMI Srt-.t""'M P.!m< 
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Analysis o$ Vanance (OCCl.f>AllONAI. PACKGROUNO) 
Ma~ effrnc; lh" s1on.f1cam ;;1 p < 05000 
SS df MS SS df MS 
Effect Effect Effect Error Error Error 
F p 
3.9113 2 19556 2£11)62 46 6 1004 0320576 0727n3 
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0 T.KIRABI RA 
fllE REI Al IONSMIP Of LEADf RSfllP STYLE AND EMOTIONAi l~UlLJ<i(NCf II\ IN>ORMAl lQN SYSl ( M PkOl !CTMAA,\GERS 
~PPENDICES 
Analysis of Variance (PREFERRED PROJECT TYPE) 
EMOTIONAL Marked effects are significant at p < .05000 
INTELLIGENCE SS df MS SS df MS 
F 
Effect Effect EffeC1 Error Error Error 
p 
ESA 1 2798 1 1 2798 283.25 47 6,0266 0.212353 0.647055 
EE 0.0250 1 0 .0250 622.95 47 13.2544 0.001890 0.96551 1 
EAO 3.3659 1 3.3659 197.70 47 4.2063 0.800217 0.375587 
ER 03367 1 0.3367 479.50 47 10.2021 0.033006 0.856618 
ESM 15.1936 1 15.1936 348.81 47 7.4214 2.0'17266 0.159095 
EMO 1.6478 1 i.6478 309.98 47 6.5954 0.249841 0.619519 
ESC 19.6883 1 19.6883 251 .29 47 53466 3.682390 0.061074 
TOTAL 177.5074 1 177.5074 10509.55 47 223.6075 0.793834 0.377482 
Table 77: Aornlysis of Variance of .t:mot!on:ll Jurclllgencc scores by Projeer P~fer•u<'< 
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Af'PENOlCES 
r: - I fi, 0 1 n q1.11io na l lla d q.iro1111d and Prf'ff•rTcrl Proj(•Cl Ty pe 
-
I Summary Frequency Table Marned cells have co1Jnts > 10 
Prefou ed Proiecl Tvno 
Technical Channa Total 
:= -= IS TeGhnii;;il 1•, 7 22 
0 = IS Business 3 I I 16 ~ ¢ 
~ e, Oth• r Profession 4 I 11 :; -"' 
" " ...... Total Oa> 22 27 49 
T •hl• !UI: S ummury Frr<111•nl'y Tohl~orch<u1rn1io1rnl llotkgrouml 1111d Pr1•frrr<1l l'rojcc11ypr 
Statistics: PREFERRED PROJECT TYPE and 
OCCUPATIONAL BACKGROUND 
Statistic Chi-square df p 
Pearson Chi-snuare 9.56668 df=2 0.00837 
M-L Chi-square 10.03263 df=2 0.00663 
Spearman Rank R 0.343397 t~2. 5066 0.01571 
Tablr 81: SlalbliM for O<eupnlionul Uackgrou nd a11d l'rrferrcd r ro,jC<I T yl'• 
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